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Overview _____ ---'-___________ _ 

IN THE CQURSE of capitalist development in Latín America, ane of the fun
damental pohtieal transitions has been the emergence of worker protest and 
an organized labor movement, along with the varied responses of the state to 
this new actor witrun society. During a relative1y well-deflned perlad in 
mast countries, a historie change took place in the relationship between the 
state and the working class. An earlier pattern-in which repression was gen
erally a far more central feature of the state response to worker organization 
and protest-gave way to state palicies that launched the "initial incorpora
tian" of the labor movement. State control of the working class ceased to be 
principally the responsibiüty of the police aI the army but rather was 
achieved at least in part through the legalization and institutionalization of 
a labor rnovement sanctioned and regulated by the state. In addition, actors 
within the state began to explore far more extensive1y the possibility of mo
bilizing workers as a major political constituency. 

The terms on which the labor movement was initially incorporated dif
fered great1y within Latin America. In sorne countries the policies of tbe in~ 
corporation period aimed primarily at establishing new mechanisms of state 
controL In other cases the concem with control was combined with a major 
effort to cultivate labor support, encompassing a central role of a political 
party-or a polítical movement that later became a party-and sometimes 
producing dramatic episodes of worker mobilization. The alternative strate
gies of control and mohilization produced contrasting reactions and counter
reactions, generat"ing different modes of confuct and accommodation that 
laid the foundation for contrasting politicallegacies. 

The analysis of these distinct pattems of confljct and accommodation. of
fers new insight into important contrasts among countries such as: whether 
a cohesive, integrative political center was formed or more polarized politics 
emerged¡ whether and how party systems·came to channel social conflict¡ 
and, more specifically, why in sorne countries the electoral and trade-union 
arenas carne to be dominated by parties of the center, whereas elsewhere par
ties of the left came to playa far greater role. The analysis· sheds light on 
altemative patteros of sectoral and class coalitions, distinct modes of cen
trifugal and centripetal politica! competition, and contrasting patterns of sta
bility and conflicto It a1so helps explain whether countries followed a demo
cratic or authoritarian path through the period of new opposition movements 
and economic and political crisis of the 1960s and 1970s. 

The eme:rgence of different forros of control and mobilization during the 
inirial incorporation periods, along with their varied legacies, is the focus of 

-this book. The study is based on a comparative-historical analysis of the 
eight countries with the longest history of urban commercial and industrial 
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development in the regían: Argentina, Brazil, Chik Colombia, Mexico, 
Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela. 

1t bears emphasis that single-country monographs arrd historical studies 
focused on each of these eight countries have commonly asserted that the 
years we idendfy as the initial incorporation pericds were historical water
sheds that had a major impact on the subsequent evolution of polities. 1 Yet 
these analyses, focusing as they do on individual countries, not surprisingly 
have lacked consistent criteria for identifying and comparing the incorpora
tion periods, as well as for carrying out a comparative assessment Di their 
legacies. The goal of this baúk i5 to provide a framework for this comparison 
arrd to aHer a methodological and analytic basis for assessing the causal im
pact of the incorporation periods on the national political regime. 

In focusing on the state's role in shaping the labor movement and on the 
reactions and counterreactions at the level of national politics produced by 
these state initiatives, we do not intend to suggest that workers and labor 
leaders did not themselves playa major role in constÚuting labor move
ments. Their role has been amply documented,2 and at varidus points it plays 
an important part in the present analysis.3 However, our primary attention 
centers at a different level: the repercussions for the larger evolution of na
tional politics of altemative state strategies for dealing with the labor move
mento At tnIS level 01 analysis, one can identify fundamentally contrasting 
~tories of change that merit sustained attention in their own right. 

In that the book seeks to trace out these contrasting trajectories of national 
política! change, we see this study as part of the ongoing quest in the Latin 
American freId over the past 30 years to explain the different paths of na
tiona! development found within the region.4 In tbis context, our analysis is 

I For example, Argentina: Corradi 1985:58; Doyon 1975:153; Mallon and Sounouille 
1975:7; Horowitz 1990; Wynia 1978:43--44, 80; 'Luna 1969:15; Fayt, quoted in Ciría 
1968:326; Waisman 1987¡ Torre 1989:530. Brazil: Schmitter 1971:127; Mericle 1977:304; 
Erickson 1977:11; Ianni 1970:89; Simiio 1981:169. Chile: Morris 1966:2; Barría 1972:37-
38; S. Valenzuela 1976:141; Bergquist 1981:45-46; 1986:75; Pike 1963:188. Colombia: Ur
rutia 1969a:109, 113; Dix 1967:91¡ Molina 1974:280¡ 1977:85, 101. Mexico: Hansen 
1974:34, 98-101¡ Garrido 1982: 11, 296¡ Córdova 1974¡ 1976:204, 211¡ 1979:9-11; Come
lius 1973:392-93. Peru: Sulmont 1977:82; Pareja 1980:115; AngelI 1,980:21; Adams 
1984:36--37; and from a comparative perspective C. Anderson 1967:249. Uruguay: Finch 
1981:9; Vanger 1963:272, 274; 1980:348; Caetano 1983a:5; Fitzgibbon 1954:122. Vene
zuela: Levine 1973:29; Alexander 1982:224; Martz 1966:62; Godio 1982:30, 85; and hom a 
compamtive perspective, C. Anderson 1967:283-84. 

2 At the level 01 a braad comparative-historical analysis, see Bergquist (1986). Many ex
cellent monographic studies also adopt this perspective. 

3 Chapter 3 focuses on the early history 01 the labor movement from the perspective of 
worker organization and worker protesto In the analysis 01 the incorporatíon periods in 
Chapter 4, the discussion 01 the goals oí actors within the state who initiate incorpora
tion-the "project from above"-is juxtaposed with a discussion of the goals of the leading 
sectors of the labor movement, the "project Irom below." 

• 4 A partiallist of relevant authors and citations dealing with the comparative analysis of 
South America and Mexico that address these themes might inelude 1. Johnson 1195ts), 
Silvert and Gennani (1961), HÍIschman (1965,1977,1979), Di Tella (l965, 1968), C. Ander
son (1967), Halperin Donghi (19691, Cardoso and Faletto (1969, 1979), Schmitter (1972), 
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both narrow and broad. It is narrow in thaLit focuses on critical transitions 
in the relationship between the state and one particular actor in society, the 
organized labor movement. Yet it is broad in that tbis focus serves as an optic 
through which a much larger spectrum of polítical relationsmps and patterns 
of change can be integrated into an explanatory framework. The analysis is 
likewise broad because it is framed by scholarly debates on democracy and 
authoritariamsm, corporatism, patterns of state transformation in the face of 
new social forces, the formation of distinct types of party systems, and tb,e 
relative autonomy of politics. 

Obviously, the issues considered here are not unique to Latín Arnerica. 
They are, for instance, the focus of a broad spectrum of authors concerned 
with European development, from Karl Marx to T. H. Marshall and Reinhard 
Bendix, who have analyzed these themes within the context of what Bendix 
(1964:23) refers to as the "pervasive, structural transformations" of Western 
societies mat encompassed in the economic sphere the spread of market re
lationships and in me political sphere the spread of individualistic authority 
re1ationships. Crucial to the latter was the extension of citizenship to the 
lower class, involving the right of "association" and "combination" and the 
diverse ways in which worker organization, worker pro test, and state policy 
to'ward worker associations interacted to shape the evolution of national poI· 
itics (Bendix 1964:chap. 3, esp. 80-87). The :present study paralle1s the c0!l~ 
cerns of vaÍious analysts of Europe who have viewed the incorporation of the 
working class as a pivotal transition within this larger process of societal 
change.5 

The method of thi;; book is a type of comparative mstory designed to dis
cover and assess explanations of change. The method has two components .. 
The Brst is the generatio~ and evaluation of hypotheses through the ·exami
nation oí similarities an:d contrasts among countries. The second is the pro
cedure of "process tracing"6 over time witmn countries, through which ex
planations are further probed. We thereby evaluate whether the dynamics of 
change within each country plausibly reflect the sarue causal pattem sug
gested by the comparison among countries. The result is an analysis cen
trally concemed with the elaboration of concepts and comparisons, but also 
shaped by the conviction that this elaboration must be anchored in a close, 
processual analysis of cases over long periods of time. The book thus presents 
an extended examination of each case over several decades, and we hope that 
for readers who lack a close knowledge of these countries, this historical pre
sentation will make our argument clear. However, we do not intend this as 

O'Donnell(1973, 1975), Bambirra (1974), R. Kaufman (1977a, 1977b, 1979, 1986), Stepan 
(1978b, 19881, D. Collier (1979), Therborn (1979), Q'Donnell, Schmitter, and Whitehead 
(~86), and Bergquist (1986). 
(5JLipset and Rokkan 1967; Waisman 1982; Lipset 1983¡ Luebbert 1986, 1987; f. Stephens 
1986. 

6The procedure was proposed by George and McKeown (1985:34ff.). lt is similar to the 
procedure 01 "disceming" earlier advocated by Barton and Lazarsfeld 11969) and of "pattern 
matching" advocated by Campbell(1975). 
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a general political history of these countries----nor even oi the labOl:"move
roent aI of sta te-labor relations. Rather, the historical treatment is selective 
focused on probing arguments related to OUT principal thesis about the emer~ 
gence and impact of the incorporation periods. 

The Historical Argument 

In the first decades of the 20th century, the relationsmp between the state 
an~ the labor movement changed fundamentally. Prior to that time, state 
p.ohcy commonly involved extensive repression.oí working class organiza
tlon and protest, repression that on many occasions resulted in the death oi 
dozens OI even hundreds Di workers. This earlier era saw occasional ad hoc 
sta~e. cooperation wi~h labor groups in sectors too :iInportant economically or 
pohtlcally to permit their continual repression, as well as occasional state 
efforts to mobilize the support ofworkers. Nonetheless, the labor movement 
was d~alt with in important measure coercively-by the police or the army. 

Dunng a well-defined period in each country, this relationship was altered. 
In general, sorne use of repression continued, but control was to a greater 
degree accornplished through the le alization and inst't ti a 'za ion _ 
t~in types a or organizaEgn. Unions became legitimate actors within 
these societies. In conjunction with the unions' more legitimate role, politi
calleaders also began to pursue far more extensively than before the option 
of mobilizing workers as a base of political support . 

. Thi.s ch~ge. to new modes of state-labor relations-from repression to in
StltutlOuahzatlon, from exclusion to incorporation genera11y took place in 
the context of a larger set of political transformations also occurring in the 
~arly decades of this century. These induded a decline in the pohtical dom
manee of older oligarchic groups and the assumption of power by newer 
elites drawn in part from the "middle sectors/'7 whose social, economic and 
political importance was increasing rapidly with the sustained economi'c ex
pansion and the growing importance of the urban commercial and manufac. 
turing sector dUring this periodo Reiormist elements that emerged from the 
more traditi~~al elite also played a significant role in tms period of change. 
The new pohtlcalleadersmp promoted a transition from a laissez-faire state 
to a more interventionist state, a change signaled by the promulgation of new 
"social constitutions." The state carne increasingly to assume new social 
welfare, and economic responsibilities involving aboye all the modern secto; 
of the econorny, but in a few cases also encompassing a restructuring of work 
and property relations within the traditional rural sector. 

The incorporation of the labor mOvement was typicalIy high on this 
a~enda of change, though its timing varied among countries. In conjunction 
wlth the new social and welfare responsibilities, the state introduced new 
legislation regulating such things as working conditions, mínimum wage, 

7 See discussion of this tenn in the glossary. 
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and social security. With the new economic responsibilities, the state began 
to establish a regularized system of labor relations, assuming a role as medi
ator of dass conflict and arbiter of labor-managernent disputes. Actors 
within the state established regularized, legal channels of labor relations and 
made sorne concessions to correct the worst abuses of the working class, 
thereby seeking to take the labor question out of the streets and away from 
the police or army and bring it into the realm of law by providing mecha
nisms for the peaceful settlement of labor disputes. The goal, in the terms in 
which it was commonly conceived, was to "harmonize the interests of labo~ 
and capital." These changes were accompanied by the introduction of cor
poratism as a ne; set oi structures for the vertical integration of society. 
Corporatlsm III Latin America thus involved the legalization and institution
alization of an organized labor movement, but one that was shaped and con
trolled by the state. 

This, then, is the historical coromonality of these countries. In the course 
of capitalist modemization, two broad new sectors produced by moderniza
tion, the working dass and the middle sectors, began to be integrated into 
the polity in more subordinate and more dominant positions, respectively, 
within the framework of an important redefinition of the role of the state ID 
society. 

The argument af this book ls that within the framework of this historical 
commonality, there were fundamental pofitjeaI djfferences in how this pro
cess of labor incorporation occurxed. In most cases the result was ultimately 
the creation of an organized labor movement and system of industrial rela
tions in important measure controlled and regulated by the sta te. Yet this 
occurred in very different ways. Correspondingly, the larger politicallegacy 
of these earlier periods differs fundamentally among countries. To introduce 
these differencesj Ü is necessary to discuss further the incorporation periods 
themselves. 
Types of Incorporation Periods. We ~ the initial.incorporation of the J 
labor movement as the first sustained and at least partially successful at
tempt by the state to legitimate and shape an institutionalized labor move
mento During the incorporation periods, institutionalized channels far re
solving labor conflicts were created in order to supersede the ad hoc use of 
repression characteristic of earlier periods of state-Iabor relations, and the 
state carne to assurne a majar role in institutionalizing a new system ~ss 
bargaining . 
.. The analysis of initial incorporation revolves around two arguments. First, 
this fundamental change in state-Iabor relations occurred in relativel well
deflned policy perlo S. These periods correspond to historical experiences as 
chronological1y diverse as the Batlle era in the first decade and a haH of the 
20th century in Uruguay, the aftermath of the Mexican Revolution in the 
years following the 1917 constitution, the Vargas administration in Brazil 
beginning in 1930, and the Perón era in Argentina beginning in the 1940s. In 
most but not a11 cases, these incorporation periods coincided with the larger 
period of political refonn and expansion of the role of the state discussed 
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aboye. Issues that arise in the identification and comparison of the incorpo
ration periods are discussed in the glossary. 

The second argument is that the different forins of control and support 
mobilization that emerged, along with the distinet actors that led the incor
_poration projects, are a key to distinguishing among them. At the most gen
eral leve1, we identify two broad types of incorporaban experiences: state 
incorporatian and portv incgmoration. 

In the case of state incorporatioll, the prinCipal agency through which the 
incorporation perlad was initiated was the legal and bureaucratic apparatus 
ot the state, and the principal goal of the leaders who initiated incorporatian 
was the control and depoliticization of the labor movement. In the case of 
party incorporation, a central agency of incorporation was a political party ar 
political movement that later became a party, and a fundamental goal of po
liticalleaders, in addition to control, was the mobilization of working class 
support through this party or movement. This mobilization of labor con
trasted sharply with the depolitiéization characteristic of state incorpora
tion. 8 In addition to distinguishing between state and party incorporation, we 
also explore three subtrpes of party incornoration, discussed below. 
Legacy of Incorporation. The distinct types of incorporation had a funda
mental impact on the subsequent evolution of national politics. In a11 eight 
countries the'incorporation experience produced a strong political reaction, 
and in most countries this reaction cúlminated in the bre.akdown of the na
tional polítical regime under which the iRcorporation policies had been im
plemented. In the face of tbis reaction and of the counterreaction it often 
produced, the ultimate legacy of incorporation commonly entailed outcomes 
quite divergent from the goals of the leaders of the original incorporation 
periodo To understand these outcomes, one must examine closely these re
actions and subsequent counterreactions. We will refer to the period of reac
tions and counterreactions as the "aftermath" of incorporatian, and to the 
longer-term consequences as the "heritage" of incorporation. 

Two sequences of change may initially be identified. In cases of state in
corporation, the incorporation project was principally concerned with state 
cóntrol of the labor movement and was implemented under an authoritarian 
regime. Correspondingly, the initial regime breakdown brought with it a pro
céss of 'democratization. In the cases of party incorporation, the incorpora
tion period promoted progressive social policies and the political mobilíza
tion of the working class, and the regime under which incorporatioh 
occurred was in most cases more democratic and competitive. Here the in-

, c~rporation period triggered a strong conservative reacfion, which in most 
cases uhimately led to a coup and a period of authoritarian rule, folIowed 

iven the definition oí incorporation periods presented aboye, the state by definition 
layed a role in both types oí incorporation. The key question is whether, in addition. a 
arty or movement played a major role and whether a central goal was depoliticization¡ as 
pposed to politicization in favor of this party or movement. For a further discussion of 
hese distinctions, see Chapter 5. 
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later by the institution of some form of more comp"etitive, civilian electoral 

regime. 
.ay tracing the movement of- the countrles through these different se

quences of change, we gain new insights into the evolving role of the labor 
movement in sectoral and class alliances and hence into the charactei: al 
these alliances, the articulation of these alliances with the party system and 
the character of the party systern, and the way crucial issues concerning the 
legitimation of the state were resolved-or often, not resolved. Special atten
tion focuses Oil whether a stable .majority bloc emerged roughly at the center 
of the electoral arena, whether unions were linked to parties of the center or 
parties of the left, and, relatedly, whether the union movement was generally 
in the goveming coalition or tended to be excluded. On the basis of thes] 
dimensions, four broad types of outcomes are identified: integrative party 
systems, rnultiparty polarizing systems, systems characterized by electoral 
stability and social conflict, and stalemated party systems. 

The consequences of these distinct patterns were dramatically manifested 
in the period of social and economic crisis and new opposition movements 
during the 1960s and 1970s, a period that culminated in the emergence of 
"the new authoritarianism" in sorne, but not all, oi the most modemized 
countries of Latin America. The problem of explaining this outcome, as well 
as the contrasting experience of other relatively modernized countries that 
retained civilian regimes, has received wide scholarly attention over more 
than a decade.9 We argue that an important part of the explanation of these 
contrasting regime outcomes is the structure of contestation and cooperation 
in the national polítical arena, which was in important respects fue legacy of 
incorporation and of the reaction to it. 

For each country, the analysis extends either to the onset of these author
itarian periods or to approximatryly 1980. After this point, significant changes 
in the pararoeters of politics occurred. Nonetheless, contrasts among coun
tries that are in part the legacy of incorporation remain fundamental to 
understanding the agenda of polítical issues faced both by military govem
ments and by the leaders of later democratization effoits. A primary goal of 
the book is to explore this evolving legacy of incorporation. 

Looking at the overall trajectory of the different countries through this se
quence of chauge, one observes a complex relationship benveen the character 
of the incorporation period and its legacy. In the intermediate run, the con
trol-oriented approach of state incorporation in sorne important respects cre
ated a greater opportunity for future polarization. This occurred for several 
reasons, among them that many of the legal controls of unions broke down 
with the competitive bidding for workers' votes under a subsequent demo- . 
cratic regime, and that state incorporation left unresolved the partisan affilí~ 
ation of workers and unions, leaving them available far mobilization by 
other actors in later periods. By contrast the often radical mobilization of 
party incorporation created political ties and loyalties that in some cases 

9 Q'Donnelll973, 1975, 1982¡ Stepan 1973; Linz and Stepan 1978¡ D. Collier 1979. 
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later contributed to conservatization of the labor movement and its integra,.. 
don within a centrist political bloc. Thus arre potential trajectory of change 
was frall control ta polarization. and a second haro mobilization ta inte~ra
llizr!.. A major goal of the analysis i5 to probe the factors that led particular 
countries to follow either of these two trajectories. 

A final observation i5 in arder about the normative implications of alter
native outcomes such as polarization and integration. Under sorne circum
stances and from sorne normative perspectives¡ the "stability" OI reduction 
of conflict that rnight be associated with the outcome of integration are pref
erable to instability and conflicto Under other circumstances and fram other 
normative perspectives, stability and reduction of conflict may be seen as 

"'blocking needed change, whereas polarization may open new avenues for 
change. These altemative assessments were actively contested in the eight 
countries during the periods studied here, and they are explicitly debated by 

"social scientists who study these countries. In trus book, our goal is not pri
marily to evaluate these outcomes but rather to advance the understanding 
of the politicaI context in which they were fought out. 

Relative Autonomy 01 the Political and the Impact 01 
Socioeconomic Change 

The book thus explores the long-term impact of political differences among 
countries during the incorporation periodo By contrast, much of the literature 
on polítical change in Latin America has focused on social and economic 
explanations. Although we do not claim to present a monocausal model-in 
that we do not pretend to explain aH the observed variations or features of 
regimes on the basis of political factors-the political. argument explored 
here nonetheless does raise the issue of the relative autonomy of the pohti
cal. 

In recent decades in the context of the larger debate-both Marxist and 
non-Marxist-on the state, much attention was paid to the issue of political 
autonomy, particularly on a theoreticalleveL Yet, during the period when 
dependency theory was ascendant in Latin American studies, politieal anal
ysis at times seemed to lose its way and politics was often considered epi
phenomenaL What really mattered was the underlying pact of domination, 
which carne part and paree! with the eeonomie base. 10 

$ubsequently, concem with the political sphere was revived and rein
forced. In part this was due to the particular conjuncture in Latin America. 
As the military regimes of the 1960s and 1970s Ieft the scene, attention 
tumed to the possibility of creating a political arena that safeguarded demo
cratic values, even in a situation where the underIying economic parameters 
had not changed. ll Thus, there was interest first in polítical values that were 

10 For a critique of thís perspective, see Cardoso (1979). 
II O'Donnel1, Schmitter, and Whitehead (1986) and Goodman Iforthcorning) are examples 

of this focus. 
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previously disparaged and secondly in institution-building in the political 
arena for the consolidation of democracy. 

It seerns clear that sorne facets of the -political process act as powerfuI and 
fundamental causal variables in sociallife and provide the basis for an un
derlying "political logic" that animates change, which is in a sense analo
gous to the "capitallogic" that is a .c~ntral c?n.cern of the d~pendenc~ ~er
spective. One component of this pohtlcalloglc 1S the generatlOn of pollucal 
projects in arder to form coalitions to gain or re.tain politiC.~ po,:er. 12 It con,
sists of a potentia1ly autonomous realro of confItct over pohtlcallllcumbency 
and entails a political dynamic that played a central role in shaping the in
corporation projects. Another component is the pursuit of legitimation, 
which is a fundamental imperative of the state and one that may conflict 
with other imperatives such as the protectíon and promotíon of capital ac
cumulation (Habermas 1975¡ o'eonnor 1973). In addition to the potentially 
autonornous dynamic of change that revolves around these imperatives of 
incumbency and legitimacy, other sources of political autonomy are found 
in vested interests, sunk costs, and institutional rigidities. 

The argument is not that the socioeconomic context of poIitics is unim
portant. Rather it is that the political arena is not simply fluid, constantly 
responding to socioeconomic change. Instead, because of an autonomous po
liticallogic and vested interests, it may be resistant to such change over sig
nif1cant periods of time. Socioeconomic change is important to political out
comes, but the political arena may to sorne degree follow its own pattern and 
pace of change, that at times takes a highIy discontinuous formo 

This pattem of discontinuity contrasts with many forms of economic and 
social change. Socioeconomic change, such as urbanization or economic 
growth, is often a continuous process that proceeds at a more-or-Iess even 
rate---or an even1y fluctuating rateo It ¡;:ommonly entails the aggregation of 
innumerable changes or decisions by individual actors over time. A made! oí 
this type of incremental change is so fundamental to neoclassical economics 
that on the title page of his seminal work Principles 01 Economics, Alfred 
Marshall (1916) placed the maxim natura non lacit sQltum-nature makes 
no leaps. Some political change-for instance, that in the "behavioral" or 
attitudinal realm-may also occur incremental1y. 

However, other aspects of political change, in the structural, institutional, 
and policy spheres, may be more discontinuous. This discontinuity consists 
of macro transformations, deriving from a process of decision making for the 
collectivity regarding the distribution of political and societal resources and 
associated issues of conflict and cooperation. This process leads to the found
ing of new legal orders, state structures, or other institutional arrangements. 

!1 See Cavarozzi 11975:33--37). This focus is related to C. Anderson's widely noted dis" 
cussion of the lopc of "winning, consolidating, and maintaining power" that is pan of his 
"prudence model" of developmental policy-making in Latin Arnerica 11967:87, Chaps. 3-
4) and parallels hoth Anderson Il967:87) and Arnes's 11987) concero with "politica! sur
viva!''' The focus is obviously similar to the larger concem in polítical analysis with how 
the goal of gaining and retaining power shapes polítical action IDowns 1957). 
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Such episodes of macro change may be followed by periods of minimal 
change aI by more incremental and perhaps more informal change. Far in
stance, smaller incremental changes in paliey may be made, laws may not 
be applied, their implementation may evolve, and institutions and structures 
may begin to operate or behave in different ways. But these involve relatively 
minor shifts within a framework in which changes Gn a large scale are rela
tively infrequent. Between such major changes, institutions and structural 
rigidities create a partially autonomous IOgic of the political arena. 

lt is wi thin tbis framework that the uneven impact aI social and economic 
change Gn politics, of the kind explored in this book, must be understood. 
This perspective is introduced further in Chapter l. 

Approach to Comparison 

Selection of Cases. The choice of the eight countries analyzed here is based 
on three criteria. First, along with vast differences in their social and eco
nomic makeup, these countries have the longest history of urban cornmer
dal and manufacturing development in Latin America. More than other 
Latin American countries, their modern sectors have for much of this cen
tury been sufficiently large to create an active arena of labor politics and 
sta te-labor relations. As a result, labor politics has long been a central issue 
on the national political agenda. 13 

Second, because these countries represent a "comparison set" that pro
vides a useful basis for exploring hypotheses about industrial modernization, 
they have already received substantial attention in previous research on the 
political economy of industrialization and regime transfonnation, The pres
ent study therefore can build on an important body of abalysis comparing the 
evolution of these cases. In particular, The New Authoritarianism in Latin 
America (D. Collier 1979), analyzed the sarue eight countries, focusing on 
the perlad of opposition movements, crises, and the rise of authoritarianism 
in the 1960s and 1970s. The present volume, by contrast, takes the analysis 
for these eight cases from roughly the beginning of the 20th century up to 
this period of opposition and crisis. It thus responds to the challenge posed 

13 In conjunction with this shared experience of econornic and industrial growth and the 
related issue oi country size, these eight countries 100m large within the overall picture of 
demographic and economic expansion in Latin America. As of 1980 they contained 84 per
cent oI the population of the 20 countries co=only defined as Latin America-i.e., with 
a "Latin" (Spanish, Portuguese, or Frenchl colonial history-and as of 1979 they had 92 
percent of the gross domestic product (not including Cubal. Although the majar role of 
Cuba within the Latin American and intemational 5cene since the 19605 and the impor
tance of the Central American crisis in the 1980s belies any argument that big countries 
are "more important," the demographic and economic preponderance of these eight coun
tries merits note. Among the 20 countries, Brazil had 35 percent oI the population, Mexico 
20 percent, and the other six countries 29 percent. Among the 19 countries, Brazil had 32 
percent of the GDP, Mexico 25 percent, and the other six countries 35 percent (Wilkie and 
Haber 1983:5, 280-811. 
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in the final chapter of The New Authoritarianism: that it:i,s essential to view 
the rise and fall of authoritarianism in Latin America that occurred between 
the 1960s and the 1980s within the framework of longer cycles of regime 
change within the region (394--95). 

Third, this set of countries is auspicious because for each of these cases 
there is an extensive body of historical and monographic literature on na
donal politics and trade unions that constituteS an invaluable basis for the 
type of comparative analysis of secondary sources carried out here. 
Differences and Commonalities among Cases. A principal challenge of 
comparative-historical research is to push the systematic comparison of cases 
as far as possible without pushing it to a point where it does violence to the 
distinctive attributes of each case. Scholarly debates on comparative researq):L 
are enlivened by strong disagreements about where that point is located. 

It is easy to enumerate prominent features of the national political evolu
tion of each country that are of great relevance for this analysis and which 
appear conspicuously unique. For instance, in Mexico these would include 
the revolution and its very nonrevolutionary one-party heritage¡ in Uruguay 
the peculiar tradition of two-party politics, the refonnist genius of Batlle, and 
the social welfare state, juxtaposed with the economic and political stagna
tion of recent decades. In Chile, they would include strong parties of the left 
located in a national political system also characterized by a strong right and 
deeply ingrained conservatism¡ and in Argentina the explosive mobilization 
of.Peronism, its eonservatization and fragmentation, and its troubled politi- . 
ca:llegaey. 

Any eomparative analysis that did not address these distinGtive attributes 
would fail to capture the reality of these countries. Yet it is equally obvious. 
that a meaningful understanding of these cases cannot be gained only by 
dwelling on their unique traits, but must be achieved in part through a com
parative assessment of the larger political issues that are fought out and the 
commonalities, as well as contrasts, in the political and institutional forms 
taken by the resolution of these issues. 
Splitters and Lumpers. The problem of adequately assessing these similar
ities and contrasts suggests the relevance here of the distinction suggested 
by J. H. Hexter (1979:241--43) between two types of analysts: JlsplittersJl and 
Jllumpers.Jl14 $plitters are quid: to see contrasts among cases and to foeus on 
t'Fie dlstioctive attributes of each case. Their contribution is essential, sinee 
the close, contextually rich analysis they tend to produce is invaluable for 
understanding the cases under consideration, for bringing to light new infor
mation, for generating new hypotheses and theories, and for providing the 
basie data on which a11 comparative analysis depends. Lumpers, by contrast, 
have an eye for generalizations and commonalities, for fitting particular 

14 The following discussion parallels in important respects Skocpol and Somers's (19801 

I analysis oI different approaches to comparison. Splitters generally follow their method of 
"contrast oI contexts"¡ !umpers follow their method of "parallel demonstration of theory"¡ 
and the middle gronnd that we advocate corresponds to their "macro-causal analysis." 
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cases lnto broad categories. Their approach i5 likewise essential, since it 
plays an important role in synthesizing the details presented in case studies. 

One major risk for the lumpers is the methodological problem identified 
by Eldon Kenworthy (1973) in his articIe entitled "The Function of the Little 
Known Case in Theory Formation 01 What Peronism Wasn't,/I Kenworthy, a 
specialist in Argentine politics, criticized the misuse of the case of Peronist 
Argentina, which at an earlier paint was poorly understood by broad compar
ativists. These comparativists, according to Kenworthy, distorted the Argen
tine expeneIl:ce to fit it into their conceptuaLcategories. 

A variant of tms problem, which has arisen in the comparative analysis of 
the historical periods of concem in this book, could be referred to as "the 
misuse of the best known case." In tbis instance, a general pattem f~a 
whole region is derived from the best known case (or cases) writ large. For 
instance, in the analysis of state-labor relations and populism in Latin Amer
ica, the experiences of two or possibly three leaders have often commanded 
the attention of analysts: Perón (a relatively well-known case among Latin 
Americanists), Vargas in Brazil, and perhaps Cárdenas in Mexico. Generali
zations have too often presented a single picture for Latin America that com
bined elements of each of these experiences, forming a composite that ulti
mately corresponds neither to the original case or cases on wruch the 
generalization is based, nor to other cases to which it is applied (R. Collier 
1982:98-100). 

I 
What is too often missing is an analytic middle ground between splitters 

~d lumpers that encompasses simultaneously a concem with similarities 
and differences. In carrying out description, such an approach attempts to 
identify multiple pattems rather than necessarily to "lump" cases into a sin
gle type. In testing explanations, this approach employs the systematic ex
amination of similarities and contrasts among cases as a me~ns of assessing 
hypotheses about patterns of change. 

An important concomitant of occupying this middle ground is the recog
nition of a crucial point: the claim that two countries are similar or different 
with regard to a particular attribute does not, and is not intended to, assign 
to them the overall status of being similar or different cases. It is relevant to 
underline this point because in the fields of comparative artalysis and Latin 
American studies, when scholars engage in a carefulIy contextualized com
parison of "whole countries,"ls there can be a tendency to depict certaip. 
countries as "really" similar or different-to a degree that may paralyze COlll

parative research. For instance, students of the Southem Cone commonly 
hold that Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay share an underlying socioeconomic 
structure that contrasts markedly with the rest of South America, giving a 
common IImeaning;" to the dynamics of their politics. Yet in terms of the 
structure of its party system, Uruguay has historically had much more ip. 

15 übviously, no one really compares "whole countries¡" but only specmc attributes of 
countries. This expression is used tO refer to what Ragin (1987) has called the "case ori· 
ented/' rather than "variable oriented," approach of comparative-historical analysis, which 
is strongly concemed with how each variable is embedded in its larger context within a 
given case. 

~ , 
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on with Colombia than with its Southern Cone neighbors . ..,Uruguay is 
comm 

t inherent1y more similar eith.er to Colombia or to other Southern Cone 
no tr1.es Rather it shares with each important similarities and differences. coun· , ...• 

In sum, our methodological stance recogrnzes the contnbutlOn of bot~ 
s litters and lumpers, but insists on the flexible application of a middle po
sition that acknowledges a diversity of similarities and contrasts among any 

combination of cases. 
Most Similar and Most Different Systems Designs. In focusing on the an~ - ) 

sis of similarities and differences, we employ two strategies of comparison,! 
~ corobination of a "roost similar" and a "most different" systems design 
ePrzeworski and Teune 1970¡ Przeworski 1987).16 These two designs are 
"ideal types," and the matching and contra,sting of cases that they posit ~s, 
never perfectly achieved in any real analysis. Yet they are invaluable points 
of reference in constructing comparisons. 

First, the overall analysis of the eight countries can be considered a most 
similar systems designo These eight cases are broadly matched, in that 
among the countries of Latin America, they have overall the longest history 
of urban, commercial, and industrial development, and in conjunction with 
this development have experienced the broad transformations in the politicae 
sphere discussed aboye. Further, these changes have occurred within a com
mon regional and cultural contexto Against the backdrop of these simi~ari-,", 
ties, this methodological design identifies four broad types of incorporation 
periods and see1es to discover whether corresponding contrasts emerge in the 
legacy of incorporation. 

Second the comparison of countries with similar types of incorporation 
constitut~s a most different systems designo Countries with similar incor-'· 
poration experiences typically exhibited major contrasts in the"pattem of so~~ 
cioeconomic develop:ment, the characteristics of the labor movement, and 
other important political atL""ibutes. The comparison within these sets of 
cases therefore constitutes a most dillerent ~ystems strategy, which juxta
po;es cases that are fundamentally amerent in 'i number oi respects. WIthm 
the tramework ot these dÚterences, 11 countries that had a SlmUar incorpo
ration experience were also similar in tenns of longer-term outcomes, then 
one has a stronger basis for inferring that these outcomes were indeed a con
sequence of the type of incorporation. The profound differences in the back
ground variables thus serve to place in sharp relief the conjunction of similar, 
types of incorporation period and similar outcoroes. 

Types of Incorporation and Country Pairs 

In addition to the distinction between state and party incorporation pre
sented aboye, we identify three subtypes of party incorporation. The eight 
countries distributed themselves among the four resulting types of incorpo-

16 These correspond to J. s. Mill's 11974/1843) methods of difference and agreement, re· 
spectively. 
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ration periods in a way that placed two countries within each type. The book 
i5 thus organized around the analysis Di four pairs of countries: Brazil and 
Chile, Mexico and Venezuela, Uruguay and Colombia, and Pero and Argen
tina. From the perspective of the most different systems desigu, lt is essential 
Wemphasize both the similarities and contrasts within each pairo 
Similarities within Each Pairo The eore similarity in each pair derives from 
the analysis of the incorporation periods, presented in Chapter 5. The cases 

. of state incorporation, where the state sought primarily to impase new meth
ods of control, are Brazil (1930--45) and Chile (1920-31). Among the cases of 

. party incorporatiou, where the concern with control was accompanied by a 
major effort at support mobilization, we distinguish three subtypes. First, in 
Colombia (1930---45) and Uruguay (1903-16), the mobilization of workers was 
carried out by traditional parties as an aspect of electoral competition within 
an established two-party system. Since these parties were founded in the 
19th century and had strong ties to the economic elite, not surprisingly tbis 
type involved the most limited mobilization of the working class, being re
stricted largely to electoral mobilization. We refer to tbis category as elec
toral mobilízation by a traditional party. 

The other two types of party incorporation were led by new, explicitlyanti
oligarchic parties, and botb involved more comprebensive forms oI mobi
lization. In Pero (l939-48) and Argentina (1943-55), tbe party or movement 

[ 

tbat led thTincorporation period not only engaged in the electoral mobiliza
tion of workers, but also systematically and successfully built partisan ti~s 
to labor organizations and drove out of tbe labor movement elements affih
ated with other parties, leading liS to label tbese cases labor populism. 

.Finally, in Mexico (1917~OJ and Venezuela (1935-48), the mobilization of 

(

the incorporation period took its most comprehensive formo In tbe other six 
countries the transformations of the incorporation period were almost en
tirely restricted to the labor movement in tbe modero sector of the econolny 
and did not encompass peasants in' the traditional rural sectorY However; in 
Mexico and Venezuela ~orporation project was extended to this paÚ of 
tbe rural sector, accompanied by agrarian reform, and therefore represertted 
the most comprehensive assault on rural property relations and en the exist
ing oligarchy.18 Given the comprehensive character of the transformations 
launcbed by these incorporation periods, we refer to them as radical popu
lísm. 

17 We treat workers io modernized rural enclaves as beiog io the modern sector. A dis
cussioo of these terms is fouod in the glossary. 

18 As is clear in Chapter 4 and S, in the other four cases of party incorporation, the incor
poration of the peasantry and the corresponding reorganization of rural property relations 
were not a central feature of this period for two very diHerent reasons. In Peru and Colom
bia, the oHgarchy was sufficientIy strong to make this an unlikely outcome, whereas in 
Argentina aod Uruguay and extensive traditional peasantry did oot existo Hence, although 
within both pairs of cases jPeru-Argentina and Uruguay-Colombia) this outcome had dif
ferent causes, its consequences were partiaUy similar, as we wiIl see in Chapters 5 and 6. 
Although in Argentina important reforms occurred in the rural sector, they did not encom
pass a restructuring of rural property relations of the kind found in Mexico and Venezuela. 
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Two further observations may be made about tbis grouping ot.cases. First, 
altbough these pairs are derived from a camparison of the incorporation pe
riods, this grouping of cases had deep roats in the periods prior to incorpora
tian and extends well beyond thero. Second, it is essential to think of these 
types af incorporation periods as analytic catego.ries, ?o~ as perfect descrip
tions of each country. Obviously, tbe two countnes wlthm each category are 
nat identical in terms of the defining dimensions, but they are far more sim
ilar to one another in terms of tbese dimensions than they are to the eou~
tries identified with tbe other categories . 
Differences within Each Pairo In the framework of tbe most different sys
teros design, we are centrally concemed with fundamental economic, social, 
and political differences within each pairo These differences represent the 
contrasting eantexts within which tbe analysis Iocuses en the similarity in 
the .jncorporation period and on the hypothesized similarity in the lega9Y 
within each pairo In three of the four pairs (excluding Mexico and Venezuel:¡), 
this most different system,s design juxtaposes, within each pair: (1) a more 
socially homogeneous, relatively urban, far mare European saciety 01 the 
Southem Cone, whicb is relatively modernized in terms of per capita indi
catars 01 education, literacy, and urbanizatian-Chile, Uruguay, and Argen
tina~with (2) a more socially beterogeneous, Iess urban society, which has a 
substantial population of Indian or African extraetion and which is consid
erably less modernized in per capita terms-Brazil, Colombia, and Pero (see 
Table 0.1). 

Marked contrasts are also found between Mexico and Venezuela, though 
these eontrasts have changed during the decades covered in tbis study. In the 

TABLE 0.1 
Pairs oI Countries: Similarities and Differences 

Political Similarities during Incorporatian Periad 

Party Incorporation 

Socioeconomic State Electoral Mob. Labor Radical 
Differences Incorporation by Trad. Party Populism Populism 

More socially homo- Chile Uruguay Argentina Venezuelaa 

geneous, higher on 
per capita modem-
ization indicators 

Less socially homoge- Brazil Colombia Peru Mexicoa 

neous, lower on per 
capita modemiza-
tion indicators 

RThis ordering of Venezuela and Mexico refers roughly to the perlod of the 1950s to the 
197Os. In the late 19th century and the first part of the 20th century, the ordering of these 
two countries 00 several of these variables was the opposite from that reflected here (see 
Chapter 3), and in the 1970s and 1980s, they more nearly converged. 

Verónica Pérez Bentancur�
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19th century and into the first decades oI the 20th century, Venezuela was 
among the lea;t developed of the eight countries. Howevex, with the rise oI 
the petroleum sector, by IOUghly the 19505 Venezuela corresponded more 
near1y to the fust IOW in Table 0.1, with high leve1s of per capita ineome; 
whereas in important respects Mexico lagged behind. Howevex, with Mexi
ca's oil boom in the 19705, it gaiued again Oil sorne indicators. Depending on 
the particular periad under consideratían, different cantrasts therefore come 
into play in the comparison of Mexico and Venezuela. 

Palitical differences wi~in the pairs are a1so of great importance to the 
analysis. Sorne political differences vary consistently with the socioeco
nomic contrasts noted aboye, and others do noto For instance, given the link 
between patterns of socioeconomic development and the emergence oi 
strong labor movements (see Chapter 3), the countries in the upper row oi 
Table 0.1 generally have stronger labor movements, and those in the 19wer 
rQ,w, with greater surplus labor, generally have weaker labor movements. On 
the other hand, differences in type of party system are oi great importance to 
the analysis, but do not vary consistent1y among the pairs. The strong parties 
of Chile and the weak parties of Brazil present a major contrast that is crucial 
for our analysis, though we will argue that in the 1960s these two countries 
were distinctive among the eight in the degree to which they were character
ized by polarizing, multiparty politics. Similarly, it is important to distin
guish the two-party system of Venezuela frOll the one-party dominant sys
tem of Mexico, though we label both integrative party systems. 

Majar parts of the book are organized around the discussion of these pairs. 
We juxtapose the two cases in each pair in order to explore their parallel 
(though certainly not identical) experiences with the incorporation period~ 
and their legacies. At the same time, we explore contrasts within each pairo 

Alternative Explanations 

To assess the explanatory value of a focus on incorporation periods and their 
legacies, it is helpful to probe the relationship between this perspective and 
other explanatory approaches. Sorne of the most relevant of these approaches 
may be noted briefly here. 

Many studies have explored the impact of social and economic change on 
the evolution of national poHtics in Latin America, focusing on such inter
related dimensions as differing levels of socioeconomic modernization, dis
tinct patterns of economic development and social change, and contrasting 
modes of articulation with the intemational economy. Such explanations re
ceive substantial attention in this book. Chapter 3 examines tbeir impact on 
the initial emergence of different types of labor movements, and Chapter 4 
assesses their role in the emergence oi reiorm movements that challenged 
the "oligarchic sta te" and that in most cases launched the incorporation pe
riod. We address other aspects of the impact of socioeconomic change as 
well, though we hypothesize that once the incorporation periods occurred, 
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.,.distinctive political dynamics were set in motion that must be analyz~d in 
their own right and not simply as a reflection of economic and social forces. 

In addition to the impact of social and economic change, transnational po
litical deve10pments must be considered. For instance, the diffusion of ide
ologies and modes of political organization had an important impacto This 
includes the demonstration effect of the revolutionary ideologies and models 
derived from the Russian and Cuban revolutions, as well as the organiza
tiona! and ideologieal alternatives presented to the labor movement in eaeh 
eountry by the different types of trade unionism emerging in Europe and iri 
other parts of Latín America. The policies oi foreign governments were also 
of great importance, particularIy those of the United States. Other interna
tional aetors played a role as well, such as the international cornmunist 
movement, whose evolving poliey had a major impact on the coalitional po
sition not only of national communist parties but also of national labor 
movements, thereby strongly influencing domestic coalitional patterns. Both 
worId wars had major ramifications in Latin Ameriea. 

Piecing together these various external influences, one can picture a kind 
of transnational historical"grid" through which these countries passed. The 
grid consisted oi a series oi historical episodes that occurred at the interna
tionallevel, and the episodes within the grid can collectively be thought of 
as phases in what is sometimes referred to as "worId historieal time." Con
sidering these episodes in chronological order, and recognizing that sorne 
may overIap, they would include (1) the decline of anarehism and the rise of 
altemative approaches to worker organization, including socialism, commu
nism, and national POpUliSffi¡ (2) the Russian Revolution and its irnmediate 
aftermath, along with the internal wage-price squeeze triggered in part by the 
economic impact of World War 1, which precipitated in most of Latin Amer
ica and in much oÍ" the Western world a dramatic wave of worker protest¡ (3) 
the international depression of the 1930s; (4) the Comintem's coalitional 
strategy before and during World War II of "popular frontism" and class col
laboration in support of the Allied war effort that was adopted as part of the 
struggle against fascism¡ (5) the onset of the cold war after 1945, which 
brought a dramatic change in coalitional pattems in a number of countries; 
(6) the intemationalization of important sectors of the economy in these 
eountries beginning as early as the 1950s in response to new external oppor
tunities and pressures¡ (7) the Cuban Revolution and the broader interna
tional climate of social protest and radiealization of the 1960s and early 
1970s; and (8) the intemational dimensions of the reaction that sought to 
limit the impact of this protest and radiealization, involving the very impor
tant role oi the U.S. government. 

One of the fascinating issues posed by this study is the uneven relationship 
between these phases of world historie time and the analytie phases that are 
the focus of this book-that is, the periods of the oligarehic state, initial in
corporation, aftennath, and heritage. We thus confront the interaction be
tween a longitudinal and a cross-sectional perspective: between the unfold
iug over time within eaeh eountry of phases of polítical change, and a 
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sequence of international developments that influenced a11 the countries at 
roughly the sarue cmonological tim;: but aften at a difierent paint in relation 
to these intema1.political phases. 

In this framework, timing i5 important. Depending on timing, an incorpo~ 
ration periad may have been cut short by the impact of the depressioll¡ ar, if 
it began late!, its leaders may have had the "advantage" of appearing to offer 
a solution to the problems of the depression. Similarly, the conflicts DI the 
aftermath periad may have been worked out in the atmosphere of more con
ciliatory class re~ations of the later 1930s or ea.rly 1940s ar in the more con
flictual atmosphere of the late 19405. Such differences had a significant im
paet on the pattems we analyze, and thraughout the study we seek to be 
sensitive to this impacto 

A final observation should be made about the prablem of assessing rival 
explanations in a work of comparative-historical analysis such as this booh:. 
Research in this tradition draws great strength from its close focus on rela
tively few cauntries and fram the rich treatment of cases often entailed in 
the construction of the complex categorical variables that are commonly em
ployed. Yet this tradition 1S weaker in its capacity to address two issues that 
can be handled routinely with statistical analysis. Comparative-historical 
analysis lacks the capacity to state preciseIy the degree to which a given fac
tor is a partial explanation of sorne important outcome, and it lacks a precise 
means of summarizing relationships in terms that are prababilistic rather 
than deterministic. 

The practitioner of this approach must therefore reIy on historical analysis 
and corumon sense both in weighing altemative explanations and in recog
nizing that the relationships under analysis are probabilistic and pardal. It is 
in this spirit that we explore the impact of the incorporation periods: as ex
planatory factors that must be looked at in conjunction with other explana
tions and as important explanations that make certain outcomes more likely, 
but not inevitable. 

The idea of partial explanation is crucial in the analysis of the pairs of 
countries. Simply because two countries had parallel experiences in the in
corporation period, we would not expect that they will come out exactly the 
same on the relevant variables in the heritage periodo Rather-as is particu- ' 
larly evident in the case of Chile and Brazil, where enormous differences 
might lead one to predict sharply contrasting trajectories of change-the hy
pothesized finding is that the two countries will prove to be more similar 
than one might otherwise expect. Our goal is to develop this kind of multi
variate perspective in assessing our argumento 

Organization 01 the Book 

Following this Overview, Chapter 1 explicates the underlying analytic frame
work, drawing on Lipset and Rokkan's (1967) model of discontinuous politi
cal change that focuses on "critical junctures" and their legacies. The reader 
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more concemed with-"the discussion of Latin America than with these ge
neric issues of discontinuous change may wish to turn directly to Chapter 2, 
wh·ich examines the context within which the analysis is situated by expior
ing basic issues of sta te-labor relations within the regíon. 

Chapter 3 begins the historical analysis, assessing the events that set OUT 

story into motion: the dramatic emergence of worker organization and pro
test at the end of the 19th century and in the flrst decades of the 20th cen
tury, during the era of what is commonly referred to in Latin AmeIÍca as th~ 
"oligarchic state." Chapter 4 then traces the emergence of the reformist chal.
lenges to oligarchic domination. This challenge was led by eIements of the 
middle sectors and dissident members of the traditional elite, who in a11 
eight countries eventually launched a reform perlod that inaugurated the 
transformation of the oligarchic state. To orient the reader, Figure 0.1 pro
vides a chronological overview of these reform periods (R), as well as of the 
subsequent periods discussed below: incorporation, aftermath, and heritage. 
The definitions and assumptions that underlie the identification of these pe
riods are presented in Chapters 1,4 and S, and in the glossary. 

Chapter 5 analyzes the incorporation periods, exploring the distinctive dy
namics of state incorporation and of the three types of party incorporation. 
As can be seen in Figure 0.1, in five of the countries, the anset of incorpora
tion and the reform period discussed aboye coincided, whereas in three oth
ers there was a de1ay befare the onset of incorporation (indicated by an arrow 
foIlowiug the "R"). The circumstances of this deIay are analyzed in Chap

ter4. 
Chapter 6 explores what we define as the aftermath period, constituted by 

the initial political reaction and counterreaction to the incorporation expe
rience. Chapter 7. then analyzes the larger heritage, focusing on the institu
tional arrangements forged during ul¡e period of incorporation and its after
math. The conc1uding chapter, in addition to synthesizing the argument, 
poses the question of whether the legacy of incorporation still persists or has 
been superseded in each of the eight countries. This question aIÍses both in 
the countries that had military governments in the 1960s and 19705 and in 
those that experienced continuous civilian rule. 

Follawing the conc1uding chapter, the glossary defines a number of terms 
used in this book and presents an extended discussion of the concept of the 
initial incorporation of the labor movement. Readers interested in the issues 
of method and comparison that arise in applying this concept should refer to 
the glossary, as well as to the analysis of critical junctures in Chapter l. 

Within each of the historical chapters-that is, Chapters 3 to 7-the order 
of presentation is intended to highlight the contrasts among the pairs of 
countries. Thus, each of these chapters begins with Brazil and Chile, thereby 
establishing one pole of comparison involving the traits associated with state 
incorporation (or its antecedents or legacy, according to the chapter). We then 
examine Mexico and Venezuela, the two cases that exhibited all the key 
traits of party incorporation and that thereby represent the other pole of the 
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sequence of internatio:O:al developments that influenced a11 the countrie t 

roughly the same chronological time, but aften at a difierent paint in relat:o~ 
to these interna! political phases. 

I~ this f.ramework, timing is important. Depending on timing, an incorpo+ 
ratlOll penod may have been cut 5hort by the impact of the depression· or "f 
it bega~ later, its leaders may have had the "advantage" of appearing t~ oÚ~r 
a solutlOD to the problems of the depression. Similarly, the conflicts of the 
a~t~rmath perlad may have been worked out in the atmosphere of more con
clhatory class relations of the later 19308 or early 19408 or in tbe more e -
flictual atmosphere of í:he late 19408. Such differenc~s had a significant i:
paet on the patterns we analyze, and throughout the study we seek to be 
sensitive to this impacto 

A fina~ obs~rvation should be made about the problem of assessing rival 
explanatlOns m a work of comparative-historical analysis such as tbis book. 
Research in this tradition draws great strength from its close focus on rela
tively iew countries and from the rich treatment oi cases often entailed in 
the construction of the complex categorical variables that are commonly em
ployed. Yet this tradition is weaker in its capacity to address two issues that 
can b~ handled routinely with statistical analysis. Comparative-historicaI 
ana~ysls lac~,s the capa~ity to state precisely the degree to which a given fac
tor IS a partlal expl~~atlOn of sorne important outcome, and it lacks a precise 
rneans of summanzmg relationships in terms that are probabilistic rather 
than deterministic. 

The practitioner of this approach must therefore rely on historical analysis 
a~~ common sense .both ~n weighing alternative explanations and in recog
~lzm~ th~t .the relauonshlps under analysis are probabilistic and partial. It is 
m thlS spmt that we explore the irnpact of the incorporation periods: as ex
p.lanatory factors that must be looked at in conjunction with other explana
tlOns and as important expla.-nations tbat make certain outcomes more likely 
but not inevitable. ' 

The .idea ?f partial explanation is crucial in the analysis of the pairs of 
countnes. Slmply because two countries had parallel experiences in the in
corporation periad, we wauld not expect that they will come out exact1y the 
same o~ the r~levant variables in the heritage periad. Rather-as is particu
la~ly eV1dent m the case of Chile and Brazil, where enormous differences 
m¡ght ~ead one .to p~edict sharply contrasting trajectories oi change-the hy
potheslzed ~dmg 1S that the two countries will prove to be more similar 
tha~ one mlght.otherwise expect. Our goal is to develop this kind of multi
vanate perspect1ve in assessing our argumento 

Organization of the Book 

Following this Overview, Chapter 1 explicates the underIying analytic frame
work, drawing on Lipset and Rokkan's (1967) model of discontinuous politi
cal change that focuses on "critical junctures" and their legacies. The reader 
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ruare concerned with the discussion of Latin America than with these ge
neric issues of discontinuous change may wish tO turn direct1y to Chapter 2, 
which examines the context within which the analysis is situated by explor
ing basic issues of sta te-labor relations within the region. 

Chapter 3 begins the historical analysis, assessing the events that set om 
swry into motíon: the dramatic emergence of worker organization and pro
test at the end of the 19th century and in the first decades of the 20th cen
tury, dming the era of what is commonly referred to in Latin America as the, 
"oligarchic state." Chapter 4 then traces the emergence of the reformist chal
lenges to oligarchic domination. This challenge was led by elements of the 
nüddle sectors and dissident members of the traditional elite, who in a11 
eight countries eventually launched a reform periad that inaugurated the 
transformation of the oligarchic state. To orlent the reacler, Figure 0.1 pro
vides a chronological overview of these reform periods (R), as well as of the 
subsequent periods discussed below: incorporatíon, aftermath, and heritage . 
The definitions and assum]:!tions that underlie the identífication of these pe

riods are presented in Chapters 1, 4 and 5, and in the glossary. 
Chapter 5 analyzes the incorporation periods, exploring the distinctive dy

namics of state incorporation and of the three types of party incorporation. 
As can be seen in Figure 0.1, in five of the countries, the anset of incorpora
tion and the refarm period discussed aboye coincided, whereas in three oth
ers there was a delay before the onset of incorporation (indicated by an arrow 
following the "R"). The circumstances of thís delay are analyzed in Chap-

ter 4. 
Chapter 6 explores what we define as the aftermath period, constituted by 

the initial politica! reaction and counterreaction to the incorporation expe
rience. Chapter 7then analyzes the larger heritage, focusing on the institu
tional arrangements forged during tbe period of incorporation and its after
math. The concluding chapter, in addition to synthesizing the argument, 
poses the question of whether the legacy of incorporation still persists or has 
been superseded in each of the eight countries. This question arises both in 
the countries that had military governments in the 1960s and 1970s and in 

those tbat experienced cantinuous civilian rule. 
Following the concluding chapter, the glossary defines a number of terms 

used in this book and presents an extended discussion of the concept of the 
initial incorporation of the labor movement. Readers interested in the issues 
of metbod and comparison that arise in applying this concept should refer to 
the glossary, as well as to the analysis of critica! junctures in Chapter l. 

Within each of the historical chapters-that is, Chapters 3 to 7-the order 
of presentation is intended to highlight the contrasts among the pairs of 
countries. Thus, each of these chapters begins with Brazil and Chile, thereby 
establishing one pole of comparison involving the traits associated with state 
incorporatíon (or its antecedents or !egacy, according to the chapter). We then 
examine Mexico and Venezuela, the two caseS that exhibited all the key 
traits of party incorporation and that thereby represent the other pole of the 
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Figure 0.1 Chronological Overview: Onset of Reform Periad, Incorporation. 
Aftermath, and Heritage 

1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 
I I I I I I I I 

BRA H' INCORP I AFTbt- -'>HE1(C coupd 

CH! R INCORP I AFT .... ..."HER cOUP 

MEX H "1 INCORP I AFTi- -) HER 

VEN R lNCORP IAFTt- ->HER 

URU R INCORP IAFT .... -) HER COU? 

COL H INCORP I AFT t- ..., HER 

PER H "1 INCORP I AFT t- --¡ HER COUP 

ARG R "1 INCORP I AFT t- --'> HER COUP 

1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 

.• R (r.eform p~riod) followed by no dashes indica tes that the incorporation periad began 
lrnmedrately Wlth the anset of the reform periodo R with dashes and sn arrow indicates a 
deJay. 

b.AFT (aftermath periad) refeIs to the irnmediate political dynamics following incorpo-
ratlOn. . 

e .HER (heritage period) rdeIs to the longer-term legacy of incorporation. The heritage 
pe~od encom~ass.es most oí the aftermath period, excluding only the episodes oí conser
vat.lve, authontanan .rule that followed inc~rporation in five oí the cases of party incorpo
ra~lOn. The complex lssue oí when each hentage perlad ends is explored in Chapter 8. 

COUP rders specifically to the majar coups, which occurred in five of the countries in 
the 1960s o~?970s and which .1aunched periods oí milítary mle chat interrupted the mode 
of par~~ pohtlCS that charactenzed the heritage periodo Chapter 8 asks whether the pattern 
of ~oht1cs ~hat reemerged after this perlod 01 military rule reflected a continuatíon of the 
hentage of meorporation. 

comparison. Finally, we analyze the other two pairs, whieh in sorne impor
tant respeets are intermediate cases. 19 

To encourage systematie comparison, we have presented the analysis of 
the eight countries in a standardized format that Iends itself to the close ex
amination of similarities and contrasts among cases. To this end, we have 

19 In the historieal chapters, as a practical matter we faced the altemative of writing up 
the two members of each pair separately or weaving them into a single analysis. At d¡Her
ent pO.ints we found the materiallent itself more readily to one or tbe other mode of pre
sentatlOn, and we proceeded accordingly. The eigbt cases are presented separately in Chapo 
ter 3, whicb deals with the early history oI the labor movement. In Chapter 4, both Brazil 
and C~le and also Uruguay and Colombia are presented togetber as pairs, and the same 
format 15 used far Brazil and Chile in the following chapters. In Cbapters 4---7 all the re
maining countnes are presented separate1y, though wíth frequent comparison borh within 

and between che pairs. 

I 
I 
I 
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used a coromon s'et of headings within each chapter for most of the countries, 
introducing variations as needed te capture distinctive features of specific 
cases. These variations are particularly evident for Brazil and Chile, which, 
as cases of state incorporation, follow a contrasting trajectory of change. 

The analysis proceeds in the following manner. In examining the emer
gence of worldng-class organization and protest in Chapter 3, we present for 
each country frrst an analysis of the socioeconomic context and then of the 
labor movement itself. The analysis of the reformist challenge in Chapter 4; 
focuses on the period of the oligarchic state, the emergence of the reform 
alliance, the initial transition and change of govemment, and the role of la
bor in the transition. The assessment of the incorporation periods in Chapter 
5, for the cases of party ineorporation, focuses on the "projeet from above"
that is, the goals and strategies of the leaders of the incarporation period¡ the 
"project from below"-that is, the goals and strategies of the labor move
ment, the political exchange on which the incorporation perlad was founded, 
the role of the party, and the emergenee of opposition and polarization. For 
the cases of state incorporation, where there is little or no exchange, party 
role, or polarization, these latter three sections are replaced by a general anal
ysis of labor policy. The analysis of the aftermath of incorporation in Chapter 
6, in the cases of party incorporation, foeuses on the conservative reaction, 
the formation of a new goveming coalition in counterreaetion tO this conser
vative period, and the transformation of the party that accompanies the 
emergence of this new coalition. Finally, in analyzing the heritage of incor
poration in Chapter 7, we frrst provide an overview of the party system and 
then systematically review for- each country the reaction tO the new opposi
tion movements and crises of the late 1950s ta the 1970s.20 

The organization of the book is intended to faeilitate diHerent approaches 
to reading it. Readers who wish to foeus on a particular analytic period in a 
number of countries can follow the headings for eaeh country that corre
spond to the standardized subsections noted aboye. For readers interested in 
an overview of the analysis, each chapter begins with an introduction to the 
relevant step in the argument and provides a summary of the country pat
tems in that step. The write-up of each pair of countries in Chapters 5 to 7 
begins with a further introduction to the pair, and Chapter 8 provides an 
overall summaly of the argumento Finally, readers who wish to focus Oil a 
specific country should read the chapter introduetions and the introductions 
to the relevant pair of countries as well as the appropriate country sections. 
For any of these approaches, readers will be aided by the Index of Countries 

by Analytic Periodo 

¡O For the eountnes wbere che heritage penad as analyzed here is ended by a coup in the 

1960s, this part of the analysis stops in the 1960s. 



1 
Frarnework: Critical Junctures and Historical 
Legacies 

'Two roads diverged in a wood, ap.d I-
1 took the Que less tI<lvelled by, 
And that has made a11 the difference. 

_Robert Frost, "The Road Not TakenJ/ 

THE IDEA of crucial choices and their legacies, Di which Robert Frost wrote, 
has long intrigued students Di political change. Numerous scholars have fo
cused Oil major watersheds in political1ife, arguing that these transitions es
tablish certain directíolls of change and foreclose others in a way that shapes 
politics fa! years to come. Such transitions can, following Seyrnour Martin 

, Llpset aud Stein Rokkan, be called "critical junctures."l 
<:rhe character Di critical junctures and the perspective from which they are 

analyzed vary greatly. Sorne critica! junctures, as in the choice of Robert 
Frost's wanderer, may entail considerable discretion, whereas with others the 
presumed choice appears deeply ernbedded in antecedent conditions. The 
critical juncture may involve a relatively brief perlod in which one direction 
o~ another is taken or an extended period of reorientation. Sorne analyses 
stress underlying societal cleavages OT crises that lead up to the critical junc
ture, whereas others focus primarily on the critical juncture itself. Finally, 
sorne critical junctures may be seen as coming close to malcing "all the dif
ference, JI as Frost boldly asserts in his poem. More cornrnonly, the effect of 
the critical juncture is intertwined with other processes oi change. 

Yet underlying this diversity is a comrnon understanding oi change that is 
a cornerstone oi cornparative-historical research on development. It suggests 
what Paul A. David (1985:332) has called a I/path dependent" pattern of 
change, in that outcomes during a crucial transition establish distinct tra
jectories within which, as he has engagingly put it, "one damn tillng follows 
another." James Gleick (1987:8), in sununarizing the version oi this perspec
tive known as "chaos" theory, captures a related feature of critical junctures 
in stressing the idea of "sensitive dependence on initial conditions." 

To those who study revolutionary change, it comes as no surprise to sug
gest that politicallife exhibits the kind of discontinuities posited in analyses 
oi critical junctures. What should be underlined is the extent to which this 
focus is widely employed in a diverse spectrum of research not concemed 

1 Lipset and Rokkan 1967:37H.¡ Rokkan 1970:112ff. 
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excIusively, or even primarily, with revolutionary change. It plays a cent:l'al 
role in Max Weber's analysis of the cyc1ical interplay between periods of con
tinuity and sharp disjunctures-inspired by charlsmatic leadership-that re
shape established social relations. 2 In majar works of comparative-historical 
analysis of the 19605, it is found in Barrington Maore's argument that within 
the process of modernizatian, different pattems of commercialization oi ag
riculture were a historie watershed that set countries on different paths to 
the modem world¡ in Louis Hartz's comparisons oí the foundipg of "frag
ment societies"¡ and in Alexander Gerschenkron's work Oil the lJgreat spurt" 
in the industrializatian process.3 This perspective is central to research on 
the crises, sequence, and timing of development,4 to recent studies of eonti
nuity and change in international and domestic politieal economy, s to older 
work on "institutionalization,1J

6 to more reeent work on the IJnew institu
tionalism,"7 and to research on technological change.8 Though the impor
tanee of this perspective is partieularly evident in studies based on eross
national comparisons, it also plays a role in research on long-term patterns 
of change within individual countries and in studies of electoral realignment 
in the United States.9 In rational-choice theory, a variant of this perspective 
is found in "threshold" models of collective behavior. 1O 

Arguments about critical junctures have played an important role in re
search on labor politics. In their c1assic Industrialism and Industrial Man, 
Clark Kerr and his eoauthors emphasize the long-term stability of the indus
trial relations system that was "crystallized by the leilding elite at a rela
tively early stage" (1960:235). In Lipset and Rokkan's (1967) analysis, and to 
an even greater degree in the subsequent work of Carlos Waisman (1982, 
198n Gregory Luebbert (1986, 1987), and John Stephens (1986), the resolu
tion of the working class cIeavage has a profound effect in shaping nationaI 
politics. Other studies have focused on critica! junctúres Vv-ithin the labor 
movement. Samuel Valenzuela (1979:esp. chapo 4) shows how the filling of 
"organizational space" during crucial phases of labor movement develop
roent "freezes" organizational alternatives within the labor sector; and Lip
set (1983:1) analyzes how the "historie conditions under which the proletar
iat entered the political arena" shaped the subsequent emergence of 
reforrnist as opposed to revolutionary labor movements. 

Following this tradition, the present study applies the idea of critical ¡une
tures and their legacies to the evolution of 20th century politics in Latin 
Ameriea, focusing on a period oí fundamental change in the relationship be-

< E.g., Weber 1968:1111~1l33. 
3 Moore 1966; H~rtz 1964; and Gerschenkron 1962. 
4 Huntington 1968; Binder 1971; Grew 1978¡ DahlI971:chap. 3¡ Almond et al. 1973. 
s See Krasner (1982,1983, 1984, 1988); Katzenstein (1985); and Gourevitch 1986. 
6 Selznick 1957 and Huntington 1968. 
7 March and Olsen 1984, 1989. 
8 David 1985, 1987. 
9 Key 1955¡ Burnham 1965, 1970, 1974¡ Converse 1972, 1974¡ Rusk 1974; Brady 1988. 
la $ee Schelling (1978:chaps. 3, 6), Granovetter (1978), and Przeworski (1986). 
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h t te and the labor movement. This change responped to two sets 
tweentes a ., ---

1 
. that between workers and ownerS and that between workers of e eavages. . . 

-d h t te expressed in the emergence.of worker orgamzatlOn and protest 
an tesa , . d 
-. . . the late 19th century· and that between the mlddle sectors an 

begmnmg m '. . th 
the oligarchy, expressed in the emergence of maJor refarm movement~ In. e 
- d d s of the 20th century. Growing out of tbis new worker acnvatlOn first eca e . 1 

d h reform periods, there eventually emerged 1ll each country the po -
an tese . fhlb " d we refer to as the "initial incorporatlon o t e a ar movement. 
*~l~~~k argues that the mcorporatlOn penods constltuted a cntlcaljunc- ) 
ture that occurred m dlstmct ways m dIfferent countnes, and that these dd
ferences played a central role m shapmg the natlOnal pohtleal arena m the 

íollowmg decades 
Hlstoncal studles of the elght countnes analyzed m thlS book have rou

unely argued that the years correspondmg to the mcorporatlOn perlods 
were of great hlstoncal lmportance and had a maJor lmpact on the subse
quent evolution of politics. 11 Yet this li~eratu.re has lacke~ consl~tent entena 
for identifying and comparing these penods, and the speclfic clalms eoncern
ing their legacies vary greatly-since these studies obviously wer~ not con
dueted within a eommon analytic framework. To date, no analysls has sys
tematical1y eompared these incorporation perlods across a number oí cases 
or pieced together the complex interaetions among .the. characterlstics of 

.. thé antecedent polítical system, the incorporat~op penod ltself, and ~~~ leg-

acy· of incorporatíon. . ... . 
.~Thi.s~.qhapter establishes a -eommon framework f~~. analyzmg cnncal J~.ne

tures. The need for such a framework derives from the surprising lack of at
tention to the problems that arise in assessing arguments about critical june· 
tures and their legacies, given how widely used this perspective ls in the 
development literature. 12 It is easy to ini~ially hypothesize that a set of coun
tries passed through a crucial period oÍ transition and that the transition oc
curred in distinct ways that had a proíound impact on subsequent patteros 
oí change. Yet many pitfalls are encountered in assessing the descriptive and 
explanatory claims contained in such an hypothesis. This chapter provides a 
framework for dealing with these pitfalls. 

Building Blocks 01 the Critical Juncture Framework 

A critical juncture may be defined as a period of significant ehange, which 
typically oceurs in distinct ways in different countries (ar in other units of 
analysis)13 and which is hypothesized to produce distinct legacies. 

11 See note 1 in the Overview. 
II Exceptions to the lack 01 attention to mese methodo10gical problems are found in the 

writing al Harsanyi (1960), Gerschenkron (1968), Yerba (1971), and Krasner (1984). 
1" As noted aboye this kind of framework is a1so used in the analysis of single countries, 

as in the literature ~n realigning elections in the United States. In single·country analyses, 
systematic comparisons are sometimes made¡ or less systematic (or implicit) comparisons 

.. 
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The ~ements in this deflnition may be illustrated with an example. In 
Barrington Moore's Lord and Peasant, the periad of basie change i5 the com
mercialization of agriculture¡ the contrasts involve the varied role of differ
enJ class and sectoral groups in this transitioll, particularly lord and peasatit¡ 
and the legacy consists of difierent IIIGutes to the modern world": bourgeois 
revolution and Western democracy, revolution from aboye, and'fascism añd 
peasant revolution and communism (1966:xvii, chaps. 7-9, e.g' l pp. 413-14). 

Thus, the concept of a critical juncture contains three components: the 
claim that a significant change occurred within each case, the c1aim that this 
change took place in distinct ways in different cases, • and the explanatory 

. hypothesis about its consequences. If the explanatory hypothesis proves to 
be false-that is, the hypothesized critical juncture did not produce the leg
acy-then one would assert that it was not, in fact, a critical juncture. 

In addition to the three components contained in the definition, a number 
of further elements must be considered (see Figure 1.1). 

1. The antecedent conditians that represent a "base line" against which 
the critical juncture and the legacy are assessed. In Figure 1.1, the arrow from 
the antecedent conditions to the legacy is intended to suggest the potential 
rival hypothesis that important attributes of the legacy rnay in fact involve 
considerable continuity and/or direct causal links with the preexisting sys
tem that are not rnediated by the critical juncture. 

2. The c1eavage (DI crisis)!4 that emerges out oi the antecedent conditions 
and 1U turn triggers the critical juncture. 

3. Three components oí the legacy: a. Mechanisms 01 pr¿duetion sL..1b-e 

Figure 1.1 Building Blocks of the Critical Juncture Framework 

r----Legacy----¡ 

Critical ~ Mechamsms of ---+- Mecharnsrns of I 
Juncture I producnon reproductlon I 

Cleavage 

'S"~'"Of \ \ \ , ~!diti'::st ------------~'-.l core attrlblltes I I End of 

L--,,' ,h, "go<y -1-¡1-~ Log'')'? 

Rival Explanations 
fuvolving ~Constant Causes" 

are made either with other countries, with earlier historieal episodes in the same country, 
or with "counterfactual" altemative versions of how the critical juncture under study 
might have occurred. 

14 In general, a crisis occurs in a delimited perlod 01 time, whereas a cleavage may exist 
for a long tim.e, simply to be exacerbated in a particular period in a way that produces a 
crisis and a critical juncture. However, in the present analysis the emergence of the crisis 
and the emergence of the cleavage more nearly coincide in that the crisis regarding the role 
of the working class accompanied the appearance of the worker-owner, worker-state cleav
age that was produced by the initial appearance of a significant working class. 
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. The legacy often does not crystallize immediateIy after t~e critical' 
~acy. b t rather is shaped through a series of intervening steps. b. Mech-
juncture, u . . ~ 

. f reproduction of the legacy. The stablhty of the legaey lS not an 
anzsmso dh h .... 1 - t" outcome but rather is perpetuate t roug ongomg mstltutlona , automa IC , 
'and palidcal processes. c. The stability of the core attributes ~f_ the.legacy-. 

. the basic attributes produced as an outcome of the cntlcaI1uncture, 
thatlS, f " "1" hl 

h the different constellations o umon-party-reglme re atlOns ps ana
suc as 
lyzed in the present book. 

4_ Rival explanatians involving "canstant ca~ses," which, as we argue ~e
low, represent one of several types af nval explanation that must be consld-

ered. 
, 5. The eventual end of the legacy, wmch inevitabIy must occur at sorne 

point. 

issues in Analyzing Critical Junctures 

Within the framework of these elements, we will now explore basic issues 
that arise in the analysis of critical junctures and their relevance to the pres

ent study. 
1.. Identifying Hypothesized Critical [uncture and Variations in How Jt 

Oecurs. Because it is essential to the concept of a critical juncture that it 
occurs in difierent ways in different cases, issues of establishing analytic 
equivalence, that are standard problems in comparative-historicaI research, 
are abundantly pIesent in this type of analysis. The difference5 in how it 
occurred have to be large enough to produce interesting "variance," yet this 
variance must not be so great as to undennine the idea that it really invoIves 
the same critica! juncture.1S 

If the critical juncture is an irnmediate response to an external shock
such as me depression of the 1930s, the debt crisis of the 1980s, an interna
tional wave of social protest, or a war-it roay occur more or less simulta
neously across a number of countries and hence may be relative1y easy to. 
identify. However, the political response even to such well-defined externa!' 
events may occur quickly in sorne cases and be long delayed in others. Fur-; 
ther, when the critical juncture is triggered by externaI forces that impinge: 
on different countries at different times, or by internal forces that may man-~ 
ifest themselves at different times, the resuIt i5 again that the juncture oc
curs in different historical contexts, among which it may not be easy to es
tablish analytic equivaIence. 

Yet such differences in timing are often crucial to the analysis, since they 
are one of the types of variations in criticaI junctures that are used to account 
for variations in the legacy, as in Alexander Gerschenkron's (1962) analysis 

15 Przeworski and Teune (1970, pt. 21 and Sanod (l970) remain the most incisive analyses 
of how variations in a phenomenon can become sufficiently large as to undennine the an
alyt,ic equivalence of observations across a number of cases. 
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of the timing oi industriali;ation. More broadly, the challenge is to establish :, 
a ~efinit.ion that effectively demonstrates that potentially major differences "'1 

among cases in the critica! juncture, in its timing or in other characteristics ';¡~' 
in fact occurred in an analytically eqzÍivalent perlad-that 1S, that they rep~ ,~ 
resent different values on the same variable. 

This dilemma arase in the research for this book, since sorne of the pre- ~~! ; 

sumed incorporation periods were sufficient1y different froro arre anatber ;;~ , 
that we were led to examine them carefully befare concluding that they '1 

should a11 be viewed as analytically equivalent transitions. Relevant con
trasts included the diffeience between the corporatist incorporation periods ,; 
oí most countries as opposed to the pluralistic incorporation period in Uru- :r, 
guay. We also encountered differences in the international and historical con- "1 

text oí the incorporation periods due to majar contrasts in tirning, in that' the ¡, 
o.ns~t oí these periods varied over four decades, froro 1904 to 1943. Our ques- 'ji 
tlOmng.led to the extended discussion of the definition of incorporation pre- ;,~ 
sented m the glossary and to the close attention in the analysis of individual n 
countries to the issue of identifying the appropriate period. }~ 

2. How Long Do Critical runctures Last~ Critical junctures rnay range frarn ::}. 
relatively quid;:: transitions-for example, "moments of significant structural ")l 

change"16-to an extended period that rnight correspond to one or more pres- t, 
idential administrations, a long "policy period/' or a prolonged "regime pe- 1 > 
riod."!7 Such variations in duration depend in part on the immediate causal 
mechanisms involved, which may produce a type of change that crystallizes :~ 
rapidly or gradually. A dramatic political upheaval may produce rapid '1;· 
change. On the other hand, sorne changes may be the result of the sustained )" 
application of a govemment policy, involving an extended period of time. 

The issue of wide variations in duration is important in the present anal
ysis. No.t surprisingly, in focusing on the historical episode in which a given .¡¡, 
set of public policies is actively applied for the fust time, it tums out-due .~;. 
to the differing political dynamics of particular countries-that the govem- ,",
~ent or a series of linked governments that first sustain these policies may 
m sorne cases be in power fo~ only a few years and in others for rnuch longer. 

I 
In the countries considered here, the duration of the incorporation periad 'l 

ran~es from nine years in Peru to 23 years in Mexico. As long as this policy 
~e:rl?d ~ts the de~nition. of the ~articular critical juncture-in this case, the 
~mtlallllcorporatlOn penod-thls poses no problem for the analysis, but the 
lssue of this fit must be examined closely. 

3. Cleavage or Crisis. An important part oí the literature on critical junc
tures views them from the perspective of cleavages or crises, thereby placing 
particular emphasis on the tensions that lead up to the critical juncture. 
Since these cleavages are seen as producing or generating the critical junc-

16 Cardoso and Faletto 1979:xiv. 
17 These variations in duration can raise the issue oi appropriate labeling. With regard to 

the overall label, we retaio the express ion critical juncture as a reasonable compromise 
between alternatives such as founding moments or choice points, on the one hand and 
period of transition, on the other. ' 
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ture, Valenzuela and Valenzuela (1981:15) refer to them as "generative" 
cleavages.1S The argument of this book is that the working class mobilization 
.md conflicts between the middle sectors and the oligarchy in the first de
cades of the 20th century represented generative cleavages. 
. If a cIeavage is a central concern of the analysis, a careful examination oí 

: the cleavage itself is essentiaL Before testing hypotheses about the links 
among the cleavage, the critical juncture, and the legacy, it is useful to con
textualize the analysis by exploring the rneaning oí the i::1eavage within the 
particular setting, raising the question of why it should be so important. fu 
this spirit, Chapter 2 explores the social and political meaning of worker· 
owner and worker-state conflicts in Latin America, probing the question of 
why. th~y teIld to reverberate so deeply within the larger polity. 

4. Specifying the Historical Legacy. The importance or lack of importance 
oí a critical juncture cannot be established in general, but only with "referen·ce 
to a speciflc historicallegacy. It is hardly novel to assert that one should not 
debate the importance oI a hypothesized explanation without first identify
ing the outcome to be explained, yet it merits emphasis that inconsistencies 
in the identification of the outcome can lead to divergent assessrnents of the 
importance of the critical juncture.!9 In the present analysis, the incorpora
tion periods are intended to explain the specific set of contrasts explored in 1 

_ ,G.~.~I?ter 7 concernin~ party syste~s, associated constel1ations oí political co
_ ahtlOns, and related lssues of reglme dynamics. In the framework of the dis
cussion of similarities and differences among countries presenteci in the 
Overview, the fact that t~e co:r!?:tries with a similar heritage oí incorporation 
in this specific sense diHer profoundly on many other charact'erisÍ:ics should 
not be taken as evidence that the incorporation periods were not highly con

sequential. 
5. Duration 01 the Legacy. In analyzing the legacy oí the critical juncture 

it is important to recognize that no legacy lasts forever. One must have ex~ 

wo altemative relationships between the cleavage and the critical juncture should be 
noted. First, the cleavage may be important because the activation or exacerbation of the 
cleavage creates new actors or groups and the critical juncture consists of their emergence. 
~n example would be the emergence of the urban class and the organization of labor unions 
within the working class. Second, the cleavage may be important not because it lea.ds to 
the em~rgence of ne,: organized actors, but because it mises polítical issues so compelling 
as to tngger sorne kmd of larger reorganization of polítical relationships. Both outcomes 
can, ~f course, occur, as in the analysis presented in this book, where the appearance of an 
or~~ntz~d working class played a central role in precipitating the critical juncture, but the 
cntlcal juncture itself is identified with the state response, consisting of the initial incor
porntion of the labor movement. 

19 An example can be found in analyses of the critical juncture associated with the 
worker-owner cleavage in Europe in the first decades of the 20th century. Luebbert and 
~tephe~s place great emphasis on thís cleavage, whereas Lipset and Rokkan deemphasize 
tt and gIv,,:: grea.ter causal importance to a series of prior cleavages. Thls discrepancy appears 
to be due lO part to the fact that Lipset and Rokkan are explaining the emergence of modem 
~arty ~ystems, .whereas .Luebbert and Stephens are concemed with explaining different tra
jectones of n.anona! regtme evoluciono The explanation 01 a somewhat distinct legacy leads 
to a contrastmg assessment of thís critical juncture. 
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plicit criteria for detegnining when i; ends but must a1so be open to ambi
guities abaut the end points. Far instance, in assessing the heritage of incor
poration in Brazil, Argentina, Pero, and Uruguay, we took as an end pain! fa; 
the analysis their military coups of the 19605 and 19705. These coups un
questionably represent a majar discontinuity in national pohties in all five 
countries. Yet in the postmilitary periods in the 19805, important elements 
01 the heritage of incorporation persisted. The choice abaut the end paint is 
best viewed as a mátter for ongoing analysis, a !beme which we address in 
the final chapter. 

The challenge of explaining the varied duration of the legacy i5 a150 a cen
tral concem. The legacies oí sorne critical junctures are sta le 'nstitution
alized regimes, w ereas others pro uce a political d amic that revents or 
mitigates agalllst s a epa ems. n ese cases, the "self-destruction" of the 
legacy may be predíctable trom the critical juncture, though the length of 
time before this occurs may vary great1y and is influenced by other factors as 
well. The issues raised in the Overview conceming choices between control 
and support mobilization in the incorporation periods, and their implications 
for different pattems of radicalization or co-optation in the heritage periods 

. a-re basic to the stability of the legacy and represent a central concem of the 
I analysis. 

6. Comparing the Legacy witb the Antecedent System: Assessing Con ti
'nuity and Change. In addition to carefully identifying the legacy, it is essen
tial to compare it explicitly with the antecedent system. Even in revolutions, 
political s stems are never completely transformed, and in the study of rev
olution debates a out contmUlty and change can e of great importance. The 
discontinuities that accompany the less drastic critica! junctures of concem 
here are at least ~s ambiguous, and there is the risk that the enthusiast of the 
critical juncture framework may be too readily disposed to find such discon
tinuities. The analysis of Uruguay and Colombia well illustrates the need to 
consider these issues ~f continuity. 

In some instances, one may be dealing with apparent continuities that ton- ~ 
ceal significant changes. For example, before the incorporation period U~
guay and Colombia were characterized by two-party systems with deep roots 
in the 19th century, in which class divisions tended to be blurred and each 
party had relatively stable pattems of regional and sectoral $Upport. In the 
legacy of incorporation, one finds the saroe party system with similar char
acteristics. The argument is obviously not that the incorporation penod cre+ 
ated this party system. Rather, it fucuses Oil how the existence of this type 
of party system shaped the incorporation period and on the specific ways in 
which the incorporation experience in part perpetuated, and in pan modified, 
the party system. 

Altematively, one may find apparent differences that conceal continuities. 
For instance, beginning in the 1940s the Argentine labor movement was 
overwhelmingly Peronist, whereas previously it was predominant1y socialist 
and communist, a major change that was the immediate consequence of the 
incorporation periodo Yet for many decades after the 1940s, Peronism had an 
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h 
eral existence as a1'olitical party and consisted basically of a grouping 

epem h h ·L·A· of unioos aod federations that were.per aps t e strongest III atlI~ menc~, 
but that were poorIy aniculated Wlth the p~rty syste~. Interesungly, ~lS 

·fic eharacterization of the post-1940s penod could m faet also be apphed specl . . . 
t the pre-1940s period, when preclsely these attnbutes were presento What 
. ~,-rÜc{al about ~the latter perlod is that this outcome followed the incorpo
lS e --_ . fl d h fa')· . h _. - .1# . ·tiC;~·penod and hence re ecte t e 1 ure, m contrast to t e pOStlllCorpo-
::tion experi~_l?ce of some other countrit~s, to establish a stable polítical rolé: 

fór' tiier~bor movement. . 
These tWO examples underIine tlie: importance, throughout the analysis, of 

the carerol assessment of continuity and change. • 
7. Type 01 Exp1anation: Constant Causes versus Historica1 Causes. The 

distinctive contribution of the critical juncture framework is its approach to 
explanation. It focuses on what, following Stinchcombe (1968:101~29), may 
be called ''historical causes." Arthur Stinchcombe explains this approach by 
comparing two types of explanations of eontinuity or stability in sociallife: 
"eonstant causes" and "historical causes." 
,_ A constant caüse opera tes year after year, with the resul! that oue may 

obsefV'"e re1ative continuity in the outcome produced by trus cause.' Fo! i~ 
stance,- it -has--been observed that Latin<Amerlcan workers employed in iso
lated export "enclaves" commonly have a high propensity to strike, due to 
certain attributes of the enclave (Di Tella 1968). To the degree that there is 
continuity in this propensity to strlke, it may be hypothesized that it is in 
important measure due to the continuing influence on workers' strike behav
ior of these saroe attributes. This is not the pattem of causation posited by 
the critical juncture framework. 

"By contrast, Stinchcombe's depiction of an rustorical cause corresponds to 
the 'intuitive undetstanding of critical junctures. In trus case, a given set of 
causes shapes a particular outcome or le ac al Qne oi t or eriod and su -' 
se:Luently e pattem that is estab1isbed reproduces jrself witbout the recur
rence of the original cause.lO Stinchcombe refers to the type of explanation 
tIlat accounts for such a pattem of persistence as "historicist," and uses the 
expression "rustorical cause" to refer to the event or transition that sets this 
pattem into motion (1968:103, 118). 

In addition to distinguishing between constant and historical causes, 
Stinchcombe emphasizes the importan ce of the processes that reproduce the 
legacy of the historical cause. These mechanisms of reproduction involve in 
part the fact that, once founded, a given set of institutions creates vested 
interests, and power holders within mese institutions seek to perpetuate 
their own position (Stinchcombe 1968:108-18; Verba 1971:308). Stinch
combe also emphasizes the role of "sunk costs" that make the continuation 
of an established institutional pattem a less "expensive" option than creat-

20 Stinchcombe (1968:102) uses the example of the emergence and persistence oI Protes
tantlsm in Nonbem Europe. Once the events of the Reformation had occurred, protestant
iSm perpetuated itseH and did not have to be created or caused all over again by subsequent 
reformations. 
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ing new patterriS (1968:120--21). As Stephen Krasner puts it, "once a given 
set of institutional structures i5 in place, it embodies capital stock that can- J 
not be recovered. This [capital] stock takes primarily the form oi infonnation <J' 

trust and shared expectations" whose availability and familiarity reinforce ;,1, 

the vested interests noted aboye (1984:235). In fact, these mechanisms oí re- :~ 
production become a t e of constant cause 
legacyo the critical junctureY 

but one that is distinctivel a /,4 -

For the purpose of OUT analysis, tour issues cQnceming these mechanisms -;) 
oi reproduction should be únderlined. First, to the extent that the,outcome ::1' j. 

ar legacy mvolves poHtical institutions, this emphasis Oil mechanisms oi re
production raises issues central to current discussions of the "new institu
tionalism" (March and Olsen 1984, 1989) and to debates on the relative au
tonomy of polities. In fact, as Krasner emphasizes (1982, 1984), political , 
autonomy is an important theme in the analysis of critical junctures. t1 
~d, the existence of these mechanisms of reproduction and the possi

bility of the relative autonomy of politics-or of specific political mstitu
tions-underscores why it is appropriate to construct a critical juncture 
framework to begin with. This framework is concerned with a type of dis- ~ 
¿ontinuous pohtlcal cnange in which critical junctures "dislodge' oIder in- > 
stitutional patterns. If these processes of reproduction and autonomy did not iJ 
make institutions resistant to change, models of incremental change would ;: 
be adequate. lt is precisely because pohtical structures often tenaciously re
sist change that we turn to the analysis of critical junctures. 

21 In addition to explicating the .relationship between historical causes and constant 
causes, it is also appropríate to note the place of historical causes in broader typologies of 
different approache.:; to explanatíon, ~uch as the dístinction between deductive, probabilis
tic, fWlctional, and historical or "genetic" explanation proposéd by Nagel (I979:chap, 2). 

'An historicai cause, in the sense intended here, is a particular type of genetic explanation 
th"at has a relatively "law-like" probabilistíc chara.cter. Nagel define~. a genetic explanation 
a.s one which "set[sl out the sequence oí major events through which s.ome earlier.syst,m 
has been transformed into a later one" 11979:251. In assessing g.ene.tic explanations he re
jects the idea of viewing them primarily as idiographic Icon'cemed with unique eve~ts), -as 
opposed to nomothetic Icancemed with generallaws) 125, 547--481, He observes that in ge
netic explanations, "not every past event in the career of the system will be mentioned," 
and that "those events that are mentioned are selected on the basis oi assumptions ... as 
to what SOrts of events are causally relevant to the development oí the system." At times 
these may be "tadt" assumptions, as in the more idiographic tradition of hístorical writing. 
Altematívely, in a more nomothetic tradition, they may involve "fairly precise develop
mentallaws" 125). Genetic explanations may thus encompass a spectrum from more idió'~ 
graphic to more nomothetic approaches. 

The models we are concemed with here afeen contain a íairly self·conscious and concep
tually elaborate specification oí the nature of the transition involved in the critical juncture 
that ís open to extension to otber countries or contexts. These models seek thereby to 
establish a pattem of explanation that, loosely speaking, may be called "law-like." Hence, 
the analysis of critical junctures involves a type of genetic explanatíon that faUs more to
ward the nomothetic end of this spectrum. Sínce the laws or patterns they identify involve 
statements about the conditions under which given outcomes are more likely, rather than 
the conditions under which they are necessary consequences, this involves probabilistic 
explanation 126). 
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:"Wrd in applying the critical juncture framework to a particular domaip 
o~siS, it is useful to specify distinctive features of these mechanisms of 
Jeproduction in that domain. For instan ce, the traditional understanding of 
traae umon politics and state-union relations suggests it is an area where a 
iven constellation of political reIationships, once institutionalized, has a 

!trong tendency to persisto This tendency is directly discussed or strongly 
'implied by a wide range of analyses. Familiar examples are Michels's (1959/ 
1915) classic observations on the co-optation of labor-based socialist parties 
ánd the iron law of oligarchYi Olson's (1968) analysis of tbe collective action 
problems involved in union formation, which make coercion and state Sanc+ 
tions an important e1ement in the creation and viability of trade unions¡ and 
the widely obs~rved tendency of corporatist structures to perpetuate given 
patterns of union organization and of state-union relationships. These ex+ 
amples suggest how powerful, vested, self-perpetuating interests, embedded 
in sunk costs, can crystallize around prevailing patterns of union organiza
don and state-union relations. The great importance of such elements sug
gests that a critical juncture framework is particularIy appropriate in the 
analysis of trade-union politics, 

Fourth, it 1S useful to distinguish between the mechanisms of the repro
duction and the production of the legacy, There often occurs a significant 
interval between the critical juncture and the period of continuity that is 
-·éxplained by these mechanisms of reproduction. To the extent that the crit
ical juncture is a polarizing event that produces intense political reactions 
and counterreactions, the crystallization of the legacy does not necessarily 
occur immediately, bU! rather may consist of a sequence of intervening steps 
t1;tat respond to these reactions and counterreactions. Because these interven
ing steps occur within the political sphere and because they follow the criti
cal juncture, which is the point of differentiation among the cases, we con
sider them part of the legacy, 

We therefore find it useful to refer to the dual processes of (1) the produc- ~ 
don of the legacy~involving its crystallization, often through such a se
quen~e of r~action and counterreaction¡ and (~) the reproduct~on ~f ~e leg- : 
acy, illvolvmg the process analyzed by Stmchcombe. ThlS dlstmction \ 
corresponds to the contrast between the aftermath of incarporation discussed 
in Chapter 6 and the heritage of incorporation analyzed in Chapter 7. 

8. Rival Explanations: Constant Causes. The core hypothesis is that Crit-¡ 
i.~al junctures occur ~n .difierent ~ays in ,difierent contexts and that these 1 
dlfferences produce dlstmct legacles. ObVlOusly, the assessment of this hy
pothesis must be attentive to rival explanations. One of the mast important 
types of rival explanations consists of the "constant causes" discussed aboye 
that is, attributes oi the system that may contribute to the presumed stabil~ 
ity of the legacy, but that are not the product of the critical juncture,:n This 
issue arises in the preSent book in assessing the legacy of incorporation, an 

12 Thus, within the framework oI the discussion of constant versus historical 
aboye, they do not include thc constant causes that are pare of the Iegacy itseli. 

causes 
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important example being found in the explanation of the palidea! ",,,cm,,,. 
in Argentina during the 19508 and 19605. 1t is cammon to argue that 
stalemate was a legacy of the convulsive rise of Peronism in the 19·40s--trLat 
is, of the incorporation periodo Altematively, ít may be due to Ul1Ld"rl"in,. 
structural attributes Di Argentine society and economy that both 
after the incorporation periad were an ongoing, "constant cause" Di the 
mate, and herree represented a rival explanation to the incorporation hypoth-" 
esis. Thus, Q'Donnell (1978) has argued that the particular type of prim,"y' 
products that Argentina exports "are conducive to zero-sum paliey ccnilicts 
between the rural and urban sectors,'wmch in tutn can contribute to political;\ 
stalemate. Though it is difficult in any Qne study to evaluate a broad range ; 
of such rival explanations, this book attempts to address them when they 
seem particularly important. 

9. The Problem 01 Partial Explanations. Sorne problems in the study 
critical junctures are relatively standard issues in the field of comparative- _ 
historical analysis yet are of such importance in the present assessment 
incorporation periods as to merit attention here. One of these concerns 
issue of assessing partial explanations. This, indeed, is a11 that one no,yrrlally, 
expects to find in social research. 

Compared to scholars who engage in multivariate analysis based on 
titative data, researchers who do multivariate analysis based on the syst"m_ 
atic yet qualitative comparison of historical events face an interesting 
lem in assessing partial explanations and in making the as,¡eS"n'elot 
convincing. In quantitative analysis, there is no expectation that a given ex
planation will entirely account for a given set of outcomes, and quantitative : 
techniques offer straightforward pracedures for assessing what portion of the . 
"Yariance" in the outcome is explained. Even if this is a quarter, or a fifth, 
even a tenth, it is often considered a meaningful finding. . 

In comparative-historical analysis that deals with "whole countries,"23 this 
kind of assessrnent runs into sorne of the same problems of assessing simi
larities and differences among cases discussed in the Overview. If two coun- ' 
tries "Iook" similar in the incorporation period, the expectation in assessing '; 
the legacy of incorporation is that they should also "look" similar in the 
heritage periodo Yet tbis expectation may pose an unreahstic standard that 
}nterferes with the adequate assessment of the hypothesis. If the incorpora
tion period explains a quarter of the variation in the legacy~a substantial 
flnding by ~any standards of analysis-the cases would in fact look quite .~ 
difierent in the heritage period, and there could be rlsk of an erroneous tejéc
!ion of the hypothesis. Thus, the criterion must be that they look sufficiently ;
similar to suggest that the hypothesis has partial explanatory power. Employ
ing this criterion is particularly important in the context of the most diHer
ent systems design discussed in the Overview, which is based on the delib-

13 Por a comment on what it means to compare "whole countries," see footnote 15 in the .. 
Overview. 
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erate juxt3position of pairs of cases that are different, such as Chile and 
Brazil, and Peru and Argentina. 
'' ... 10. Other Rival Explanations: The Exarnple 01 Suppressor Variables. 

<These problems of dealing with partial explanations in eomparative-histori
.. cal, analysis also arise in addressing rival explanations. An example of partic
"ular importance to this study involves the potential role of "suppressor" vari~ 
. '~bles (Rosenberg 1968) that conceal the relationship that one is assessing. For 

, we hypothesize that the initial incorporation perlod in Brazil oc~ 
cmred in a way that weakened the role of parties in controlling and charr
~eli~g the political participation of the labor movement, thus potentially 
le.iding to higher levels of worker politicization and radicalization. Yet Bra
zilÍan social and economic structure (e.g., the labor surplus economy and the 
minimal role of isolated, highly modemized export enclaves) was not con
ducive to a strong labor rnovement. Hence, it could be argued that the level 
'ofworker politicization was likely to be low, and the assessment oí our hy

,"pothesis must focus on whether, given this low level, it was nonetheless 
bigher than it would otherwise have been, due to the type of incorporation 
perlod. In multivarlate quantitative analysis the effect of these difierent fac
tors can be sorted out in a relatively straightforward manner. In comparative
historical analysis, a more subtle and subjective assessment is required~· 
which ineludes the procedure of process tracing discussed in the Overview. 

Conclusion ., 
Our goal has been to identify issues cornmonly encountered in the analysis 
oC critical junctures. Though it makes sense intuitively that societies go 
through periods of basie reorientation that shape their subseq~ent develop

.. ment, too httle attention has been devoted to the problems that aTise in as-
sessing claims about the scope and nature of this impacto To rnake this as~ 
sessment more adequate, one must devote careful attention to the 
identmcation of the critical juncture and the legacy, the'comparison with the 
antecedent system, the distinction between constant and historieal causes 
the mechanisms of production and reproduction of the legacy, varlous kind~ 
of rival explanations, and special problems of assessing the impact oí critical 
junctures in the context of eomparative-historical analysis. 

FinalIy, a basic point should be reiterated. In an analytic framework that 
contains many elements, it is essential that these elements be examined 
with c~re. At the sarue time, it is also crucial that the main idea not slip 
fram Vlew. The goal of presenting these several criteria of assessment is to 
strengthen the test oi the core hypothesis: that the critical juncture occurred 
in different ways and that these differences were highly consequentiaL In the 
preSent book, this hypothesis concems the long-tenn impact of different 
types of incorporation periods. The goal of providing this framework for the 
analysis of critical junctures is to better assess this core argument about the 
transformation of Latin American politics. 



2 
Context: The Labor Movement and the State in 
Latin America 

WE HAVE hypothesized that the emergence of the labor movement in 
America, along with the forging of new pattems of state·union relations 
ing the incorporation periods, had a major impact on the subsequent 
tion of national politics. Why should trus transition be so important? 
should the emergence of and response to working-class conflict have a 
impact? Analysts of many different actors both in society and . 
state are often adept at interpreting and explaining larger patterns of PO'l1t'c'll 
change from the "angle" of the particular actor they study. Indeed, any 
picture of change can usefully be viewed from many different angles. 
then should the labor movement be of particular significance? 

~ 
W~ argue that in crucial phases of Latin American development, labor 

itics has been a kind of coalitionaI "fulcrum." In different countries and 
ferent historical periods, organized l.a~or .has been a pivo~al ,ac~or, and 
choices made by other actors in posltlOmng themselves Vls·a-VlS or¡;ruü2:ed 

labor have had a crucial impact 00 nationa! politics. 
This idea is expressed subtly but pointedly in Alexander Wilde's anal)"lS 

of the breakdown of Colombian democracy in the 1940s, an instance 
nicely illustrates our argument as a kind of "crucial case" because it is 
with a labor movement that was conspicuously weak. Wilde suggests 
despite their wealmess, the unions in Colombia contributed to m,moc,.,:tc 
breakdown because their presence in coalition politics of this periad 
"constantly unsettling." They could force the politicaI party with which :' 
were then mainly identified, the Liberals, to "support or repudiate thero, ' 
and in the process seriously strained the Liberals' commitment to the basic: 
rules of the political game (Wilde 1978:45). Obviously, if the coalitional pres
ence of unions can be constantly unsettling in a country where they 
weak, they potentially play an even more central role in countries that have 

stronger labor movements. 
Why should the coalitional presence of unions in crucial periods of change 

be "constant1y unsettling"? Why should the labor movement be a coalitional 
fulcrum or a pivotal actor? What understanding do we have of labor politics': 
in Latin America that allows us to build on the answers to these questions 
and to construct an argument about the larger political impact oi the 

movement? 
This chapter addresses these questions. We fust examine general argu

ments about the political significance of the labor movement in Latin Amer
ica, focusing on its strategic importance in the economic and polítical 
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pe,tent1Lal role in legitimating or delegitimating the state. We then 
the theme raised in the Overview concerning the choiees of 

the state regarding strategies of labor control and labor mobi

F':ni,;~f~~,~ along with the complementary choices on th,e side of actors wit~in 
jj' h!!¡~,~~d{t:;;~:::::~ regarding strategies of cooperatlOll DI noncooperatlOll 
:.~ :"... .- an~rchist posidan) with the sta te. In discussing these strate-

introduce the idea of a "dual dilemma" that underIles the interae:' 

{k:("~l&~.~:;;'J:.~ttheSe twO sets of choices. This interaction i5 explored further 
"._ of a discussion of corporatism,' the cóncept 'commonly used to 

i ~:1;~~:i~:roany of the principal institutions of státe-Iabor relations in Latirl 

.PI,Ii1Jc,ll Importance 01 Labor Movement 

"'J~:'~~~;!i;~,:i:mportance of the labor movement may be looked at both froro 
:'" of its action 

Collective Action. The location of many unionized workers .. 'f~ .. sp"ti .. Lly concentrated, large-scale centers of production and/o! their stra
'., •.• '""" pe'Sl,,,on at critical points in the economy DI the polity gives them an 

.'(,ú,'u'l"al capacity to disrupt the economic and polítical system and hence 
• .. p,'ovide, incentives for sustained collective action. This capacity is funda

tú organized labor's political importance. 
analyzed in the 

re1ated are 
,,;ru.cüt! to the prosperity of the export sector in a number of countries and 

can easily be paralyzed by strikes¡ (2) large~scale urban factory produc
located in close proximity to the centers of national poBtical power in 
are in many cases highly centralized polities, where strikes can have a 

cl,'ai11a1Gcinlp"ct on the political system¡ and (3) the most dynamic sectors of 
.... · •. ·t~~!!2;!!ll!l~.!.!l:EL:'!2l.~!!!:V, which may employ fewer workers due to their 

capital-intensive form of production, but where labor stability and 
rapid growth are commonly viewed by economic and politicalleaders as cru
Cial to economic development. The paralysis of this latter sector through 
strikes is therefore an important economic and political event, and th~ use 
of.repression to control strikes may be especially problematic because of its 
effect on the skilled labor force in this sector and the greater difficulty of 
'ieplacing skilled workers. If the workplace is owned by a foreign enterprise, 
sentiments of nationalísm can provide strong ideological support fOI callec
tive worker action. In both foreign·owned and public sector enterprises, the 
potential negative political ramifications of the extensive use of repression 
may be greater than in nationaIly owned fums in the private sector. In sum, 
many workers are situated at points in the process of production that give 
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thero opportunities far collective action that ma)!'potentially have a 
erable impacto 
Political Significance of Worker Organization and Protesto Many 
argue that the collective acÜon of workers has spedal political ><,;wnc:arlcee 

in the Latin American contexto Jame~;Li'~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~j 00 "political bargaining" in Latin American 
labor surplus economies such as those in many Latin 
unioos' aften weak position in the 
thero into the political arena. -Further, relatively 
systems characteristic in much of Latm America, the national executive 
ten quickly becomes involved in labor disputes, and key actors may 
manIy believe that the executive can and should "do something" abaut 
disputes. Given tbis expectation, t'!U.ill!!!!l-".:"'-LO""aiI:L..l<ílOO:;r.¡¡¡;Q!!~..3,n 
threaten the stability oi the nadana! executive. 

Other discussions view the polítical significance of workers' collective ac-~,' 

tion in terms of its i~Tc~~;;~fEo~rith~e~~~~~~~~~;;~;t~~~~. 1982:ix). The specific arguments varíes" the 
theme is the implicit or explicit comparative thesis that basie elements 
tral to the legitimation of the state in sorne earlier-developing EUlwpe,lll, 
countries are absent or incomplete in Latin America and that unions play 
central role in efforts to compensate for tbis deficiency. 

Part of the argument about incomplete legitimation revolves around 
hypothesis that in the 20th-century world of nadan states, the fundan,el"t'l! 
dependency of Latm American countries on the international economic 
tem, the cycles of denationalization of their economies that occur as an 
pect of this dependency, and the prominent role of foreign enterprises in 
nomic developinent makes. the legitiniahon of caflitalism and of 
capitalist state more problematic than in contexts where development is 
tionally controlled to a greater degree (Hírschman 1979:90--93). As 
(1978) put it, due to tlieir extemat dependency, Latin American societies 
chronically "decentered" in the economic sphere. 

Altemative perspectiv~.s t~.~tJ?rovide a link between incomplete le,gitirrla
tion and issues of worker politics appear in O'D9nnell's ~lllalysis of the 
diationsJJ between state and society and Corradi's discussion of the ~oliticál 
consequences of this decentering. O'Donnell (1977, 1979, 1982) suggests 
given the uneven record of free elections and the problema tic status of 
liberties in many Latin American countries, the mediation of citizenship has 
had a troubled histary in the reglan, and two other mediations have played a ; 
larger role: nationalism and "populism."1 Corradi makes a parallel argument ' 

1 Q'Donnell refers 10 this third mediation in Spanish as the pueblo or lo popular. These 
tenns are difficult to translate, since the most nearly equivalent tenns in English-people 
and popular-have different connotations. Hence, we have used the term populism. In 
O'Donnell's analysis, these Spanish tenns refer to a form of collective identity of previ
ously marginalízed sectors of the population "whose recognition as members of the nation 
carne about through their demands for substantive justice, which they posed not as op-
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üiahal~,zi.ng the consequences of ecouomic "decentering." In reaction to this 
,ie"erlterirlg, the political sphere is "the domain in which a society that has 

over its own destiny tries to repair the ravages of foreign domi
"culture and politics seek to integrate, froro inside dependent 

it:~i~~i;,;~;'W;Jhat economic power operating essentially hom abroad, tends to 
:.; . Tms atternpt at integration is what gives Latin American cul-

their peculiar flavor. It is expressed most distinctively in 't ,e!ac,~~~:~dm'JV"jnents" (1978:41). Carradi also notes that in contrast to the, 
>;' dependence of the econornic sphere, ·these expressions of popu-

cultural and political sphere can exhibit an important degree of 
,aut,onort'Y from econornic forces. His argument about autonomy is consis~ 
',enet."mu the perspective we adopt in stressing the distinctive dynamic sur

r?,~n~::~~:t~he political dilemmas of state-Iabor relations. 
';', variant of this perspective an incomplete legitimation is found 
'"e,",p,h",', that labor's importance is greater because Latin American de

ce'e;'~¡;.io¡,menthas not produced a strong national capitalist class. An early Ver
this argument was presented by Leon Trotsky in the late 1930s while 

in exile in Mexico. Reflecting on the coalitional dilemmas of 

•

•• i:~;~J]:~~:~;~,systems found in dependent, "semi-colonial" economies, Trot-
that "inasmuch as the chief role in backward Countries is naf 

national but by foreign capitalisill, the national bourgeoisie occu
.much more minor position." He argued that, as a consequence: 

proletariat soon begins playing the most important role in the life 
··cee,ottne countn'. In these conditions the national government, to the extent that 
C;, ""ne' to show resistance to foreign capital, is compelled to a greater or lesser 

to lean on the proletariat. On the other hand, the governments of those 
b'lcl:w,,,d countries wruch consider it inescapable or more profitable for them

shoulder to shoulder with foreign capital, destroy the labour 
and institute a more or less totalitarian regime. (Trotsk~ 

,.th.~'ugh coalitional altematives in Latin America are certáinly more complex 
than this, Trotsky's observations usefully suggest that the tension in labor 
pólky between a concem with the mohilization of labor support and with 

:')~bor.control can take a particularly acute, politically charged, formo 
,,:The crucial point for present purposes is that the organized working class 

. 1S Qne of the most important "bearers" of the mediations and political syrn
bols relevant to the problem of legitimacy. In O'Donnell's terms, the seg
ment of the population that 1S by definition the bearer Di the mediation of 10 
popular and also an important bearer of the mediation of nationalism is COm
mOnly referred to as the "popular sector.'!). With obvious variations across 

pressed classes, but as victims of poverty and governrnental indifference who moreover 
\!~bodicd what was most authentícally national" jI982, chapo 1). " , 

Thc p.o~ular sector may be defined as the urban and rurallower class and lower middle 
" dass. T~s 15 obviously not a traditional Marxist class category. For an exploration oI sorne 

of these lssues, see Laclau (1977). 
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countries and over .time, the two most important actors within this sector 
are the organized labor movement-due to its special capacity for collective Spaldfiig (1972:214) urges cautian in not overstating the importance of or-
action discussed above-and, in sorne very important cases, an organized and ganized labor in Latin America, noting that "despite the existence of huge; 
politically mobilized peasantry. Populist appeals have af course been made cótÚederations, sometimes grouping more than a millian menibers on paper, 
to other segments of the popular sector, and beginning in the 19705 new 'only abaut 15% of the economical1y active population belongs to a 
forros of popular social movements based in the informal sector appeared unían .... The industrial sector, usually the focus of militant labor organi-
assume a larger role in Latin American politics. Yet over a number of ~atüm, represents only approximately 30% of the salaried population." Sofer 
in the 20th century, though obviously with major contrasts in their fl980:175) presents similar arguments, suggesting that "studies of political 
importance in different countries, these two principal segments of the parties and trade ~nions ... focus attention on a minority of workers and 
and rural-popular sectors-the labor movement and the peasantry-have pro- give short shrift to the unorganized." 
duced the most important organized expressions of these mediations. Obviously, it is not productive to base an argument about the political im-

By securing the visible cooperation of the organized labor movement, the portance of unions on a simphfied notíon that they inelude most of the labor 
state can take an important step toward addressing problems of legitimacy. force 01' are in sorne sense "representative" of the larger urban working class, 
Altematively, the labor movement can be a principal vehicle for protest cneompassing unorganized workers and the informal as well as the for;rnaJ 
against state poliey and sueh protest can hurt the legitimacy oi the state. sector. It is also essential to recognize the large contribution of studies re-
With reference to the policies that raise issues of nationalism and antination- flecting the concerns of the "new labor history" in shedding light on this ~ 
alism, unions can be either an invaluable resource for governments that wish larger w<:lrld of work in Latin America and its impact On societal change. 
to take nationalistic initiatives, or an important adversary of govemments ~F.ir fronY maintaining that the labor movement represents this larger worJd 
that reject such policies. of woik, we adopt-the perspective of Portes and Walton (1975:103---4), wlw 

In sum, the collective action perspective calls attention to unions' con- differentiate sharply between the formal and informal sectors, treating them 
crete capacity to bestow support or generate opposition. The perspective as di~erent classés with distinct interests and distinct relationships te other 
focuses on nationalism, populism, and legitimacy suggests why the cuu"c- !.i.····· ·r;:lasses within society. TlIis' "class differentiation" within the broader 
tive action of workers becomes a potent force in Latin American politics, 1 . 1" 1 d· . . .",wor .. nng c ass _ resu te In Important measure from the special capacity.for 
why state responses to worker protest likewise become a pivotal domain of ¡ cpI e-ctíve action of specific segments of the working population. The form"al 
policy. These two perspectives offer a clearer basis for understanding why the d h -

s~ctor emerge as -t e product of the politica! demands qf tbese segments ·ejf· 
coalitional role of labor can be "constant1y unsettling," as Wilde put it.lt can -
be constantly unsettling because labor not only has this substantial capacity the working class and of state polides that responded to PI squght to pre

empt, these demands leading to the Greation of a formal Tero. lated, "high-ior colIective action, but because its collective action touches on larger, un- ~,--. &O 

derlying issues of LatID American polidcs. . wa~e" sector of the labor force that became dWeTentiated from the more 

Putting State-Labor Relations in Perspective 

At the same time that we emphasize political importance of the labor move
ment, we also wish to place labor politics in a realistic perspective by raising 
four points concerning the relation of the "formal" to the "informal" sector 
of the economy, the issue of the homogeneity versus heterogeneity of the 
labor force in the formal sector, the relationship between sta te-labor and cap
ital-labor relations, and a recent challenge to arguments, such as that pre- . 
sented aboye, that focus on legitimacy. 
Formal and Informal Sector. Studies of the urban ~orking class quite prop
erIy see the labor movement and unions as just one part of a complex world 
of work, and these studies at times express concern over an excessive focus 
on the organized labor movement. As one explores claims about the political 
importance of the labor movement, it is essential to be c1ear about what sec
tor one is considering. 

"traditional" informal sector (Portes 1983). Thus, the formal sector was cre- ¡ 

ated by polities and public poliey, and its existence is in part an expression 
of the poHtieal importance of the labor movement. In .addition, one of the 
major poliey periods in whieh these poliey initiatives occurred was of 
course, what we eall the incorporatian periodo Thus, the present study'can"" 
be understood as an analysis of an important aspect of the genesis of the 
formal sector of the economy and of the ramifications of this genesis for the 
larger evolution of politics. 

Homogeneity versus Heterogeneity. A second point of eaution regarding 
the political importance of the labor movement concems the relationship 
between the labor movement and the larger context of work within the for
mal sector. Jelin observes that studies of the working c1ass that focus at the 
level of unions and union politics tend to see the working c1ass as a more 
homogeneous actor,3 whereas studies focused on the labor force within the 
workplace tend to see the working c1ass as more heterogeneous. In research", 

.1 This. thesis was explored in depth in a public lecture given by Telin at the Institute oí 
IntematlOnal Studies, University of California, Berkeley, in 1981. . 
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on uníon politics, there is"'a risk of misrepresenting the diversity and 
plexity of the unionized sector of the work force. 

This tension between homogeneity and heterogeneity raises issues that 
both methodological aud substantive. They are methodological in the 
that the level of analysis influences what is 'observed. A macro study 
tiana! trade union politics is indeed more likely to foeus Oil the overall 
acteristics of the Jlforest/' whereas a micro study of arre OI a few 
contexts of work tends to foeus on the characteristics of individual 
From the first perspective, the forest 100k5 more homogeneous¡ frOID the 
ond, much less so. Both perspectives are needed to advance the wld"rstalad' 
ing of Latin American labor, as they are in the analysis of any tapie. 

In addition, a substantive issue is involved, in that 
have an impact on these 

1 

to . of labor leadership, of union organization, and of 
relations. At the same time, changes in the nature of work, changes in 
labor movement, and many other factors may disaggregate, make more 

, erogerieous, or even d~stroy e~isting patterns of labor leadership, labor 
nization, and state-uruon relatlOns. __ . 

In attempting to adopt an interactive approach to the relationship bet,,'eé'ri 
the labor movement and political structures, we see1e to be sensitive 
the methodological and substantive side af this issue. Thus, in anal)'ZÍ:nl 
union politics, we recognize that: (1) we are focusing only on ane segment 
the labor force, the formal sector; (2) this sector was created by politics 
public poliey in response to labor activation¡ (3) although there is always 
risk that a focus on umon politics can lead the analyst to see the labor 
ment as more homogeneous than it really is, such homogenization is 
ent to the functioning of unions and sta te-labor relations and indeed is 
tral to the topic of this book; and (4) at the same time that those who 
frOll trus homogenization will seele to defend the institutions that 
it, others who benefit less may seele to rnodify or undermine these 
tions. It is in part because of recurrent attempts to undermine these 
tions that the legacy of episodes of labor policy such as the initial in"arpo' 
ration periods are often sharply contested. 
State~Labor versus Capital~Labor Relations. A third issue is the 
signmcance af state-labor relations, the central focus of this analysis, as 
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to capital-labor relations.4 One perspective suggests that in Latin 

';:i;.~~if::¡~s~t::ait~e:-Iabor relations may in fact be more important than employer-
This thesis is central to r Payne's (1968) argument about po~ 

bargrlin,mg, Payne maintains that düeta labor's weak positiori in the 
and greater leverage in the political arena, a pattem af indus
emerges in which 

(1973:21) paramount impor-
state in shaping labor relations in Latin America, though he 

that in distinct historical periods and different countries, the form 
,¡;.¡:;:~";" state-labor-manager relations is diverse. 

as Roxborough (1981:84---85) has pointed out, the degree to 
plays a larger role in labor relations in Latin" America than in 

industrial countries can easily be exaggerated. Further, with 
::' ",!e:rerlct to Payne's argument abom political bargaining, it is possible to sug-

instead of positing a tradeoff between the strength of labor organi
• ,!'.m .. " in the workplace and their strength in the political arena, one should 

in terms of a complementarity between these two dimensions. By vir
being a weak economic actor, labor may also be a weak polítical actor; 

"very least, a political actor deprived of the clout that comes from 
strength.5 

does not depend on the thesis that state
than state-capital relations. Rather, it 

the argument the importance of the la-~ 
has focused on its role in contributing to, Qr undermining, 

.•.•. i~~:~::~:¡,;Before embracing this perspective, it is appropriate to consider' 
~,' _ -- (1986:50-----53) important challenge to analyses of regime change 

wruch focus on legitimacy. Przeworski argues that ·"the entire problem of 
l:g:lti~acy is ... incorrectly posed. What matters for the stability of any re-' 
glm(! IS not the legitimacy of this particular system of dómination but the 

or absence of preferable alternatives" (51-52). 

• ,4',In cOUotries and historical periods where a large public sectOr is unionized and the state 
~,s th: owner of enterprises, these categories obviously overlap. But in many decades earlier 
lU-thlS century that are of central concem te this analysis, public ownership of enterprises 

¡was more limited and public sector unions were considerably less important within the 
-'_; "ab9.r movement. 

" & Albert Fishlow, personal cornmunication, suggested this observation. 

Usuario
Resaltado
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Przeworski has thus presented an invaluable"challenge, which points 
the need to analyze regime change at a more concrete leveL The key quesl;ol': 
that must be addressed in responding to this challenge is the following: 
are the attributes of given political "altematives" that lead key actors 
view them as "preferable"? It i8 evident that in the Latin American CU""'XI". 

the identin.cation 101 conspicuous laek of identification) of the symbols 
nationalism and populism' with given regi~e alternatives can playa 

rQle in defining these altematives as desírable or undesirable. Inl .;~~:l:~:::: 
labor politics plays an important role in this process of definition. 1 
even accepting Przeworski's framework, these symbolic dimensions of 
politics can be seen as dosely linked to regime dynamics. 

To condude, arguments about the labor movement's political irrm,,,'onoo' 

are complex and need to be made in light of the issues and challenges 
discussed. However, within that framework there is substantial 
viewing the labor movement as a powerful political actor in Latin Arnerica 
and for using the analysis of labor politics as a perspective from which 
explore broader issues of political change. 

Control, Support, and the Dual Dilemma 

In light of the labor movement's political importance, it becomes 
why, in distinguishing among types of initial incorporation, we have w'cu,e",~1 
on the varying degree of emphasis on contrpl an~ s:u;pport mobilization .. ~ 
ing the capacity to control the labor movement is a major political asset, 
is the capacity to mobilize labor's political support. Similarly, the lack 
either of these capacities can be a maj~r p~liticalliability. 

In the analysis of such assets and liabilities, it must be recognized that the: 
relationship between control ~nd support mobilization is complex, eveu··if 
the matter is looked at only frOll the side of the sta te. If one's perspe~tive .: 
als·o encompasses the strategies adopted byAthe labor movement, the matter 
becomes even more complexo 

'" This complexity rn;y useful1y be viewed in the framewori~ of a "dual di
lernma" in the relationship between the state and organized labor. F~e 
standpoint of leaders who shape state policy, the dHemma concems this 
choice betwee~ption of controlling labor and seeking to mobilize lab_or ~ 
support. On the side of the labor rnovernent, the dilernrna concems the .,. 

choice between with the 
well as the 

Standpoint of the State. Frorn the perspective of polit
icalleaders who shape state policy, the emergence of the working class raises 
explosive issues of how to control this powe~ful new force within society, 
but it also presents the opportunity to rnobilize new bases of political sup
port. Both of these options can be compelling. 

The state in Latin America has been and continues to be centrally con-
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with controlHng organized l'1bor and lirniting its political and eco-

h~~~;::::;~~:~l:T~~hiS control is a central issue in capitalist development and 
•. · •.• · •••. ~.~~lci,~~;~a~ what Q'Donnell has referred to as the issue of maintain
::: domination" in society, that is, the basic capacity of capital and 

to regu1ate the functioning of the economy in the workplace 

1.19:~.:~C~~'::.~,1). Historical1y, the growth of the state's concern with the con~ 
,. was closely connected with the long-term erosion of more tra~ 

............. ::;~,~~~:Sy:,s;;t~e~m'~s of private, c1ientelistic control of workers in the course of 
,:' In the context of this erosion, the emergence of an organized 

",c,rkíh:g class poses a basic challenge to the existing distribution of eco
and política1 power, a challenge that we explore in some detall in the 

néit chapter. 
, Át the same time, the option of cultivating labor support can be compel
Ú~. political divisions even within a relatively narrow political elite may 
enCOÚIage a more progressively oriented faction to increase its power 
Üir~ugh building labor support, following a pattern of mobilization as an op
position strategy (Schattschneider 1960). Govemments that adopt national
istic econoroic policies commonly find labor support highly compatible with 
this poliey orientation. 
""However, such efforts at support mobilization characteristically involve 
s~<l:.rp disjunctures in polítical coalitions that may produce intense conflict, 
maldng thero potentially risky to initiate and difficult to sustain. To use 
again 'Wilde's phrase, the constantly unsettling character of this dHemma 1S 
reflected in the fact that the reaction to "pro-labor" policies and to the mo-
bilization of workers as a support base has been a central issue triggering 
many of the most drama tic regime changes in 20th century Latin America. 
Uilemma from the Standpoint of Labor. Labor's side of the dual dHemma 
consists of the tension between a conception of the political sphere as an ,. 
,essential arena forthe defense of workers' interests and the concern that par
ticipation in poli tic-s will corrupt and co-opt unioIis ando union leaders. The 
dilemni'a centers arouna whether'unions should playa broader political role, 
either by establishing labor parties as polítical arrns or by forming coalitions 
with other sectors. 

Dne aspect of the dilemma for labor i5 the issue of cooperation~ with the ~ 
·sta·ú::- From its early anarchist tradition, the labor movement has been aware 
orthe 'risk of co-opiation and control that can result from" su¿h collaboratioñ. 
However, the failure tó collaborate can leave labor without allies, influenc'e, 
and access to policymakers and public agencies. It entails foregoing the op
portunity to establish an exchange relationship that can yield important ben
efits. The attraction of these benefits is particularly great in situations like' 
those in early 20th-century Latin America, when the conditions of work left 
labor in a weak position and when the alternative was often repression. 

6 Obviollsly, clientelistic forros of control and other forms of clientelistic relationships 
persist, yet they are sllpplemented by new forms of control and political articlllation. See 
Kaufman 11977a). 
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A variant of the dilemma concerns the link not just to the state, but 
political acdvity and political parties more broadly~th'"e issue of whether 
not to enter the political arena and seek political office. Agaiu, the dillernnl. 
derives fram the influence that can be gained by winning public o!lac"-ci! 
only in a minority and opposition status-versus the risk of subordination 
the unian movement to the politicallogic of party politics and elecrlons. 

In faet, witbin Latin America the apolitical altemative has seldom 
viable. This i5 due in part to labor's often weak positian in the workplace, 
the ability of the state to influence labor with both carrots and sti~ks, and 
Comintem paliey, which at important moments mandated cooperation 
the state for the communist sector of the labor movement. 
both in theory and in practice, the dilemma between autonomy and the 
vantages that can be gained through political participation, including 
times state protection, is a real one. 
Relative Impact of the State's Choices and Labor's Choices. 
tant are the state's choices, as opposed to labor's choices, as 
their respective sides of this dual dilernrna? The answer depends on 
specific outcoroe is to be explained-that is, important for what? 

If ane wishes ta explain why the incorporation periods occurred to 
with, it was obviously because a working c1ass emerged, constituted 
a labor movement, and often decided to challenge, rather than coop,era,te 
with, the state. On the other hand, if one wishes to explain why the 
poration periods took the specific form they did in each country, the 
will focus more centrally on the dynamics of intraelite polities and choü,es': 
by aetors within the state, although at various points choices made 
the labor movement were also important. 

In the countries identified in the Overview as cases of state . 
I characterized by a sustained attempt to . 

I 
rnovement, the incorporation perio"d was imposed on labor, with , ~, 
when necessary. Hence, the strategies of the labor movement toward coop~ , 
eraÜon or noncoo~eration with the state were of marg~nal relevanee to :he <' 
forro of incorparatlOD. On the other hand, labor's reactlOn became very 1m
portant in the aftennath of incorporation. , 

In the cases of party incorporation, the politicallogic from the st,m,lp,}irLt 

1

of leaders acting within the state was again crucial, but 
was more central, and the incorporation perlod must be seen as outcome 
01 the interaction between the two slctes 01 the dilemma. To address the labor 
movement's demands and overcome its re!uctance to cooperate, actors in the 
state seeking to ~obilize labor support ~t times had to pursue p~olabor poli
des more aggresslVely than they otherwlse would have, as the pnee of seeur

ing cooperation and support. 
To capture this interaction in our analysis of the incorporation period in :i 

Chapter 5, we begin the discussion of each country by examining the goals 
of actors within the state (i.e., the project from aboye) and then explore the' 
goals of leaders of the labor movement (Le., the project from below). The :,' 
discussion then proceeds to explore the interplay between these two projects. 
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An Interactive Perspective on Corporadsm 

,'Given the utility of an interaetive perspective on state-Iabor relations, it is 
riseful to go one step further and show how the social science concept-and 
ihe political practice-of corporatism can be understood from this perspec
tlve. State-Iabor relations in Latín America have been widely interpreted as 
t'OrPorarlveJ In most of the countries considered in this study, the dual di-, 
reWma unTolds within this corporative context, and the policy instruments 
'émployed by the state as it addresses the dual dilemma are in part the instru
fuents of corporatism. This is especially true in the ¡nitial incorporation pe
Q.ods, one of the most important historical episodes in which corporative 
~~es were iptrqduced._~. _ . ~ . _ .. ,. 
c~mponents of Corporatism.9 We have elsewhere define~ state-group r~-

l.". tions as corporative to the degree that there lS (1) state structuring of groUPSjl 
that produces a system of offlcially sanetioned, noncompetitive, compulsory 
interest associationsj (2) state subsidy of these groupSj and (3) state-imposed 
co~straintsl0 on demand-making, leadership, and internal governance. Cor
PQ~atism ís thus a nonpluralist system of group representation. In contrast to 
the pattem of interest poHtics based on autonomous, competing groups, in 

-the case of corporatism the state encourages the formation of a limited num-
_ ber of officially recognized, noncompeting, state-supervised groups. 

Though at times it may be useful to view corporatism as a single syndrome 
óf political relationships, te pursue these issues of control and support mo
"bilization it is helpful to disaggregate the concepto The creation of corpora
tive frameworks for shaping labor movements occurs in the context of very 
different relationships of economic and political power-as was already sug
gested in the typology of incorporation periods in the Overview-and this 
diversity suggests that there may be variations and subtypes oí corporatism. 
In fact, some corporative provisions bestow advantages upon the labor oiga
ruzations that reeeive them, whereas others do ~ot. Impoitant o;ganizational 
benefits are bestowed both by provisions for the structuring of unions (such 
as official recognition, monopoly of representation, and compulsory mem
bership) and also by the subsidy of unions. These provisions are quite distinct 

7 Q'Donnell 1977; Kaufman 1977a; Collier and Collier 1977; Wiarda 1976; Erickson 
1977; Harding 1973; Schmitter 1971, 1974} Mericle 1977¡ Córdova 1974; Reyna 1977; Cor· 
radi 1974; Petras 1969. 

B Thís generalizatíon does not apply to Uruguay, where the incorporation period was plu
rlQistic rather than corporative. At the level oi corporative labor legislation, it likewise does 
~ apply to Peru. Due to the legislative paralysls at the height 01 the incorporation period 
m Peru, utde labor legislation was passed. However, in other respects a corporative pattero 
wa¡¡followed in Perur and in both Peru- and Uruguay the larger ideas about politica! ex· 
change developed below are relevant (see Chapter 5). 

9 The following discussion draws on Collier and Collier (1979). 
10 We.deliberately use the expression "constraints" to refer to these specific provisions, 

employmg the term "control" more broadly, as in the aboye discussion. 
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from the constraints, which directly control labor organizatipns and 
leaders. 

The idea that structuring and subsidy are benefits i5 supported by 
general research on political organizations, which suggests that these 
Slons do in fact address basie organizational needs Di labor unions. ll 

inelude the need to compete successfully with rival groups that seek 
tesent the same constituencYi the need to be recognized as the legil:inlat< 
reÍnesentative Di their constituency in dealings with'other sectors oi 
the need to recruit and retain members¡ and the need faI stable 
income. Because structuring and subsidy help meet these needs, they 
significant advantages to the unions that receive them. 

Although these provisions may be of value to any interest association, 
them meet needs of unions. Provisions for 

and theu tmportance becomes clear in the problems of collective 
aIise when strikes are conducted by individuals associated with two 
factors of production: capital and labor. Individual capitalists can protest 
direction of economic or political change simply by failing to invest. 

" do not require collective organization to carry out what might be thOUlgl:tt 
as a "capital strike,/I and hence to have a major political and economic 
pacto Labor is far more dependent on collective action if it is to influence 
economy and the polity. Further, whereas capitalists can consume 
than invest, the immediate economic han;iship to individual workers 
withdraw their labor is necessarily much greater, reducing the incentive 
make such a decision on an individual basis and further increasing the 
to aggregate individual decisions in arder to undertake such a wittldra~lal 
(see Offe 1985). Hence, corporative provisions for compulsory m.en>henihip~¡ll 
that enforce participation in certain forms.of collective behavior have a 
cial value for unions. 
~d, because unions bring together in~ividuals of low income,12 

problem of financial resources is far greater than it is for the interest assm;HI 
ations of capitalists OI many other groups. Hence, provisions for the su.bsidy1iI' 
and financing of unions are particularly important. 
Inducements and Constraints. Though structuring ·and subsidy thus 
vide important organizational benefits to unions, one must UIld,,,s:tand 
polítical context in which these provisions appear in arder to interpret 

significance. As we have emphasized, corporative policies toward ~~~::~::::I 
labor in Latin America have been introduced from aboye by political 
acting through the state who have used tbese policies to help them pc'IS,"e:!1: 
various goals, including the effort to control the behavior of tlíe 
ment and/or to win its political suppoit. It therefcire seemsi¿E,E~~~e, 
least within the Latín American setting, to view structuring 

11 Benrux, 1964: 80---97; Olson, 1968:chap. 3 i Wilson:1973:chap. 3. 
12 This is true especially in the early phase oI the labor movement before the ,n,,,.,""';1 

of middle-dass unions. Obviously, the working-dass unions may include a·"high 
sector, but relative to capitalists, members' incomes are low. 
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though one can distinguish between inducements and con
they.are not diametrically opposed phenomena. This point brings us 

theme raised aboye: the.idea- that state efforts at imposing contn;;>l 
....••. :'~i~ ~¡o¡;;i;;;~2 support can be, in their ultimate consequences, mtercon

in complex ways. Analysts of power and influence such as Lasswell 
[1950:97-98) and Gamson (1968) distinguish between induce

iIDd constraints but view both as mechanisms that serve to influence 
Constraints are seen as producing compliance by the application, 

or threat of application, of negative sanctions or JJdisadvantages./I Induce
ments, by contrast, are offered to produce compliance by the application of 

(Gamson 1968:74--77). In this literature, ll~~~~~!!! 

•• ~·¡¡!ii¡:¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡:¡¡!i¡::¡:::::;¡¡¡:¡:¡:¡¡¡¡¡:!i!;i!!!ii!!i¡¡¡:!!!!¡¡¡¡¡ii!¡¡lor~ reasons. an as monop-
nature' offered to some labor organizations and 

withheld from others. This provision has commonly been used in Latin 
~erica to undermine radical unions and promote those favored by the 
state. Second, unions receiving inducements must commonly meet various 
formal requirerne:ots to receive them. Finally, the granting of official recog
Ilition, monopoly oi representation, c~sory membership, or subsidy by 
dle' state may make the leadership dependent on the state, rather than on 
uníon members, for the union's legitimacy and viability. This dependency 
may encourage the tendency for labor leadership to become an oligarchy less 
responsive to workers than to the concems of state agencies or politicallead-

u This conceptíon di an interplay between inducements and constraints is consistent 
with standard discussions oí the dialectical nature of sta te-labor relations in Latín America. 
Goodman 11972:232) has interpreted Ladn American labor law, the most important formal 
expression of corporative Irameworks for shaping trade unions, as containing both a "carrot 
and a stick" for labor. Spalding (1972:211) has analyzed the tendency of me state and elite 
groups in Latín America to "seduce and control" organized labor. The terminology em
ployed in a standard manual of labor relations in the Uníted States suggests that the in
ducement/constraint distinction is salient in that context as well. This manual contIasts 
provisions of labor law that involve "labor sweeteners" sought by unions with those in
volving "restrictions" on unions sought by employers. More broadly, in the analysis that 
played a crucial role in initiating the current debate on corporatism, Schmitter 11974:941 
hi~ted at this distinction when he suggested, -without elaboration, that corporative provi
sions that we have referred to as involving constraints may be accepted by groups !'ífl. ex
change for" the types of provisions we have identified as involving the structuring pI 
groups. 
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ers with which the leaders interact. The dual nature of the inducem~nts 
plains why high levels of inducements, as well as of constraints, are 
in~tituted by governments that are indifferent to cultivating labor 
and' whose goal is to produce a docHe,' controlled labor movement, as 
curred in the cases of state incorporation analyzed in Chapter 5. 
Labor Movement Responses. ti both inducements and constraints can 
timately lead to control, it remains to be demonstrated that j~!22!J¡¡;¡1l!l~z, 
tions really desire to receive the inducements--that these provisions . 
induce labor organizations to cooperate with the State and to accept the 
straints. A preliminary examination of the evidence suggests this is often 
case. 

A useful opportunity to observe labor leaders' assessments of difierent 
porative provisions is in the debate that often arises durlng the i·ncmpora¡cio 
perlod, at the time of enactment of the fust major legislation that PIOV·lO'" 
basis for legalizing unions and that commonly ineludes a number of 
ments and constraints for the unions that become legally incorporated 
the terms of the-Iaw. An important example is found in Argentina. The 
inant sector of the Argentine labor movement initially rejected the labor 
icies of the military government tb-at carne to power in Argentina 
1943. OnIy when Perón began to adopt the program of this sector of 
movement-that is, to supporHhe organizational goals of labor as well 
substantive demands on bread and butter issues, in part tbrough a ,a'DUC)," 

that placed heavy emphasis on í,nducements--did ,major sectors of 
movement begin to accept his offer of cooperation (Silverman 

In Mexico the reaction of the labor movement to the first national 
law in 1931 again reflected the dual nature of the law, encompassing 
inducements and constraints. Labor leaders objected to certain ccms't",ir.t&~ 

the provisions for federal superv.ision.of their reco~ds, finances¡:·;a~n~d~~:~~~~~:l 
ship lists-whereas they accepted the provisions fer the 
unions, defined ?bove as an inducement. 'Furthermore, they were 
over the absence of compulsory membership, a provision that we have 
tified as an inducement (Clark 1934:215; Harker 1937:95). 

The debate within the labor movement over the passage of the 1924 
law in Chile reflects this same pattem. The dominant Marxist sector of 
movement generally accepted the new system, arguing that it had to "use 
the sociallegislation of the capitalist state to fight capitalism itselfJ/ 
in Morris 1966:246). The debate within the labor movement showed 
although this sector opposed the constraints contained in the law, it was 
tracted by the law's provisions that would help it extend its organization 
new economic sectors and allow it to receive a state-administered firl",lci.al 
subsidy derived from profit-sharing. The inducements contained in 
were thus initially sufficient to motivate the dominant sector of the 
movement to cooperate with the state. 

1;,he 1924 Chilean law illustrates another point as well. Though thejn
ducements offered by the state have often been sü±Hcient to win the cooper
ation of labor, this has not always been the case. HistoncaIly, the anarchists 
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aware not onIy of the costs of the constrain~ that accompany 
\.~~:~,~~:C~:~:e:.7s' but also of the tendency of the inducements to lead to con-

following the traditional anarchist position the risks of 
arising from cooper~tion with the state, of 

that point the state was not' to s~fficie~t induce-
. the cooperation of the labor movement, WhlCh reJected the 

',.~:~.~t::o:t;Wln . I . lt is noteworthy that the Peronist law of 1945 provided the nec-
leve! of inducements and was accepted by the labor rnovement, de

t) '¡;;:;~~it; similarly high level of constraints. 

~~'~J~~~~e~x~a~rn~p~l~e~s~s~u~g~g~e~st~th~a~t~a~lt~h?O~u~.g~h~s~o~rn~e~l~a~b~o~r~~~~~~~~~~ 1I 
is not merely an analytic point of con

scientists. lt is, rather, a vital polítical issue in the history of 

•.••• "'áte-'rnion relations in Latin America, one which we will observe being 
out at various points in the historical analysis below. 

!~9!.~\'!.'~::. two observations may be underlined. FiIst, this interaction 
components of corporatism, along with the closely related theme 
dilemma in state-Iabor relations, plays a central role in fraroing 

of both the incorporation .periods and the legacy of incorpora
Second, the picture that emerges is not static, but highly d!namic. 
the introduction of corporative provisions of state-Iabor reIatlOns, of

d~ring the incorporation periods, should not be understood as producing 
structures or institutions that are unchanging. The literature Oll corporatism 
has repeatedly noted a majar divergen.ce between the goals of actors in the 
'state who introduce corporatisill, the h"1itial reality of the corporative struc
tures, and the ultimate consequences of these structures.14 The question of 
how this divergence occurs is a central theme of this study. 

14 Harnmergren 1977; Chalmers 1977:28-29; Cióa 1977; Stepan 1978b. 
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.of initial , .9.LtE~<:.~~E~~~~_~_~!,.~s".~efin.~~!.he':"\ '¡ 
and at . successful attempt by, the s~ate t~ legiti- \. 
an institutiona~lzed labor ~oveme~t. ~urn:g thlS penad, the 1

1 an innovative role m constructmg new mstltutlOns of state-Iabor ¡ 
ló,.c"pi·tal re1ations and new approaches to articulating the labor Ij 

party system. 
)Jl'COIP,,",ti,}n periad emerged out of the experience of working class 

elite debate on the social question discussed in the previous 
This first majar attempt to incorporate labor was important for 

,«asem';: it addressed a fundamental crisis or potential crisis in 
soci"ti,,,; it represented ane of the most significant periods in Latin 

history in which the state was challenged to address a fundamen

~~~t\U,~;~;;~::~i and it constituted an opportunity to shape national polit
j for years to come, an opportunity that was seized-or in 

aborted, initially postponed, aud later reinitiated-in differ
different countries. 
thesis is that the incorporation periods were a crucial transition, 

lié'''lrse of which the eight countries followed different strategies of 
mobilization of the popular sectors. These differences had a long

nj:m"ae" on the evolution of national politics. We do not intend to sug
the initial incorporation period had occurred, the patterns es

unchanged. Quite the contrary, these 
and 

:"'::,:::~'2;-':':'é~.=e,"' .. '." .. ," - -_ _, _ sequence. re-
tó"consequences quite differ~n:t-fro~ tho~e intended either 

within the state who initiated incorporation or by the labor 
may have cooperated with them. Correspondingly, with regard 

we assert that a country is an instance of a particular type of 

y~¡;;;:~~~~~we are referring to this earlier historical transition and not to 
~:~ trajectory of change. 

of incorporation is based on a number of choices conceming 
.'.PP"OIJIi,ate identification of these periods and the treatment of sub
ioe[S·within the overall incorporation experience. These issues may be of 

C~~(di;~:::~,:~' sorne readers and of Httle interest to others. We have there
!F them primarily in the glossary and have also treated them to 

in Chapter 1. Questions conceming the beginning and end 
the incorporation periods are also addressed within the historieal 

in the present chapter, as well as in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 5.1 gives a chronological overview of the incorporatian 
the eight countries, each both au 
tious phase of 

a 

Figure 5.1 Chronological Overview of Incorporation Periods 

1920 1950 

BRA 2 

cm 

MEX 

VEN 2 

URU 2 

COL 2 

PER 2 

ARG 2 

1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 

Notes: 1 = onset of fust phase of "conservative modernizers"; 2 = onset 01 ;;c"n,], 
of incorporation periodo 

Table 5.1 provides a more detailed overview al these tWo phases of 
poration, including the event (coup, assassination, election, or 
onstration) that marked the transition between the phases. The 
shows the re1ation between the ouset of the reforrn periods anal;'zed 
last chapter and the incorporation periods., In 

Types of Incorporation Periods 

-.c,'~ t-\i'."y;:'·:·)i¡\j .. . 
\' The claSslficatlOn of these lUcorporation experiences is derived from 
/: swers to a series of questions concerning the overall goals of the 
1)\ ~eaders. who initi~ted in~orporatio~, the .principal pcilitical ag~ 
I m the lllcorporatlOn penad, two dlmenslOns of the mode of ,., Oc'Or1)0I'ati01 
,i and the scope of incorporation. ~---1 ,.~ ___ _ 

I If oue were providing a generalized description of the incorporatíon periods, in 
to the present concem with establishing a scheme for differentiating among them, a 
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Was the major goal of the pohticalleaders who 
í~~¡~~;~;~'; ;p;;rirnarily to control the working class, with at múst 

with roobilizing its suppa!t, OI was the mobilization of poHt!Cl" strategy to gain and maintain power of at least 

"2~~~~~~~r;;j~~~;:~l;];~;' Was the incorporation project prin-
~ rnovement to the state, OI was it, in 

w,ttally ",wcetneJ with linking labor to a polítical party OI polit- ~i,¡ 

~~~~~~~41~at~,e~t~b3e::came a party? \(Y Did the leaders of the in~orporation project seek 
electoral arena? 

~~t~~:~~~~!:i~~!~~~~ Were strong organizationallinks es-.~~ and the political party al movement 

i~~~~;!i.i;~~~~f,;~~ addition to encompassing modero sector 
~ , modemized enclaves, was there a parallel mobi-

and incorporation of peasants in the traditional rural sector? 

1~"st'or1S led us to distinguish fom basic types of iucorporation peri
dClin,,.,;ed in Figure 5.2. We should reiterate that these are analytic 

comprehensive descriptions of each case, and in fact not every 
each category perfect1y, as can be seen in the footnotes te the 

,U~ow"v,,,,, the countries identified with each type are far more similar 
;.aílother in terms of the defining dimensions than they are to the other 

and we believe this typalogy captures ~ndamental differences 

incorparation experiences. ~ 

~
i~~~:~,~ On the basis of the first two questions, we initially>~ 

of state incorporation where the principal agency involved '~'SI1;,\e
and the principal goal was to crea te;) (0.\'\ \li:.oL 

tl?at ~~s_--ª~~!!!}_~~~! I::_on- IO~C c.\ecT· 
considered heIe,~~'.lO tJ,·i.c,,,~ 

'p:t>.A,¡ ;;.·¡d~' 

and preexisting political currents in the 
A bas-;:cpr¿ñllSe-trurhelped-sustaiU-th-egov- ' 

relations in the traditianal rural sector would 
two c~~~s-oT~t~t·~·i~¿-~~·~r~ti~~ ~;~"~i!:~le (i9"i6::Ü), 

it..J",-t.\. 
¡ifle\v-:":CV'¡ 

Given our definition of the incorporation periad, the <. 
in a11 cases, and as can be seen in Figure 5.2 the control of 

of the mode of incorporation should also be emphasized: Le., bureaucratic link· 
the systematic effort to establish bureaucratic ties between the state and the 

'·1>lbo, rr,eyem.,nt. This is obviously a basic feature of corporatism and is an important part 

::,:~:~~',~~:::oo~ experience in a11 of the countries except Uruguay. In Uruguay, in the 
'-1 setting of the two presidential terms 01 José BatUe y Ordóñez at the beginning of 

ceutury, labor control tended to take the more "traditional" forro of police surveillance 
union activities rather than bureaucratic-corporative forms of control. 
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TABLE 5.1 
Phases of 

Onset vf 
Reform 
Periad 

Brazil 1930 

Chile 1920 

Meneo 1911 

Venezuela 1935 

Uruguay 1903 

Colombia 1930 

Peru 1919 

Argentina 1916 

Aborted 
Incorpolation 

Initiatives 

Madero 
1911-13 

Leguía 
1919-20 

Yrigoyen 
1916-20 

FiIst Phase: 
Conservative 
Modernizer 

Vargas 
1930-37 

Alessandri 
1920-24' 

Carranza 
1917-20 

López 
Contreras 

andMedina, 
1935-45 

Batlle 
1903-7, 

Williman 
1907-11 

Olaya 
1930-34 

Prado 
1939-45 

Military 
leadership 

of June 1943 
to Oct. 1945b 

Batlle co""olidate, 

date Perón's 
Perón p""i<lenc~ 

• In Chile, the perlod 1924-27 saw crisis and instability as Ibáilez sought to 
his power. 

b Immediately after the 1943 coup, these military leaders adopted highly 
cies toward the labor movement. The poliey altemative represented 
was already well-def1ned by late 1943, but Perón was strongly opposed byim.po",," 
of military leadership until the second part of 1945. He formal1y '''.0 ..... ' ... , ...... --

1946. 
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I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~§ 1 

J 
context 

scope as an aspect of the 
twO traditional parties, both of which had existed since 

¡'t'int.Ury. This was the most Hmited form of partYrnobili~at~on; where 
áddedtothe ol(f·-part-y"·coaiitiOñs;·-~lieú:- the--;¡ddition of 
element in these coalitions tended to be problematic, and 

elite maintained clase ties to both parties. 
Peru j1939-48) and Argentina (1943-55) experienced ac

- oI labor support aud a :rn;jor ;ff;;~t to link unions to 
the incorporatio;;: project' dÚI n~t e;~";;:p;~s 

more 'éxten-slve-moollíiat1o-n-ot'-iIlíS--tYPeremainea 
in the modem sector, we refer to it as labor populism. The 

was the emergence or consolidation of a populist party or 
displaced traditional parties aud/or the traditional political 

period was strongly 

accompanied J\ 
a more compreh~~~~l.!!t _q~ the ollgar- I 

property relatlOns, we refer to thlS as radical popullsm -
may be introduced regarmng the label party incarporation. 

'n""t1lis designation far the salce af convenience, yet as the defini
the categary ineludes cases involving a "party or a political 

later became a party." This is crucial because in Mexico and 

"~'''e ,""O played a central role in these cases, they could be called " party/state 
this is a clumsy label, and we fee1 that in light of the above dis

the label"party incorporation" 1S clear. 

;Zi' i~A;¡;;;;¡i;n;;peru tbis latter outcome was not plausible dne to the strength of 
~',: it was not plausible due to the lack of a major peasant popula
.,,, '''. "."",OU that both APRA and Perón did have rural electoral support, but not 

organized peasantry equivalent to that found in Venezuela and Mexico. 
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Figure 5.2 Types of Incorporation 

--------------- State versus Party Incorporation --------______ _ 

Goals and Agency 
olIncorporation 

Control of unions 
exercised by the 
state 

Labor support mobi
lized by a party (or 
mavement that 
becomes a party) 

Electoral 
mabilization 

Unian linkage tú 
party or movement 

Peasantry 
included 

State Incorporation 

Brazil 
(1930-451 

Yes 

No' 

No 

No 

No 

Chile 
1192~11 

Yes 

No' 

No 

No 

No 

Uruguay 
(1903-161 

Yes 

Yes 

Party Incorporation 

Colombia Peru Argentina Mexico Venezuela 
(1930-451 11939-451 (1943-551 11917-401 (1935-481 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

--------- Types 01 Party Incorporation ---------

Electoral Mobilization 

Yes" Yes 

No Weakd Yes Yes Yese Yes 

No No No No' Yes Yes 

a Parties were introduced in Brazil shortly before the collapse of the Vargas government in 1945. 
~ A government-sponsored party played a marginal role under Ibáñez in Chile. 
e BatUe's eHort to mobilize workers' electoral support can best be thought of as a successful investment in future support, in that during the 

incorporation period itself, workers were still strongly anarchist and tended not to vote. 
d The important role of the Communist Party within the main labor confederation and the ability of the Conservative Party to inhibit union 

formation by the Liberal labor confederation within certain regions seriously limited the development of links between the Liberal Party and the 
labor movement in comparison with the cases further to the right in the chart_ 

o The presence of the Communist Party within the main confederation initially diluted the tie between the PRM and the labor movement. 
r Important benefits were extended to rural wage workers who could be considered part of the modern sector, as well as to some peasant groups. 

However, in the absence of a substantial peasantry, there was no project of peasant incorporatíon that was politically equivalent to those in Mexico 
and Venezuela. 

, 
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Argentina th§ relevant organization at the onset of the incorporation 
was a movement, not a party.4 

Second, though the role of political parties is a crucial element in 

sification, it must be emphasized thaat~n~n:Ie~it~h~e~r~thl~'~s~~~~~;;;;~;,~':; 
typologies developed for subsequent ~ are 
stimteTorffioreconventlonaI classíflcaUons OfparÜes.-Inae€d: 
catÍons-ma)7 cut-acros;- the-categorles- employe¿f hete. For instance, 
cases of state incorporation, Brazil and Chile, which both experienced 
tiparty, depoliticizing incorporation perlod, had very different types 
ties: those in Chile had deeper roots in society and were far better 
tionalized, whereas those in _ Brazil were shallowly rooted in 
poorIy institutionalized. In the two cases of labor populism, Peru and 
tina, the respective labor-based parties-that is, APRA and P,,,oni:srn,-, 
wise differed profoundly in their degree of institutionalization, both 
incorporation period and subsequently. These other patterns of 
among the parties are recognized in the present analysis and are 
introdueed as factors that help account for differences between 
within the country pairs. But it is important to insist that they are 
dimensions of differentiation among the countries than those we seek 
ture with !he analysis of the ineorporation periods and their le:ga<;ie:s. 

The analysis in this ehapter is organized around the two well·d"fi:ne,d t 
evident in Figure 5.2. 
exhibited none of the dimensions and the •• "C •• , ••. 

pó'lmlism Mexieo ancfveD:ezuela exnibTtea-aIlorffiem.-A~dii !he 
ehapter,'-we firstexamlilé"tl1é-s"é- twü-pai'iS-ofextf"eme-cases and then 
the two intermediate pairs. 

/
_ In the treatment of eaeh eountry, we fust 

¡II . the basic and. 
11 . .' 

11 I j were on the labor movement, we 
an overview of the evolution of labor paliey. For the cases of party 
ration, where labor palicy was not simply imposed, but to a greater 
represented a bargain between the state and the organized labor, we 
a more differentiated analysis that focuses on the political exchange 
labor movement, around which the mobilization 01 labor support was 
nized¡ the role of the political party or movement in mediating political 
port; and finally the conservative opposition that emerged in reaction 
mobilization and progressive palicies of the incorporation periodo 

4 As we emphasize in this and the following chapters, in Argentina Peronism 
to have an ephemeral existence as a party, yet by the definitian af that term in the 
it unquestianably continued to function as a party. 

CHILE; DEPOLITICIZATION AND CONTROL 

oligarchic state in Brazil and Chile inaugurated a type of m
that was distinct from those experienced by the other countri_es, 

all the . transi-

was a particular coalition: state 
based on a "hybrid" state or on a modus vivendi, imposed 

.'~lltllOI·it,.ri:m rule, between the traditional oligarchy and the newer 
roiddle sectors. It was premised on the transformation to a new 

"ststal=< along with the protection of the essential interests 01 the tra
despite their loss of political controL Equally important, 

01 the political arena and the mobilization of the 
there was no central role for a 

period in these two eauntries must be delineated. In 
ru"nt<h"" as the first presidency of Vargas, from 1930 to 1945 i and 

'~~~~áir¡~A1ne~is:¡S;andrilIbáñ~:Z,'pénOcr-·tr·om}92Cl.tcil·931. In combining the 
~_~' - presldencies-i;;'to'-a-~singi~--~~Tytic penod, it is worth 

that Ibáñez thought of himself as adopting the Alessandri agenda and 
:pUIsuing the same goals and objectives that had been adopted but proved 

in the Alessandri regime. This continuity is shown in the way the 
.:'1'92're.mn occurred: in the fact that it did not oust Alessandri from the pres

F¡f~'~~~:,~.'~t ~.::I:~~ forced the passage of bis stalemated legislative program, par
a new labor law, and in the fact that following his resignation Ales

was brought back to power by the Ibáñez forces. Alessandri himself 
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recognized this contip.uity. In late 1932, when confronted with the 
tion that "President Ibáñez was in many respects the ane who cum,U\" 
work oí yaur government, and, in large part, the ane who realized 
the fundamental [but frustratedJ aspirations of your program," Alessand 
mediately replied, "Well, of course) It's true, and if we leave aside 
trary acts committed by Ibáñez, his program and achievements were 
but the complement of mine" (Montero 1952:184).5 

6e~~\~~~i;.~:a~~~:e~e~~~i~9~e: ~::;JO_i"l}~·n~~,tr'rL~e~~~l~SJd~i~V~.~dl~e~d~~in~~:tOg~ 
'iOiniSfrengi:IloÚhe'~lig~r~hy-re~C~~'it did-

ti8J stalemat-i-andpoITt1caríromobili"sm 'orth~-new _. 
chife:-Hle~aeadTo-ck"wasn:early'compfe'te;'-aÍi(Ceveü-die"¡'ssue oI 
was not immune, despite the widespread agreernent on the need 
refonn on the part of the different seetors of the Chilean elite. In 
situation was not so extreme. During the provisional goverrum'nt, 
was able to initiate changes and to proeeed with a reform program 
ber of areas, including new labor legislation. Nevertheless, the 
remained strong, as was evident most dramatically in the Sao Paulo 
1932 and in the influence of the liberal opposition on the 1934 
In the following constitutional period, eonflict and deadloek accelera«,d. 
period 1930-37, then, was one oi struggle and confrontation among 
ious elite sectors (Baretta and MarkoH 1981:20). 

That the initial period of attempted reform of the state was one of 
mate, of tentativeness, and largely of failure is not unique to these two 
tries. They diHer, however, in the solution adopted to resolve the 
impasse. In Mexico and Venezuefa, where the oligarébywas c···,orr,pa.ra'Íi 

we'aI~-'órin Colombia and Uruguay, where it was u;,::~::c~ :~~:i~:~~;.~~ 
partisan lines, the reform movement sought to pursue a 
egy and enlist the support oi the popular sectors to increase its 
strength vis-a-vis the opposition. In Brazil and CJJile, the strength of 
garchy-due in part to its clientelisÍ:ic control of the eountryside and 
the "unavailability" oi the peasantry-meant that mobilization 

.\ Further justificatian far treating these years as a single an~ytic period may be 
ather quotations from both actors and observers. Referring specífically to labor 
varría, a family friend of Alessandri and close polítical associate oI Ibáñez in 
of the latter's presidency, "Finally making a reality the postulates advocated 
Alessandri, it had enacted the Labor Cade and establíshed the tribunals which 
an canflicts of workers and employees with their employers" (Olavarría Bravo 
1 :299). Also emphasizing the similarities between these two regimes, Al""nd,~ 
comments of a number oí observers wha have called the Ibáñez regime "a 
social conquests of Alessandri's" or have pointed out that ane "cannot hil 
the most pan, [the two regimesJ were strikingly similar. ... The general solutions 

both recommended fer the ecouomic aud social problems are identic",~l.;";,;:::l:'~:~' 
the change from the Alessandri to the rbánez regime, one remarked¡ JI. 

way ta Alessandrismo," and oí Alessandri aud Ibáñez another stated that 
... appear before history as perfectly complementary in a cornmon aud 
task" (1977:499-501). 
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1~~e;l:;;p;~:o;:~"~J~~~~¡~:~ power. In these cases, the military be
~ rilllTtaryestaj)lis~-ents-iUclud~d substán-
~~~~;:s~~:~ had constituted part of the core oi the' original 
~ to oligarchic rule. Under the leadership of these 

Ul'W'.'Y intervened to break the political impasse and to oversee 
of the new state. Thus, in the absence of mo- ,itJ 

~~~~~~~~~~;~iSQ~ll~U~:t[)iº--~nR- to th~ INhtieal staIe~~Brazil ~nd - . regime bacl~~d by th~- milit~ry:----"---_· 
s0111tiO'o--1:0· impasse was-imposecr--bY· GetuIio 

of 1937, which initiated the Estado Novo. In Chile, the 
authoritarian regime oceurred more gradually through a less 
It began with the 1924 military coup oi Ibáñez, Grove, and 

but authoritarian rule was not consolidated until 
forrnally took over as head of state. The years that fol

cr,ns,tituted the second subperiod in which the reform oi the state was 
institutions of labor incorporation were eonsolidated, al-

:e,",,",," cases the new frarnework of state-labor relations had been 
years earlier. 

of these events in both countries, then, was a military-backed 
regime and a coercively imposed modus vivendi among the 

;¡¡t sectc,!S .. Despite the conflict that preceded and led to the authori-

¡¡~ t:;~;;;;;:; no major sectoral cleavage emerged comparable to that 
'.c: elsewhere. Although the solution to the political.impasse 

and authoritarian, the continuing power of the oligarchy made 
of pact with it necessary. The modus vivendi imposed by the au
regime was one in whieh the reformers, to whom the oligarehy 
control of the sta te, would protect the material interests of the 

project of those who carne to power was Qne oi social, politi-
"D.d"dlmn"'t,,,"ve reform, which would ehange the nature of the state 
i;d}",plac,e the hegemony of the oligarchy, but would not attack the eco

of the oligarchy nor leave it without substantial political 

~:t~~:tr:~~~; in these two countries, there was virtually no popular 
and henee no populist alliance that would be the basis 
What emerged was a eompromise state with a conserva

reforrnü<t or eonservative-modernizing orientation based on a hybrid 
le;· whic:h has been widely noted in_ analyses of both countries (Fausto 

1978:2), and the political exclusion of the popular seetoIS. 
Chile, then, are distinctive in that the period of incorporation 

:;:l:::~~::::~,;,n::o~t~by party-centered popular mobilization but by a poli
::( between the oligarchy and the reformers. This Was 

at least three factors. The fust was the ongoing polítical and eco-
~.)11icimpmcta.nce of the oligarchy. The second was the social solida:rity of 

"~,""'ver middle seetors and the oligarchy, a widely noted and important 
one that was not unique to Brazil and Chile. This was re

family ties and multiple eeonomic activities of individuals that 
,"""'''"0 the distinetions among sectors. It was also seen in the aspirations oi 
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the middle sectQTS to assimilate into the oligarchy (a ph.enollle",o';: 
to the Chilean expression siútico, referring to arre seeking such 
The third was the overriding fear feh by both sectors oí the 
rising working class, which, as we have seen, had never been part 
inal reform coalition. 

Project from Above 

The project from aboye in Brazil and Chile had two broad 
first was the consolidation of power of reformist groups once 
from the traditional oligarchic state occurred in 1930 and 1920 
The second was a set of substantive reforms, of which labor 
and the establishment of regularized and eontrolled channels of . 
relations as a response to the social question held a high priority. 
Brazil. In Brazil, the period from 1930 to 1937 was one of 
impasse. Vargas, however, began his presidency with substantiaI 
spite important and growing opposition. The period before the 
tution oI 1934, partieularly before the 1933 e1ections to the 
sembly, is one in which the modernizing project of the tenentes 
Several important innovations reflecting this orientation were 
context of the impact of the world crash, in the face of which 
took new economic policies and in the process embarked on a 
af political power. In 1930 Vargas issued a decree that Iodged 
in the federal government and paved the way for a series of 

tralized the state and increased its role in economic rr~~'ir~;~~~.::~.~ 
more 1967:33). Notable among these was the transfer of 
poliey concerning the coffee sector from the states to the 
ments and the new policy of the federal government to regulate 
of coffee through government purchases with the goal of pnlffioting 
covery of the export sector (Dean 1969:196-206). 

Another early emphasis of the Vargas govemment was social 
islation. Starting immediately in the first year of the new goverrun, 
number of decrees provided far retirement pensions for sorne 
workers, industrial accident insurance, greater holiday benefits, 
working hours and oI employment of minors, and benefits related 
gency treatment, and maternity benefits. Though Vargas had more 
in promulgating these provisions than Alessandri, his Chilean 
it should be noted that they wer~ not implemented effectively in 
period [Flynn 1978: 102). 

Perhaps the most important measure undertaken by Vargas in this 
perlod was the establishment in 1930 of a Labor Ministry and the 
tion of a labor law in the next year. The law, which indicated 
of labor policy during the Estado Novo, provided for the re¡¡iSl'ration 
galization of unions. It also subjected the legalized unions to 
state control, aimed particularly at eliminating politicalIy oriented 
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~ought to replace the existing. unions, ~~ich were under 
.¡rtarchi·' ,t, and socialist influence, wlth an apohtlcallabor move

that would function as "consultative organs oí gov
ibstituting a madel of class harmony and collaboration for arre 

" •• /"'"'du1<1973:71-73). 
of the Vargas penad, then, there was tenuous agreement 
elimination oí state corruption and the necessity of ad-

qu'estie,n by sorne sort of transformadon oí the I/dangerous, 
in politically radical unions into a cooperative labor 

if the granting of sorne benefits were necessary. There was, 
,bstar""" and growing conflict between the ten entes, who advo

rule to advance their program of modemization, central
[stn«tur,,1 change, and the liberal constitutionalists, who were 
,ieserltedin Congress and whose power was lodged in the states. 

;,i,(""ü,ted the centralizing measures and advocated a liberal demo
would protect their political influence (Skidmore 1967:13; 

e, ',._Icoff 1981:5-25). 
Vargas was more successful than Alessandri in avoid
was the greater constitutional discontinuity with the 

in 1930 in Brazil. In Chile, Alessandri tried to 
stage in 1920, within the :tramework of the preexist-

Republic and confronted overwhelming congressional op
contrast, coming to power in the "Revolutio:q of 1930/' 

ihiútut<,d a more decisive break with the Old Republic, abolished 
at the loeat sta te, and nationallevels and assumed vir-

9ta:~::;::'~::;:I(R. Levine 1970:5). 
;h opposition was thus initially avoided, conflict 

arenas. This conflict took the fonn oi a series oi .confronta
were most explicit in the regional revolts of 1932 in Sao PauIa 

i~t"rutnllU('O, in which "Vargas narrowly prevented full-scale civil war" 
,n,'l",U:I'" The confliet was also evident in 1934 in the Constituent 

the issue oi centralization and the degree oi autonomy to be 
states. The 1934 constitution, though very much a hybrid doc

S~:~::~:,;lt9~/67:19), strengthened the hand of the liberal opposition. 
le issued by the Constituent Assembly paved the way fm 

politica! exiles and strengthened the challenge of the liberal 
~.!it\,ti(m,'¡i"ts based in the states. The introduction of democratic proee

weighted the balance in favor of the opposition since the rural 
controlled local voting. Partisans of the ten ente position, which 

losing influence, "complained bitter1y that Vargas was opening the 
oligarchy to regain power in the states and thereby erase all rev

gains" (R. Levine 1970:11,14-15). 
middle of the decade, then, the conflict between Vargas and the 

,;Q¡'poliÍti.on was out in the open. The deadlock intensified in 1934--35 as a 
clashes occurred between the minister of war and poli tical figures 

state of Rio Grande do Sul. These battles ended in the resignation of 
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MEXICO AND VENEZUELA: RADICAL POPULISM 

The onset of the incorporation perlad was marked in Mexieo by 
the civil war and the new constitution of 1917 and in Venezuela 
government that followed the death of Gómez in 1935. As in 
Chile, the challenge of this transition involved the political task 
dating a new reformist coalition. In Mexico this task was urldc:rt,'¡",u' 
the baékdrop of Madero's failure ancl the ensuing years of 
In Venezuela it was undertaken in ambiguous circumstanees. 
Gómez's death, govemment passed on not to the middle sector 
but to Gómez's followers in the anny, so there is little sense 
could be said that the reformist opposition even carne to power. 
less, the death of Gómez marked the end of an era, and the COlm'at:lOD 
new government and its openness to reform was an issue to be 
worked out. A crucial factor that distinguishes Mexico and Venezu"j; 
Brazil and Chile was the strategy of the new politicalleadership 
popular sectors in their attempt to attain and/ar consolidate power¡ 
in Mexico and Venezuela politicalleaders viewed the popular 
cial political resources that could be mobilized in the struggles 
tors of the dominant classes. This mobilization was a central 
incorpqration pattern in these countries. 

In Mexico and Venezuela, this support mobilization took the form 
we have labeled radical populism, in which both the working class 
peasantry were mobilized electorally and organized ¡nto functional 
tions, such as unions, linked to the reformist political movement 
There was sorne difference between the two countries in this 
ezuela both working-c1ass and peasant organizations were united in 
nationallabor confederation and in- the same sectoral structure 
populist party. In Mexico the two unjan structures remained 
ally separate-indeed during the 1920s the urban and rural popular 
even tended to be affiliated with different parties, and from the 1930s 
formed parallel but separate sectors within the dominant, populist 

The inc1usion of the peasantry in the politics of support 
meant two things from the point of view of the preSent perspective. 
made the politics of incorporation appear like a more radical challenge, 
the appeal to the peasantry necessitated a call for land refonn-an 
not found in the other six incorparation projects considered here and one 
seemed to constitute a more thorough-going attack ·on private property 
capitalist (and precapitalist) relations of production. Second, the 
!ion of the peasantry meant that !he dependence of politicalleaders 
working c1ass was somewhat diluted since an altemate base of 
pOrt was available. Nevertheless, despite this greater coalitional 
in both Mexico and Venezuela leaders' dependence on labor support 
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Úefl,e'Cted in strong prolabar policies aud substantial state ca

bi,xi,sting labor organizations. 
must understand radical populism as an elite project 
doroinance of elements of the emerging urban mid

polie,ínCd,llpopulism was pursued as part of a political strategy 

'iJie¡,o¡,ular s;ctors were mobilized as a political support base, as a 
build a constituency in order to consolidate power. This 
take the forro of the encouragement of autonomous mo~ 

JnU"" ",-- but of eontrolled mobilization froro aboye. A cen~ral 

1isnoo'biliz"tí
'
Jnfrom aboye was the establishment of a reformist 

Pl,!íltica¡ party to channel popular sector political participation 

the govemment. 
hand, what is crucial to understand is that the very pracess 

¡~~~t~~;~:o; took on a dynamic of lts own. In arder to mobilize 
't I an exchange was necessary in which real concessions 

the suppart sought, far the popular sectors were not so pas-
duped that they would collaborate without extracting sorne 

so'e'''"'Y is the source of the pohtieal dynamic contained within 

iF ltbrou,gh'Jut Latin America. The exchange that is a fundamental 
mobilizatiou, while not threatening the basie capitalist 

the state and while in faet doing much to co-opt the working 
peasantry where included, as in Mexico aud Venezuela), nev-

in',olved substantive concessions, the formation of a progressive 
sorne degree of power-sharing with the working c1ass. TlÍese 

iro,portant sectors of society. The result was political polarization 
,allen,a"'" groups defected from the coalition. Despite efforts of the 

maintain the multiclass alliance, it tended to break apart, so 
iCJ:easirlgly there was a situation in which a progressive coalition in 

opposed by the dominant economic sectors, wruch forroed a ccun-
,,~vbliúi01'atCY or counterreform alliance. 

populism, then, was not a static or equilibrium condition but 
within it a political dynamic and contradiction tOOt made it most 
It must be understood in terms of a central emphasis on this con
feature: though mobilization was undertaken largely froID aboye, 

in many ways it is a co-optive mechanism, the dynamics of mo
the incorporation project in a sufficiently progressive direc

'n ,e'"," in political polarization, as important, economically dominant 
into vehement opposition, a situation that was unsustainable in 

le,':OD:te:<I of capitalist development. 
respect to the role of the working c1ass in Mexico and Venezuela, the 
with Brazil and Chile may be emphasized. Unlike the attempt to 

~, ?l:pc,liticíze the labor movement that was characteristic of state incorpora

;'7i!l::tic: mobilization strategy by its very nature involved as an essential 
-ii the politicization of the working c1ass. In this way, incorporation in

'c'volve:das a first priority not only the integration of the labor movement as a 
\fúiícti01"l group but also its integration as a political movement, organized 
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in a multiclass polítical party.",that would refl.ect the populist 
that would channel working class political activity. 

This difference meant that compared to state incorporation, 
lism involved more concessions and a more favorable political 
the labor movement. Leitist and independent unions were 
not necessarily iavored) and in sorne cases even became part of 
A corporative labor code was promulgated, but it had iewer 
unÍons and unían activities. The same kind of officialist, 
union rnove~ent was not established, even though rnobilization 
the labor movement carne to support the governrnent and, in 
efits from it, became dependent on the state. These di,fferelle':80 
within the framework of certain commonalities with state 
cases of state incorporation, sorne real benefits were 
granted, and in cases oi radical populisrn the political elite also 
the importance of structuring a labor movement that 1t could 
preventing the emergence of a strong, autonomous working 
less, the adoption oi a mobilization strategy implied a more 
power position far the working class, since the usefulness to the 
leadership of popular sector support was dependent upon 
power oi organized labor in arder to enhance its weight as a 
source. 

Compared to state incorporatioll, then, radical populism re¡lreserlt 
trasting model of labor incorporation, a different state response to 
lenge oi the emergence oi an industrial working class. The different 
corresponds to a distinct strategy ior maintaining or consolidating 
of reformist politicalleadership. The two types of experiences 
gard to the nature of conflict among contending factions of the 
classes, the coalitions iormed, the strategic politieallocation of 
tors, the degree to which they were mobilized, and the degree 
ization tbat resulted. 

Peasant Incorporation 

Since in the following pages we will be primarily concemed with 
state-Iabor relations, which are the ioeus oi this book, a few 
may be added here about a dictinctive ieature of Mexico and Venezu.el, 
inclusion oi tbe peasantry in the politics of ineorporation. In their 
ness to mobilize the peasants and, in the process, to adopt policies of 
reforDl, the leaders of the incorporation projeets in these two 
thereby also demonstrated a willingness to risk the hostility of 
and raise more basic questions about the sanctity oi private o!<)P,,,tv' 
about the scope of the new interventionist state. 

In Mexico, the mobilization of peasant suppart began during the 
that pitted Carranza against Villa and Zapata, whose main sunnort ",asJo) 
among peasants, rural workers, and ranehers. Zapata in particular had 
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d had promulgated the Plan de Ayala to promote peasant 
an the Constitutionalists backed agrarian refonn, and af

ín ,,,,,pon.sceonstitution championed issues of social justice and laid 

land expropriation. In the following years, mobilization of 
waS unclertaken by leaclers at many levels, reflecting .both 

post-revolutionary period and the attempt to consohdate 
Di it. On the federal level, the governments of the 19205 

'"entraliZE,d peasant organizations and parties and adopted agraria~ 
roobilize peasant support far muItiple reasons: to prevent 

in.de]JClld"nt peasant movements¡ to confront pressures fraro 
~olul:ionary groups, and to quash rebellions, the most important of 

de la Huerta and eristero rebellions (Hamilton 1982:68, 75). 

'¡,'~;:::~:~Il~i.ke labor support, was also a basis of political power cul-
11 Perhaps the most dramatic, but certainly not tbe only, 
,oeellUed in the state of Veracruz, where the governor supported the 

organized by Communist-affiliated labor and tenant unions, 
the landed elite. To gaill peasant support the govemor 

'!~r ~:;i~to~:,p;;e:a;si~an:;ts and allowed peasant leaders to occupy major po
li posts. In Ivlichoacán, Cavernar Lázaro Cárdenas 

an agrarian reform program and armed women's leagues to 

'tl1«n,ew'y acquired land (Hamilton 1982:98-99). 
six-year interim of more conservative government (1928-34), 
more hostile toward peasants. In an effort to eliminate inde
of power, the central government moved to obstruct and forc-

peasant mobilization by state govemors. In addition, the land re
was pronounced a failure, and an attempt was made to get the 

to call it off and provide guarantees to landowners. At the same 
oi the peasant leagues were destroyed ar weakened (Hamilton 

:Z:~)I~illU, 175i, 
populist government of Cárdenas (1934-40) brought an abrupt 

peasants were brought into the incorporation project in parallel 
the labor movement. During the Cárdenas presidency, nearly 18 

Ilion bLCcI;a"" of land were distributed to more than 800,000 peasants, sur
six years the accumulated totals up to that time (Hamilton 

. In addition to the extent of the program, other aspects made it 
Wnoff:ra,di<oal than previous programs. First, previously exempted commercial 

subject to expropriation, and many henequen, rice, wheat, 
and sugar estates were included in the programo Secondly, the gov

encouraged the organization and mobilization of rural warkers, par
over the issue of obtaining a labor contract, as a prerequisite for 

. Third, in part for ideologieal reasons and in part as a meeha-
the integrity of these large esta tes, eoromunal produc

on the ejido was encouraged and favored by the govemment. A 
Bank provided eredit and in a host oi other ways supparted and 

,.,',u""",w the functioning of the ejido, promoting it over other kinds of rural 
i'0"'ioership. AH in all, the agrarian program of Cárdenas canstituted a majar 
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assault on the power of landowners and provoked intense OPposition 
ilton 19820164-78). 

In exchange, nf comse, the govemment benef1ted fram the 
port that was forthcoming from the peasantry. To . 
ant-state alliance, agradan leagues were constituted at the state 
1938 these were brought together in the eNe (National Peasant 
tion). The eNe, representing about 3 million peasants and rural 
was formally incorporated iuto the goveming party, wmch Oirdenasreo 
ized in the same year.. 

In Venezuela, peasant mohilization and organizatian were 
grated into the larger labor movement, which inc1uded both urban 
sectors and which was regulated by the same labor law. To that 
lauger discussion below appUes equally tú the incorporation of thq'easa 
Nevertheless, a few additional details may be added at this point. 

Between 1935 and 1945, the government itself had little interest in 
cally mobilizing the peasantry. With the 1936 labor law, a con",rvativé 
corporation project was initiated with the provision for legalized but 
constrained unions. During this period, however, groups in opposition 
government were vigorous in their efforts to organize a political 
(which eventually became the party Democratic Action-AD) 
a support base. The peasantry as well as urban labor figured pronlirLen,t 
this strategy, and the agricultural sector received a great deal of at1oen,ticL' 
the development program of the new movement (Powell 1971:36, 
first peasant union was organized in 1937, and in the following years, 
peasant leaders joined the movement or were recruited by !t, urlÍonio"i 
spread, as did peasant protest and clashes with landlords. By 1945, 77 
with a memhership of over 6,000 were legally recognized, and 
(1971:60) indicates th.at when not restricted to legally recognized 
effective peasant support base of AD when it carne to power in 1 
sisted of "500 embryonic unions, with as many as 2,000 local peasant 
in the villages and seattered hamlets, and an estimated 100,000 
within the orhit of influence of these localleaders." 

Once in the power, AD continued to place high priority on the 
tion of peasant support, and agrarian policy became a central compon< 
the new government's programo The agrarían reform law was pr,ollmllg., 
1948, but even before that, indeed on the first day of the new goveorrune, 
1945, agrarian policy began to take shape as guidelines to 
eviction were announced and a program of land rustrihution thw"zh 
was begun. That program was expanded with more cate¡~ories 
prívate land made available for lease. The new constitution of 
vided the legal basis for an agradan reform law, which was p,,)mul¡~ate 
October 1948. However, it accomplished little since it was 
seded by the military eoup, which ousted the government 
month. 

Despite its abbreviated duration, the Trienio govemment, 
agrarian poliey, was effective in mobilizing peasant support and 
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}'¡,taloe-:pe""mt allianee based.,on "an explicit quid pro quo: you help us 
with your votes ... , and we will respond with an agrarian 

throcLgn the channe1 of the Peasant Federation .... [The] mohilization 
depended both on intermittent peasant contrihutions at the polls 

of agrarian goods and services in retum" (Powell1971:83). 
the fust year of the new government, land was distrihuted to 
peasants. In addition, peasant organization inereased dramati-

the three-year period of the Trienio, the number of unions grew 
of almost ten and membership by a factor of almost 11 (Powell' 

peasant organizations were promoted as the vehicles 
land and credit were distributed. Powell (1971:75, 80) sug

the new poliey led to a basie redistribution of power in the coun-
these unions and tbeir leaders were empowered by the terms of 

to influence not only land distribution but also the location of 
projects. To oversee the process, a eommission was established 

sole representative of landowners could be outvoted by tbe other 
iernben;.--threegovernment representatives and a representative of the 

Furthermore, the formal role of unions in the poliey process 
impact since most of these unions were linked to AD, the 

.a¡7arian policy, taken as a whole, provoked much 0PllOsition. This 
not only from landowners, who were no longer free to d¡s

land without constraints, but also from opposition parties, 
not 'establish the same links to peasant unions and stood to loose 
from AD's mobilization strategy. 

and Venezuela, then, the. inclusion of the peasantry in the 
project generated substantial opposition. However, by the end 

period, the traditionallanded oligarchy had been further 
. Hence, though this opposition was part of the pressure fer the 

to the right (which will be explored in the next chapter), 
not persist in subsequent decades as a powerfuI pole of antag

populist party as it did in Peru and Argentina. 
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upheaval AD seemed to be promoting" (Lieuwen 1961:88). The AD 
ment, then, fell not because it alienated only the military, but 
the broad opposition radical populism provoked. As Daniel Levine ( 
has stated: "The overthrow of AD thus stemmed ultimateIy froro 
its continued rule had come to pose to a wide !ange of social mteI·es.ts/' 
ilar1y, Hellinger (1984:49) has suggested that the government 
"the Venezuelan bourgeoisie was insufficiently mature to accept at 
the structural changes in the economy and society that the 
ment was introducing.in arder to ... make possible the repnJd"C'ion 
italist relations of production .... [It) was not prepared to accept the 
don of labor unions, for example." 

The result of radical populism in the Trienio, then, was "e:<tr,eme¡Í, 
zation" (Fagan 1974:81) and the activation oí an accelerating or <n;,o¡;~." 
ulist dynamic in which the loss oí support, occurring as an 

populist alliance and reformist program, led to an incre"a~s~i:n!gi~:~~':~~b 
the govemment on a popular~sector support base. As o 
the govemment, "in arder to strengthen its remaining base 
suppart ... succeeded in producing an ever more dependable, 
rower, support structure" (Powell1971:84). "As a result, by 1948 
rural] organized labor ... was perhaps the only secure base oí 
ment's suppart" (Fagan 1974:81), and it was insufficient to 
terreformist coup, which reflected the widespread opposition to 
lism and attracted the passive-u not active-suppart oí broad 
society. 

y AND COLOMBIÁ: ELECTOBAL MOBILIZATION BY A 

'ifuiTlC)NPlL PARTY 

to other cases oí party incorparation, in Uruguay and Colombia 
that led the incorparation period-the Colorados and the Liber-

wlditiCm,", multiclass, multisectoral parties íounded in the 19th 
contrast, in the other four countries the incorporating parties 

the 20th century in response to issues of social protest and social 
to the deeply ingrained multicIass and multisectoral character 

and Liberals, issues of fractionalization arase quickly as 
progressive wing of the party initiated the more intensive phase 

and tried to establish its dominance over the more traditional wing 
nenart1'. Hence, the conflicts and polarization of this period involved as 

'¡',\~:~~;~;:::t:a,~s:~interparty tensions. 
5~ periods in Uruguay and Colombia were also distinctive, 

Chapter 4, in that they came early. The Batlle era in Uruguay was 
absolute, chronological sense-being the fust incorporation pe
region-and also came early in relation to the emergence of the 
labor movement. In Colombia, incorporation came considerably 

~~;~:,~~~.::,~:,~e~r~m~s~,: beginning in the 1930s, but was early in relation oI the Colombian labor movement. This early timing 
for the dynamics oí incorporation. 

Colombia exhibit other commonalities as welL In both coun
,~',itia<!it¡on of power-sharing between the two main parties was aban~ 

the incorporation period as the reform party sought to establish 

1:'~~:~~:;~,,:f,~orming a "party govemment" (gobierno de partido). Both 
~_l majar labor reforms to -cultivate the working cIass as a 

cm"""ue""y, with the goal of building a new electoral majority. 
the early timing and hence the limited electoral role of 

eSlpe,:ially in Uruguay, this appeal was mare an mvestment in the 
than in current electoral support. Yet it appears to have been a 

.G%í!'~'''sful investment, in that both parties emerged frOID this period com
a majority in the electoral arena. 

constrrlction of linles between the incorporating party and unions was 
problematic than the electoral appeal to workers, in part due to 

.fr,actiOlIaliza,ticlll .. Efforts by the progressive wing of both parties to 
links tended to be particularly threatening to the established bal

v'.<v'"'' within the party and sharply exacerbated intraparty tensions. 
and other reasons, the partisan mobilization of unions by the incor

which was a central feature in other cases of party incorpo· 
did not occur at all during this period (Uruguay) or was only 

'!tll' successnll [Colombia). 
was some rural reform in both countries, neither saw a major 
the incorporation project to the rural sector. Both countries 
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had previously experienced civil wars OI majm;- civil violence in 
yet control over rural property relations an the part oI the 
landed interests was strong, -and these interests were well repn:sent' 
traditional parties in both countries. Correspondingly, p~1icies 
yond modest rural reform to a more fundamental restructuring 
and pohtieal relationships in the countryside were not adopted. 

,e,,::;:":;:~:i,n:corporation period, José Batlle y Ordóñez launched 
~, of social, economic, and political reformo This pe-

undeI·stc,od in two phases. In the fust, which began with Batlle's 
,¡mstrati"n (1903-7) and extended through that of Williman (1907-

focus was on extending Colorado 90minance over the sta te , 
control of the Colorado Party. The second, which saw 

"'01 ;rnnor1;a",t segrnents of Batlle's reform program, began during 
'rl,m;rr;"ration [1911-15) and lasted until mid-1916, during the 

ri",ostration (1915-19). This active phase of reform brought growing 
Colorado Party and carne to an end with the defeat of the 

the 1916 elections for th'e Constituent Assembly and the sub
;d¡idsion of President Viera to withdraw his support faI extending 

,piograIn .. The famolls "Alto de Viera" ¡Vierais Halt) ended the incor-

carne to power in 1903, he faced two important challenges: a 
by elements of the National Party-also,known as the Blan

·<lbrisi.on within bis own Colorado Party. By the end of his fust ad
in 1907, he had successfully addressed both problems and had 

to the legislature his program for the pohtiea! and economic 
DI Uruguay. Although prior to 1903 Batlle had strongly em

during his tenure as editor of the daily newspaper, El 
acloi"vingthe presidency he first turned his attention to the threat 

rule presented by the revolt of the National Pany. Consequently, 
and social program was delayed. Nevertheless, even during his 

Batlle used his position to support workers' right to strike 
~,",'W'WW', stand favoring workers' demands, thereby making this ear-

of the incorporation periodo 
after Batlle's election, forces of the National Party led by 

rose in revolt because Batlle had broken the terms of the 
¡reerr.e"" for coparticipation between the parties. This revolt ended in 

to be followed by a full-fledged civil war that lasted until 
at the battle of Masoller in 1904 (Vanger 1963:160--61). Upon 

National Party's forces, Batlle ended the coparticipation agree
as well as the partisan division of Uruguayan territory. Batlle 

strongly opposed to coparticipation (Vanger 1963:33] and, like 
the incorporation period in Colombia in the 1930s, believed in 

, by the majority party" (gobierno de partido). The 
and the Colorado Party would rule al! of Uruguay. If the Na-



PERU AND ARGENTINA: LABOR POPULISM 

The experiences of Pero and Argentina with iucorporation had 
mon traits. Regarding the antecedents, both countries had experie,nced! 
attempts to initiate incorporation periods in the 19105 and 19208, 
by a long postponement of incorporation. In the intervening years, 
an incremental growth of the state role in the labor movement, yet 
experiencing a policy perlod that :fits the definition of incorporation. 

In the incorporation perlod itself, Peru and Argentina saw intense 
activation in the urban sector, involving both the mobilization of 
support of workers and the consolidation of strong ties between trade 
and the party or movement that led the incorporation project. PartIy 
the long delay of initial incorporation in relation to the reform period 
1910s and 1920s, the incorporation project in each country was built 
of an already strong popular movement-the APRA Party and its labor 
in Peru and the CCT (General Labor Confederation) in Argentina. 

Perón's reform program had a far greater impact in rural areas U"malO"\ 
of APRA, and Perón's policies went further in directly affecting the 
interests of the export elite. Yet in neither case was there a basic 
ing of property relations in the rural sector or widespread peasant 
tion, in marked contrast to Mexico and Venezuela. Correspondingly, 
nomic elites of the agrarian sector remained ari important 
polítical force in both Pero and Argentina and emerged as a powerful 
oppasition to the new polítical forces unleashed by the incarporation 

With regard to the character of the populíst party, there was a 
trast and a major similarity. A central feature of the Peruvian expe:rience vi 
the exceptionalIy strong, well-disciplined orga..'1ization oE APRA. By 
the party structure to which the CGT carne to be linked in Argentina 
not well institutionalized, either during !he incorporation period ar for 
years thereafter, and for many purposes it is more appropriate to 
Peronism as a political movernent rather than a party.64 Despite this 
in party organizatíon, APRA and Peronism were similar in the 
which they were overwhelmingly dominated by a single persc¡n"lity--V.lct, 
Raul Haya de la Torre and Juan Domingo Perón. Subsequent antagonism 
ward the two parties was directed as much at these two'individuals as 
the parties more broadly. 

The coherence of policy during the incorporation period diHered 
tially. The incorporation project in Argentina was one of the most exteJ1Si,,! 
in terros of the scope of new labor legislation, the growth in the nnmoe:r.o 
unions and union membership, the coverage of soe:ial benefits, and the 
matic sMt away from earlier pattems of state-Iabor relations to one 
which, in symbolic and ideological tenns, the government dramatically 

64 Recognizing this lact, for the sake of convenience we will generally refer ta 
as a party. 
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working class. By contrast, the incorporatiºu periad in Pero 
in,orem,mtally under the government of Prado between 1939 and 

even during its more ambitious phase fram 1945 to 1948 was 
political stalemate, legislativ~ paralysis, a failur: too initiate ma~y 

reforms, and intense antagomsm among the pnnclpal actors m~ 
These years were relatively unproductive in tenns of new labor leg-

of the Peruvian experience could lead one to question if this, 
r~hqeJ(S:r: acf;"io'tnurp'''eriod was in fact an im,portant transition in Peru. Such skep

be reinforced by the observation that prior to the 1940s APRA 
,,~,_~,_"" a major force in the labor movement. Hence, more than in most 

inco.rp,,,,,ticm period could be seen as reinforcing an already exist
'p"!i1:ic,,l re1ationship between the labor movement and a populist party. 
Ye1: .d,,,pl1· e polítical failures and policy paralysis in many spheres, APRA's 
l1'rk,ble organizational capabilities allowed it to make excellent use of its 

resources. The result was a fundamental transformation in the 
labor relations, to the extent that this period is commonly inter-

as a crucial transition in the evolution of APRA's position in the lab~r 
ay"roent." However, it was not as dramatic a reorientation as occurred In 

:":,¡Uhno,,, (1977:82) considers the Bustamante perlod /la crucial moment in the political 
, which "permitted the worker movement and the popular sector more 

consolidate its trade-union and political organization." Pareja (1980:115) sug
the resources secured through its role in the Bustamante administration, 

the most important vehicle for the institutionalization of the labor move
relationship between the party and trade unianism expanded ta the paint of near 

Parallel observations are made in Angell (1980:21) and Adams (1984:36--37), both 
stress the mportance of APRA's access to state resources in achieving this end. 

omnpmtiv,perspective, Anderson (l967:249) makes the more general observation 
, .. """'0'' of Peruvian postwar politics was cast" in the 1945---48 period, 
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~rn'lal_l1. Reaction to Incorporation and 
:in(;orpO]ratLon Dynamics 

COUNTRIES, the incorporation periods produced strong political 
in mast cases the regimes under which incorporation had been 

even.tually broke clown in the face DE rising opposition. This 

it. 

the aftermath of incorporation, focusing Oil tbis regime 
reshaping of state-union-party relations that accompanied 

broad types of incorporation periods-state and party incorpora
iri.gg,,,ed distinct palideal reactions. In Brazil and Chile, state iuear

been antidemocratic and antimobilizational. 1t had heen carried 
authoritarian regimes, and this authoritarianism generated sub-

o.'pc,sil:ion that culminated in the restoration of competitive, elec
. Uuder these new regimes, the question of the political role of 
class, postponed rather than answered in the incorporation pe

addressed anew. The repoliticization of the werking c1ass, and 
and other channels through which labor would participate in 

V,:ornpetl.w,e regime, emerged as major political issues. 
eoun.trjes that experienced party incorporation followed a contrasting 

incorporation had been reforrnist and mobilizational and had 
under regimes that were in most cases more democratic. 1 The op

~onrnovem"n'tsthat emerged were conservative and oriented toward po
dern"biliz:atiml. In Argentina, Peru, and Venezuela, the incorporation 

brought to an end by a military coup that ousted the reformist 
and inaugurated a period of counterreformist military rule. In 

and Colombia, the incorporation period ended with a relatively 
¡mse"""i',e reaction under the existing civilian regime, followed later 

pushed the conservative reaction even furtheI. In Meneo 
Ín'col,p,,,atirlg party managed to stay in power, arrd under its own 
the reformism of the incorporation period was brought te a halt. 
except for Mexico, the aftennath of party incerporation can be 
in two steps: (1) a conservative reaction in which the party er 
that led the incorporation period fell freID power and (2) an initial 

in Chapter 5, in Mexico, Uruguay, and Colombia, the incorporation periods 
more-or-Iess competitive regimes. In Argentina, Venezuela, and Peru, the 

were initiated under authoritarian regimes or regimes whose elec
",,',",,;,', were dubious. Yef the leaders of these incorporation projects later consol

power in relatively free elections. Among these latter three cases, only in Ar
tbe regime subsequently become autboritarian duting the incorporation periodo 
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ped.,Qd of a restored, competitive regime, during which a number of 
were initiated to ensure that the polarization Di the in,corpe}f,tielu 
would not reeur. Though in Mexica the incorporating -party 
power, that country experienced the same polítical changes as 
countries in this last periodo 

The analysis of the aftermath periad covers the following years (see 
6.1): in Brazil, from the fall of Vargas in 1945 to 1960¡ in Chile, from 
oi Ibáñez in 1931 to 1952; in Mexico, fraro 1940 to 1952, a periad 
a self-transfonuation of the governing paIty in a conseI"Yative Qleee:tülri 
Venezuela, from the 1948 coup, through the restoration Di a co:mp'etitiv< 
gime in 1958, to the earIy 19605; in Uruguay, from the halt in the 
effort in 1916, through the coup of 1933, through the restoration of 
petitive regime in 1942, to the mid-1940s¡ in Colombia, from the 
oi López in 1945, through the coup of 1953 and the restoration of 
competitive, civilian regime in 1958, to roughly 1960; in Peru, from 
coup, through the restoration of a semicompetitive regime in 
roughly 1960; and in Argentina, froID the coup of 1955, through the 
tion of a semicompetitive regime in 1958, to roughly 1960. 

Aftermath of State Incorporation 

For the cases of state incorporation, the analysis begins with this re,ltorati( 
of competitive regimes in 1945 in Brazil and 1931 in Chile. In these 
crucial item of "unfinished business" from the earlier incorporation 

Figure 6.1 Chronological Overview of Aftermath Periods 

1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 

BRA 
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1910 1940 1950 1960 

Notes: For countries that had coups after the incorporation perlod, e = coup, 
R = restoration of a more competitive regime. 
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political role of the working class. The depoliticization of the 
>coór,,,ion periods had provided only a temporary resolution of tbis issue. 

point of view of the labor movement, the political opening repre
neW opportunity for political participation and influence, and in 
context the repoliticization of the working class occurred quickly. 

~e;orlC(lmi"mt of the prior depoliticization of the incorporation period in 
the incorporation experiences had not left a legacy of 

;Iyingr'Ül1,edpolitical ties between the union movement and a multic1as:;; 
bloc that was capable oI holding_power. Hence, in the attermath 

e¡nco~JolratiOlo, workers' political affilíations were less well-defined, 
sense the labor movement had a greater degree of polit

)'iJJd"p,me!ellc". In tms context, the repoliticization and radicalization of 
occurred quickly. In both countries dUring !bis period, 

Party achieved substantial success in attracting worker 
and a significant challenge to state-controlled unions was mounted, 

pace at which this took place and the degree of success were 
in Brazil, at least in part because of the reimposition of state 

• •. trorn ,,,cpoint of view of reformist elements within the political elite, one 
;¡'I.thelJ!o,bI,errlS in the aftermath of state incorporation was the absence of 
;the,tl'Pe of polítical party-common1y referred to as populist-that had been 
ereal:eo. or reinforced in many cases of party incorporation: a multic1ass party 

ties to the working class that co~ld potentially be a vehicle to 
support for reformo To address tbis problem, reformers who had pre

been leaders during the earlier periods of state incorporation-that is, 
Vru,,,,,' in Brazil and Marmaduque Grove in Chile-now established such par

successfuUy gained influence within the working class. However, 
most of the parties that had led party.incorporation, these postincor

parties in the cases of state incorporation-specifically the PTB in 
and the Socialist Party in Chile-never acmeved a majority position. 

/,·,c····' they became junior partners in political coalitions headed by other, 
ar center-right parties. Characteristically, during -elections these coa
had a populist character, but once the government was in power the 
practice oI policy-making shifted toward the orientation of the accom

,:~¡,~.~:~:::a~\II~i:ance that had been worked out during the incorporation pe
ip these experiments in "populism" failed with the discredit

;·c'::lll, ell tbe coalitions and the radicalization of the populist parties. Here again, 
went furtber in Chile. 
the aftermath period far Brazil and Chile as corresponding to 
experiment with coalitional populism, which ended in 1960 in 

and in 1952 in Chile. Two features mark this failure. First, the populist 
(or important factions witrun it), and especially its working-class base, 

;-; :~~~~~:i'~i~~~l:;~~~;:~a:;!::~:;; its electoral support and began to reject the col-
:;:,' coalitional strategy in favor oI more radical orientations. Second, 

or center-right party that held the predominant position in these 
1 ,"e,oalitü)n governments could no longer hold on to 'power. With the collapse 
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of these.,attempts, a process of polarization, set in motian during 
math period, subsequent1y became a central feature of politicallife. 

Aftermath of Party Incorporation 

For the cases of party incorporatian, two issues were pivotal in the 

periodo The fust was the conservative reaction, with its ~;~~~~;:~:::;;:~ 
icies that in most. cases included the marginalization OI 

party and unions that had earlier played a leey role in the . 
riod. The second was the terms under wruch these parties would 
quently be readmitted to the political game~or, in the case'of Mexico, 
be capable of continuing in power. The conservative reaction to . 
tion made cIear the limits to reformism and also the inability of the 
system to deal with the opposition and polarization engendered by . 
situation gave rise to various attempts to avoid future poIarization by 
tuting a broad centrist coalition that could consolidate civilian rule. 
ingIy, party leaders oversaw a number of changes in the parties that 
the incorporation periods. We will focus on three dimensions of 
lution, which occurred to varying degrees among tbe cases: (1) a 
matic sbift toward the center; (2) tbe expulsion or departure of the 
(3) the success of tbe party, despite its conservatization and loss 
support, in retaining its mass constituencies, specifically its ties to tbe 
ing class, and where relevant the peasantry, encompassing botlÍ e1"cto,,118 
port and party-union organizational tieso 

Another aspect of tbe attempts to ensure tbat a retum to, or cons,olida 
of, civilian rule would not lead to a repetition of polarization was 
tion of conflict-limiting mechanisms. One such mechanism, used by 
itary in Pero and Argentina, was the ongoing ban on the incoq,orating 
even after civilian rule was restored. Another, adopted by the political 
in Venezuela and Colombia, was a pact or accord through which 
to limi! political conflict among themselves. A third, found only in 
where alone the incorporating party remained in power, was the sutn.'""' 
ing of a one-party dominant system. These differences among the 
point to another: the role of the party in overseeing the political 
of the aftermath periodo This was weakest in Argentina and Peru, 
in Mexico, and intermediate in Venezuela, Uruguay, and Colombia. 

The different experiences in the aftermath of party incorporation are 
marized in Table 6.1. In Mexico and Venezuela, the party that had earlier 
the incorporation period maintained at least a relatively dominant 
in this transition. These parties gave up important parts of their earlier 
fonn programs in exchange for retention of, or renewed access tO, powef, 
they successfully used state resources to retain much of their mass 
and peasant base. A contrasting pattem is found in Peru and Alge,.ti", 
where the incorporating party played a far more subordinate role in the 
sition, in the context of sorne form of ongoing ban of this party. Uruguay 
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are in a sense intermediate cases, with the party that led"the in
period playing a more nearly "coequal" role in the transition 

other traditional party in these two-party systems (or, in the case of 
a faction of that party). 

}\J1Ltitml0n Vatiant of Populism 

rocluc:ing the cases of party incorporation, we wish to call attention to 
that emerged in the aftennath periodo We have noted 

",¡¡lit,.rv presidents who led this period of conservative reaction in 
out a "negative" palitical praject, attempting ta undo the re

mabilization, and populist coalition that derived fram the in
periodo In addition, in the late 1940s and early 1950s Rojas in 

Pérez-Jiménez in Venezuela, and Odría in Peru had a "positive" 
project, through which they sought to build their own base of work
support.2 

'o, nature of these three projects merits particular attention here because 
shaped by an important international conjuncture in a way that 
an interesting cross-fertilization between the incorporation pedod 

"gentir •• and the aftermath pedad in the other truee countries. In the 
early 1950s, Peronism posed a dramatic model of the methods that 

used by a military leader to generate working-class support, and 
salience for Pérez-Jiménez, Rojas PinÜla, and Odría was rein

some degree by Perón's deliberate efforts to export the model. How
was absolutely essential to the original was missing in the copies: 

nder1yirlg politicallogic and the method of achieving power in the first 

had come to power in Argentina an the b'asis af the vigorous mobi
of working-class and trade-union support in exchange for majar pol-

jn,oe,,,;')n,, .. By contrast, the military-leaders-turned-president who imi
had come to power on the basis of predsely the opposite 

,."'O",;lllptO the popular sector: the demobilization of the organized work
the systematic destruction of its trade-unian organizations. 

"""'. '''''.H>li the framework of our larger study, Peronism enjoyed the his-
advantage of constituting the initial incarporation period in Argen

contrast, these imitators adopted elements of Peronism in the con
the canservative reaction to incorporation, and by and large they 

However, sorne variation appears among the three cases in the success 
efforts, with Odría in Peru being samewbat more successful. 

briefer experiment along these lines was undertaken in Chile by Carlos Ibáñez 
retumed to power in 1952 (see Chapter 7). 
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TABLE 6.1 
Aftermath of Party Ineorporation: Transfarmation of Party that Led Ineorporahon Period 

Mexico Venezuela Uruguay 

Party that led inear- PRM/PRI AD Colorados 
poratíon period 

l. Role of party in Dominant Strong Substantíal" 
transition to new 
regime 

2. Paet, aeeord, or Strengthening Punto Fijo and Effort to pre-
other conflic t- of one-party other pacts vent loss of 
limitíng mecha- dominant sys- Colorado sup-
nisms tem port to the left 

3. Programrnatie Yes Yes No' 
shíft toward the 
center 

4. Expulsion or de- Yes Yes No 
parture of left 

Sa. Retentiol1 of Yes Yes Substantial 
workers' electoral 
support 

Sb. Retention oí Yos Yes No' 
union-party link 

6. Retention of elec- Yes Yes No' 

.t In collaboration with President Baldornir and the Independent Nationalists. 
hIn collaboration with Conservatives. 
e Reforrn renewed in 1940s and 1950s. 
,1 Move to center-right. 

Colombia 

Liberals 

Coequalb 

Paet of Sitges 
and Natíona! 
Front, 1957-58 

Yes 

Yes 

Yesg 

Greatly weak-
ened 

Defeetions in 

Pero Argentina 

APRA Peronist 

Subordinate None 

Partíal elec- Electoral exclu-
toral exclusion sion of Pe-
of APRA, Pact ronisrn, aborted 
of Monterrieo, paet with Fron-
and conviven- dizi, 1957-58 
cia, 19S6 

Yesd Sorne" 

Yesf No 

Yesh Yes 

Yes l Yesk 

Minimalm No" 

e Fact of being out of power reduced pressure for programmatic hornogenization of Peronisrn and helps explain its relative heterogeneity. 
¡ Occurred alter failure of APRA inSurrection in 1948, then subsequently in 1959. 
"Transferred to National Front. 
h With sorne erosion in the 1960s. 
t Never existed. 

i But with significant challenges beginning in the 1960s. 

k Within framework of poorly institutionalized party. The rnain organizationallocus oi Peronism was the CGT. 
I RUral workers voted mainly for Blancos. 
o, Mainly in vicinity 01 rnodern enclaves. 

tl Absence of large peasant sector. Perón had support of rural workers. 
"VOte largely transferred to Nadonal Front. 

". 



BRAZIL AND CHILE: ABORTED POPULISM 

Introduction 

The immediate aftermath of incorporation in Brazil and 
matie change as the authoritarian regime gave way to a period of 
opening, with the introduction of botb competitive elections 
trade-uníon freedom. The authorltarianism of the incorporating 
erated substantial opposition, which finally carne to a head amid 
ent intemational developments. In Brazil, this was the woclld,vic]e 
"democratic" perlod, ushered in by the victory of the Westem 
and the defeat of fascism in World War 11. In Chile, the change of 
followed the onset of the Great Depression, which perhaps hit 
than any other Latin American country and in the face of 
regimes were discredited and drama tic regime changes occurred 
the continent. Under this impetus, a decisive political change was 
about as both Vargas and Ibáñez were forced from power in 1945 
respectively, and competitive regimes were introduced. 

In both Brazil and Chile, the polítical opening brought to the fore 
issue: the political reactivation of the working class and the qu'estlOn 
political role and participation, which had not been addressed 
the goal of depoliticizing labor during the incorporation perlod. 
point of view of labor, the reactivation of the working class took 
context defined by three features of state incorporation: (1) a very 
ing, highly corporative, and, as A. Valenzuela (1978:32) said of 
"anti-Iabor Labor Code"¡ (2) an official union movement set up 
trolled by the government¡ and (3) the depoliticization of the 
owing to the repression of political parties that articulated w'JdciJJ'g-.cl 
mands and to the absence of mobilization of labor support. These 
defined the agenda oi the working class in the postincorporation 
attempt to alter the legal constraints under which the union moverrlecit 
erated, the attempt to replace official, state-controlled unionism 
pendent unions under democratically elected leadership, and the 
to repolitieize the labor movement and redefine its political role. 

With the political opening and the change to a democratic project, 
ing-class repoliticization occurred rapidly. This was seen first in the 
tial electoral success oi parties appealing to the working class. In 
tries the Communist parties and newly formed popuhst parties (the 
Brazil and the Socialist Party in Chile) stepped into the political void 
state incorporation and made impressive electoral gains. 

With the introduction of greater syndical freedom, these patties 
rapidly gained positions of influence within the unions and arnong 
leadership. Thus, with the liberalization of union elections official . 
began to break clown. Because unions were not tied to a major populist 
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power over substantial periods, as had occurred in sorne cases of 
the labor rnovement retained a type of politieal indepen

facilitated this proeess of ehange, eompared· to, for instanee, 
and Venezuela. Though in both Brazil and Chile the ehallenge 

unionism was substantial and fast in coming, the countrles dif
respect to the degree to which democratic umonism emerged. In 

eontext of both greater eontinuity in the transition from the 
period to a competitive regime and a stronger state role in sup

~Clohmmlctiv,ticm, the breakdown of official unioni~m oecurred only 
"",tialll, in the subsequent years, whereas in Chile the replaee

óf oflicia] unionism with democratie unionism occurred quickly and 

despite the repoliticization and reactivation of both labor move
this period, neither had much success in changing the labor laws 

the structuring of and constraints on the umon movements and 
relations systems in their respective countries. As we shall see, 

corresponds to labor's more generallack oi success in this perlad 
its demands in the political arena through participation in cen-

1~r~:~t~:)i~;;CP;'U~:CS;:U;~ing moderate programs. 
!{¡ oi the working class was of interest not only to the 

class itself. From a comparative perspective this repoliticization rep
/~unfinished business" from the point Di view of the middle sector 
,·since state incorporation, with its emphasis on political demobi

failed to address the issue of the pohtical mobilization or partic-
the popular sectors. The failure to establish a successiul incorpo

meant that there was no official or acceptable channel for 
electoral mobilization. Thus, the aftermath of incorporatíon 

j~~~~~~:~;~~;:_!b;:Y:s:a "belated" attempt to establish pqpulist parties to 
ti participation. These were modera te, rnulticlass par-

make a special appeal to the popular sectors, particularly the 
ri',vo',kin, class, since a basic tenet of the accommodationist modus vi

exemption of the countryside from any mobilization. 

'tr~!~~~~~':~ this attempt was made by the originalleaders of the middle 
~ In the case of Brazil, it was undertaken by Vargas himself in 

of his presidency, when he anticipated the ehange to electoral 
and set up two parties as his vehicles for making the transition. The 

the PSD, the Social Democratic Party, based, not surprisingly, on 
he had put together and the sectors that had beneflted under his 

bureaucrats and the political machines oi the Estado Novo, as 
bankers, and landowners. The second was the PTB, the 

Party, founded as the vehicle for labor representation. In 
.¡h,ile,]b,iñe:z's CRAC had been a failure. It was in existence for a mere year 

Ibáñez was forced from the presidency, and he never devel
it as an important political instrument. In 1930, when Ibáñez 

National Congress, the seats that were distributed by agreements 
irlp ,.""""" the heads of the various polítical parties, the CRAC was a11o-
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cated only a very few po§itions.3 Always weak, the CRAC díd 
Ibáñez's presidency. In the aftermath periad, the initiative to form 
ulist allianees combining refonnist middle sector leadership with 
c1ass suppart was then left to the original middle·class reformers" 
Ibáñez's initial coconspirators. It first taok the form of the 'OC"llült I<el 
DI Marmaduque Grave, which lasted fo! twelve days. Upon its 
ulist thrust was then rechanneled into the formatían DI the Chilean 
Party, which grew primarily out DI the military, out DI Alessa.udri's 
movement, aud out of the ill-fated Socialist Republic DI Grave, 
became the standard bearer DI the new party (see-Drake 1978:139). 

In neither country were the middle sectors united around the new 
party. Rather, they were also-even prlmarily-associated with 
trist or center-right parties that did not have a large working-class 
support. In Brazil, these middle sector groups were attracted to both 
and the liberal, anti-Vargas UDN, whereas in Chile they "'Hua,uy "'PI 
the Radical Party. Thus, the political center was not committed to 
alliance, but was pulled in two directions, toward both the right and 

The change from an authoritarian to an electoral regime, then, 
kind of competition between two alternative lines of political 
two altemative sets of political aUiances. One was the accom¡uc>dati 
alliance, inherited froro the previous perlod, an alliance that 
lnant classes in opposition to the lower classes-or more precILSely'tb 
urban lower classes, since the rurallower classes were to a si¡;nilfic;arttd> 
absorbed in a clientelistic relationship with the landed 

that was translated into political and electoral support. The~~:;;;:~3 
tem of alliance and cleavage was more seetorally based. It 
populist allianee of the newer middle seetors and the urban 
versus ~he traditional, oligarehic elite and its rural support base.4 

seetors, while hot establishing a hegemonie position in this 
emerge in a pivotal position from which they could move in either 
toward either of these two allianees. The eentrlst middle sectors 
split between these two possibilities; and their leadership vaeillated 
them. 

Both alliances held out eertain advantages to the middle sectors and 
politicalleadership. The preservation of tbe aeeommodationist 
made attractive by the ongoing eeonomic and politieal power of the 
chy. The oligarchy's electoral strength and henee its strength in the 
Congress despite its loss of the presideney, its credible potential 
ealling in the military,5 and the dependence oi the national eeonomy 

3 Urzua (1979:37) gives the figure of 14 seats; Barría 11972:63) puts it 3t 19. 
4 This ¡s, oI course, the sume pair of coalitional altematives discussed in Chapter 4. 
5 The threat of military intervendon, quite explicit and even activated during the 

Republic in Brazil, is less recognize:d by analysts in the case of Chile. Though it 
surfaced to the same degree in Chile, Ü was nevertheIess an option held in ,¡". h"c' m 
and presenting a credible threat. A strOng and sustained anti-ComrrllUlist or 
tendency existed within the military, which generally came to be sympathetic to 
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meant that the right could be isalated and thwarted .only at 
populist allianee also had certain advantages. Given the elee

and political power of the right, the populíst alliance was the 
basis from which the middle sectors eould oppase the right and its 

toward liberal, laissez-faire eeonomic policies and build a con
a more nationalistic, proteetionist economie poliey tbat would 
state a signifieant role in promoting industrialization. 

,question of the laissez-faire state versus greater state intervention in 
policy and more generally the question of the balance among the 
the dominant classes had in a sense been put on the baek bumer 

i!I,pc"il~on of authoritarian rule during the incorparation periodo In 
ili"SlJb'ltantiaJ reforms and redefinition of the state that had been car-

under the authoritarian regime were not to be reversed. These in
had not only responded to the needs and demands of a growing 

tituLen,cy, but in tum had also ereated or aecelerated the growth of sueh 
,siíituency with the inerease in the number of state employees and the 

:lolpn:,enL' of industry dependent on an active state role in economic pol
the traditional elite, whose basle pohtieal and economic 

had been protected, had leamed that they could accommodate 
to the new state role. As a result of the creation of this modus 

out among seetors of the dominant classes, which safe-
the interests of the traditional elite at the same time that it accom

reforrn of the state, the retum to electoral polities was not a re
statUS quo ante. Nevertheless, the basie issue of the orientation 

,tgno.mic poliey remained a highly politicized question,6 and the retum to 
the traditional elite was a very real possibility, which Vargas sought 

precise1y by mobilizing an urban working-class support base and 
voting legislation te this end (French 1989:7). Given the óngoing 

the traditional elite, which had been safeguarded in the previous 
rJp>d,.taisSf,z-.ta¡re interests were now, in an electoral perlad, in a position 

These interests were in fact very influential in the 
)se>qu,ent g>oVenllTLertts in both eountries and were a majar factor in pulling 

to the right. 
postineorporation perlad, then, was ane of tension or eompetition be
two altemative allianee patteros and ultimately the defeat of oue of 

'l1em,-the populist allianee. Despite the formation of populist parties, the 
and the Socialist Party in Chile, the ongoing power and influ

the right assured tbe dominance of the accornmodationist alliance. 

victory of the Popular Front of 1938, there was speculation abollt military inter
though it never occurred, unsuccessful plots throughout the aftermath period 

!\~,S,>m" 01 these pIots involved groups with ties to Ibáñez, who himself had ties to some 
1975:273-75; laxe 1970:78-81; González Videla 1975: 223-25, 1015, 1021-

Loveman 1979:275-76,328,344; Barría 1971 :36,391. 
the politics of 1945, Vianna (1976:2521 has emphasized the importance of 

"o'.tion,ll" question and the opposition of commercia!, financia!, and agriculturaI ex· 
to the national industrial orientatíon of Vargas. 
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The period was characterized by",- the electoral predominance cf the 
Brazil and the Radical Party in Chile. Yet both these parties were . 
in attracting working-c1ass electoral support and henee became 
the possibility of an electoral allianee with the new populist parties. 
the aftermath of state incorporation was characterized by expelioo",lI 
with such allianees between the center and a repoliticized labor 
and working class attracted to both the Communist parties and the 
ulist parties. 

The experiment with these alliances began cautiously following 
sitian fraro the authoritarian regimes to more open, competitive 
These transitions were problematic and uncertain in both countries. 
theless, Brazil underwent this transition with somewhat greater 
whereas Chile experienced greater diseontinuity and a more diffieult 
tion period before institutionalized pattems of civilian govemment 
tablished. Vargas had been able to anticipate the kinds of changes 
by the opposition. During the last years of his government, 
moved to redemocratize the eountry, announced elections, 

two political parties, the PSD and the PTB, whieh together e~~:;;;~,: 
forces that supported rom and which became two of the most i 
tors on tlie political scene during the 18-year life of the republic 
in 1946. Though in 1945 Vargas himself was forced from power, the 
tion to more open, competitive politics took place within the t"'mewo 
had established and power passed formally to the two parties a",ociated.· 
him. As ene of the political actors observing the transition noted, 
that ousted Vargas was "sui generis because power was not handed 
ther to the military or to the opposition" (quoted in Nunes and 
1987:108). Rather, tms military intervention oversaw the '"'''''"''"''.'' 
the Vargas maehine, this time in a demoeratic guise. 

Despite the changes that did oeeur in the Brazilian transition-the 
resignation of Vargas and the atmosphere of crisis surrounding the 
sion-the transition in Chile was even more abrupto Ibáñez too was 
resign the presidency amid widespread agitation and demonstrations 
for his resignation and the withdrawal of military support for him. 
Vargas, he had done little to anticipate the end of authoritarian rule 
set up struetures or vehic1es for the transition to competitive polities. 
established parties, which Ibáñez eontrolled and mampulated during 
presideney, asserted their independence when his power was in . 
his CRAC, "the closest thing to an !bañista party," remained small and 
and collapsed with his fall from power (Nunn 1970:156). Without party 
tinuity, the transition perlod in Chile was more complex and prolonged. 

Following the transitional govemments that replaced Vargas in 1945 
Ibáñez in 1931 and oversaw competitive elections, conservative goverlllm,'o 
representing the aecommodationist allianee earne to power in both 
tries. In Brazil, this was the government of Dutra, the PSD candidate, 
represented the aceommodationist coalition put together by Vargas: the 
political bosses from the Old Republic, bureaucrats, landowners, 
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hdustrialiS1;s wl~,o favored the new, activist state (Roett 1978:74). In 
1931 elections praduced a victory for Montero, Ibáñez's minister 
who was supported by a11 the major center and right parties, Rad~ 

De,m'JcI·atJ[c as well as Liberal and Conservative (Pike 1963:209). 
"tOUil"" no single party in Chile refleeted the accommodationist alli

PSD did in Brazil, the aceommodationist alliance nevertheless 
retum to competitive party polities with the decision of the 

Liberal and Conservative parties to support a bland and 
.re:ltenirlg Radical candidat~. 

e1:ran"itúJn in Chile, however, was not so simple. In the face of th~ 
crisis produced by the world depression following the 1929 crash 

""m1·",0'S inability to develop an efrective prograru, there was a very 
the ascendaney of the aecommodationist allianee. With the 

~1~o:~~I:;:~'~:;':;~ opposition to Montero's ineffectiveness and rightward :t' against his government were formed, and in June 1932, a 
led by Marmaduque Grave overthrew Montero and established 

decIared the "Socialist Republic." The Socialist Republie was 
orielrta.túm, "a moderate, rather middle-class breed of socialism 

in appearance than actuality" (Drake 1978:76). Nevertheless, i~ 
the upper class and after ¡ust 12 days was overthrown. The brief 

Republic was an important event in the development of Chilean 
. To build popular support, progovernment committees were 

at the local level and extensive mobilization, particularly of the 
cIass, was undertaken (S. Valenzuela 1979:569). It was out of the 

of these groups that Grove formed the Soeialist Party, a moder
Marxist party, which, Drake (1978:11, 13~14, 74-80, 93~95) 

yirlcingly argues, was best eharacterized as popuhst. 
government that succeeded the Socialist Republic was headed by Dá

most moderate member oí the original three-man junta, who 'Jtriecl 
Ibáñez's model of development" (Drake 1978:71, 82) and presum

accommodatiomst allianee UpOn which it was based. Military gov
however, had been discredited and the transition to a democratic 

was still on the agenda. Both Dávila and his military successor were 
out oí the presideney, and new elections were held On 30 October 
return the country to civilian rule. These elections brought back to 

Alessandri, whose political base was located in the eentrlst Radical 
Demo'erarie parties (Drake 1978:92). 

Dutra and Alessandri governments were conservative ones that 
the accommodationist allianee, rejecting the possibility of putting 

y,~,geth,,, a populíst coalítion. The exclusion oí a populist base of support in 
c1ass saon became cIear even though in Brazil the PTB endorsed 

and may have been decisive in his victory (Harding 1973:177), and in 
Alessandri, known as the "Lion of Tarapaeá" in 1920 for being the first 

P,,:Sidlential candidate in Chile to make an electoral appeal to the working 
that he was "the sarue as in 1920" (cited in Drake 1978:91) 

to repeat bis earlier working-class appea!' The strength of the ac-
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commodationist allianee, how~verJ precluded the emergence of the 
alliance that seemed to be inherent in these facts. In the event, the 
vative orientation of both governments saan provoked widespread 
tion froro the working class. 

Following these conservative governments, governments that 
be more reformist carne to pawer: the second government of Vargas, 
as a PTB candidate in 1950, and the Popular Front government of 
Cerda of 1938. These governments were based more explicitly On the 
list parties (and, in the case of Chile, the.Communist Party as well). 
ever, given me ongoing strength of the oligarchy, including its 
Parliament, once these governments were in office the centrist 
at least as oriented toward aD accommodationist coalition as toward 
tion with the populists. Therefore, the populist party remained a 
partner in the coalition. In subsequent goveroments the position of 
ulist parties was even weaker. As a consequence, they failed 
enough for their collaboration to satisfy the working class, and 
perlod (the 19505 in Brazil and the 1940s in Chile) an i'ncl:easingly 
ized, noncollaborationist tendency emerged within the party 
union movement. In each country, this was reirúorced by a relativ"ly 
erful Communist Party that competed for working-class loyalty 
though in Brazil it had to do this from an underground position. 
pointed with coalition politics and influenced by the Marxism of the 
munist parties, the populist parties developed important left wings. 
cess of polarization began, and the perlod ended with the aban,domo,n 
the discredited pattero of coalition politics. 

It is thus useful to analyze developments in Brazil and Chile in 
three phases experienced by both countries. These phases are pres"nt:c 
Table 6.2. :roo much should not be made of the unfolding 
stages, as they seem primarily to be conjunctural coincidences rather: 
systematic consequences of the model of incorporation. 
will use them to guide the following analysis. 

What does seem to be a systematic outcome of incorporation, h(lWeVer," 
be described in terms of two dynamics that occurred over the 
three stages. The fust is the polítical reactivation of the working 
political opening led to the politicization of the labor movement as 

TABLE 6.2 
Phases of the Aftermath in Brazil and Chile 

Conservative governments 

Populist attempts 

Coalition governments 

Dutra (1946-51) 

Vargas (l951~54) 

Kubitschek (1956-61) 

Aguirre Cerda ( 
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parties ~nd new populíst parties entered the polítical void left 
incorporation, attracted electoral support among workers, and 
substantial influence in the trade unions. The result was a disinte

official unionism, though this went much further and occurred 
rapidly in Chile. On the other hand, as we shall see, the new 

leadership in Chile brought the labor movement into the 
<i'é'worKOI the labor code and broke the resistance within the labor move. 
~f,¡o:le¡~aliza,ti<Jn under the terms of the codeo 
he second theme is the failw;-e of populism. Populist parues were "belat-' 

and they entered populist alliances with center or center-right 
¡~i,;Howev,,, unable to bring about a sufficiently reformist policy ori

pc,pt¡W' ¡m became discredited. The alliances began to come apart, 
end of these periods the populist parties began to rethink 

roneJ"taticm,. In Chile, the discredited Socialist Party began to reorganize 
clearly Marxist and class-oriented party. In Brazil, where the par
more heterogeneous and less ideological, the reorientation to a 

and less collaborationist position was taken by the PTB, partic
left wing, which was closest to the working class. At the same 

more class-conscious groups were forming within the union 
with the reactivation of the working class and the collapse 

¡e'¡,otlUlist altemative, the stage was set for increasing polarization. 

,(1le"ctiv"ti,on under Conservative Governments 

and Chile, the transition from the authoritarian perlod of in
¡f)l,or,"i,on to a civiliarr electoral regime saw a dramatic political reawaken

working class and rapid growth of influence of both the Commu
and the newly founded populist parties. In Brazil, this occurred 

"8, ""'U'C' the Estado Novo, when Vargas oversaw an important political 
was instrumental in founding the populist PTB. It has been sug

this opening, in which Vargas sought to mobilize a working-class 
pOttb,ase, provoked the military coup that ollsted him., arrd that although 

"ll;;';~,~~o~:~~;::;'~; apart from the diffusion of democratic nonns and 
t': politics that attended the end of World War II, this change 

been not only an antifascist, prodemocratic move, but 

~¡~~;: ~~~;:::;;j:: defensive reaction by the mOre conservative elements of 
':..~ against ... the recent transfonnation of the Estado Novo" 
!I,"tJ!'lIil" 1965:171). In Chile, as We have seeu, the conservative govemment 

the coup against Ibáñez felI in tum to a military coup, and the 

'~~~,fct~~n~::'~~ll~ was dec1ared. Though the life of the Socialist Republic 
;~ days and its orientation was more moderate and populist 

¿~~di'~l:~;~: Marxist, it had the effect, like the opening overseen by Var
~< the right. Accordingly, the next gOvernments elected in both 

conserva'ive, representing a reassertion of the accommoda
f.~r'i~':C¡)aliti-on in reaction to the uncertainties of the electoral and polítical 
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cessions to tbe worlcing class. By 1952 in Chile and by 1960 in 
labor movement and those parties, ~~ tendencies, that attracted 
class support began to move away from a position of collaboration 
trist parties. Thus, the attempt to create a hegemonic multiclass 
party-or even a looser forro Di populist coalition-did not Succeed 
two cases, due to the dynamics set in motían by the strategy follo'wedc 
incorporation perlad, that is, an accommodationist strategy 
mobilizational strategy. 

AND VENEZUEJ:A: TRANSFORMATION OF THE 

COALITION 

and Venezuela, the radical populism that characterized the perlad 

~: .•. ~.~~~;:~::::;~t~p:ro;voked a strong conservative reaction fram many 
~~ political polarization ensued in both countries. 
hountír1g counterreformist opposition, the incorporation period carne' 

in Mexico with the election of a more conservative successor to Cár-
1940 and in Venezuela with the military coup that ousted the AD 

in 1948. The aftermath of party incorporation involved the 
of the conservative reaction and the effort to put a halt to the 
that threatened political stability on a long-tenn basis. In Mex

ld1<~;~~~~.:;~:~this was done more successfully than in the other cases of 
.~ Abont a decade after the end of the incorporation period, 
,sl<"noe,"populist party, representing a broader, more conservative coa
;;.o,verS!lW the institutionalization of civilian rule, fortified with the 

resouree of popular sector suppart that enabled it to stabilize the 
preventing or defeating ehallenges by the left. These political re

in"lu.de.d most importantly the maintenance of a populist alliance 
enor¡,anized labor arrd the state, eftected thIOUgh the goveming party 

aI parties (Venezuela). During the aftennath period, however, the 
of the allianee changed signmcantly in the course of the working out 

.e'.,:orlSe.rvati.ve reaetian. 
i.~1",dc'D, the transition was characterized by greater continuity than in 

as Cárdenas himself responded to the leinds of demands being 
~he opposition. Aware of the extent and depth of the reaetion his 

erlllU.ent had generated, Cárdenas moved to appease his opponents and 
the political order of the incorporating party-state that he had con
by acquiescing in and legitimating the candidacy within the party 

conservative suecessor over the more reformist heir apparent in 
elections. In this way, arrd very probably with the aid of a fraudulent 
the transition away from radical populism to a more conservative 

iünrrlen,twas accomplished within the same institutional framework. 
IDIJOrtar" changes and discontinuities did occur, of course, in the Mexican 

the replacement in power of a progressive coalition by a conser
and the atmosphere of, crisis surrounding the succession are not 

oc. b,elittJ.ed. Nevertheless, the transition in Venezuela was considerably 
in Mexico, right-wing conspiracies against the populist gov

'i1~:J~¡~:~~':c~:~~:e~, In the face of this threat hom the right and in response 
~_~- decline in oil revenue and the consequent decision to 

to help make Venezuelan manufacturing more competitive, 
govemment revised its labor poliey. It beeame concemed to hold 

wages aud moved more explicitly toward a position that opposed 
and advocated a position of class-hannony (Ellner 1979:120--24). Un-
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like the situaüon in Mexico, however, these maves to call off 
lism and occupy the palitieal center did not p",v"nlt ari¡;hl:-,,'in.g (:Ot<n-·~ 
brought clown the government in 1948. Thus, in Venezuela 
reaction resulted in the ouster of the AD government, the bahn;no. c 

party, and the repression of labor unions, while in Mexico the 
reaction was in a sense intemalized by the party, which continued 
power. 

The conservative reaction arase in opposition botb to the substarltiv 
forms and a150 to the state-popular sector allianee that had been 
radical populism. Radical POPUliSID, as we have seeu, did not involve 
ticapitalist orientatiou, though in tbe case oí Mexico collective 
among the peasantry and, more occasionally, among workers was 
Rather it was an attempt by a reformist faction of the political 
power and to attain the political resources to carry out its pr<D¡prarn 
lizing popular support. Nevertheless, although the reforms 
the context of state support for capitalist industrialization, the 
of the working class entailed more concessions than important 
bourgeoisie were willing to grant. The concessions and refonns 
other groups whose interests were adversely aifected, such as large 
ers whose land was expropriated, and the Church, which op'po'sed 
cational reforms and other measures that sought to decrease its i· ofluen,:, 
society. 

Opposition to the substantive program of refonn was aceompanied 
opposition of these groups to the emerging larm of politics, that is, 
emergence of an aseendant sta te-popular sector alliance that was 
in a dominant and exclusive political party. In Mexico, the PNR/PRM 
virtually alone during the incorporation period, with the exception of 
ephemeral groups, and monopolized offieial politicallife. In Venez~e1a, 
parties were formed-parties that participated in eleetions during 
and that would become institutionalized in Venezuelan politic,¡. 
less, with the overwhelming victories achieved by AD in the el"cti0l1S, 
moved toward a monopolization of politieal life. As Lieuwen 
stated, "AD was too strong, and as a eonsequence tended to become too 
inant, too uncompromising .... The Government tended to become 
clusive AD preserve." 

The opposition thus had the goal not only of tenninating the 
radical populism but also of dismantling precisely that which was 
about this type of ineorporation period-the allianee between the 
the popular seetors, as embodied in the populist party. This was palcticuli 
clear in the case of Venezuela, where AD was banned by the military 
ment that took over in 1948. In Mexico, although the party retained 
the diverse sectors that supported the opposition candidate Almazán 
1940 elections found common ground in their opposition to the 
tion that had been put together under Cárdenas and from which 
been exc1uded. These included the industrial bourgeoisie, 
around Monterrey, whieh was not dependent on the state and had 
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t,,,>-,Norkin¡;-cl.,,, orientation of the Cárdenas regime¡ the professional 
classes, who were liberal, favored parliamentary democracy, ancl""'o 

socialism¡ and independent trade unionists who resisted such close 
collaboration on the part of labor and the organizationallinking of 

.,cilnic<usto the state party. 
the opposition to the populist allianee, in both countries the a11i

preserved or, in the case of Venezuela, reconstituted aiter the mili

~:~~~:::~~:~~. The dominant part of the labor movement continued to 
~:i with the state and the maintenance of the multiclass coa-' 

aH labor groups aceepted the logic of coHaboration. Dissenting 
particularly as the cold war developed and intensified and as the 

commitment to refonn receded. Nevertheless, with the political re
that aecrued to the aftennath governments, derived from the earlier 

i';,,,tion of working-class support and from the ties that had been estab-
be"w,:en labor and the populist party, the noncollaborationist faction 

movement was marginalized. The position of the peasantry in 

~i!:¡~:;::;alliance was also retained, and in both Mexico and Venezuela 
f~ became the most salid base of support for the PRI ~nd AD 

the point of view of the labor movement, populism had done three 
things that helped to preserve this alliance. Pirst, it created the 
that made collaboration 100k attractive to at least the dominant 

labor, The dynamics of populism led to the offering of benefits and 
that acted as indueements for labor to enter a·political eoalition 

sector politicalleadership and to view such collaboration as 
h'ni2:ing labor's influenee within the state. In Mexico, this orientation 

collaboration with the state on the part of one faction of labor was 
reinforeed by the popular front policy of the Cornmunist faction. 

the incorporaríon period, steps were taleen' to institutionalize 
m<"HICI.ass coalition and the incorporation of labor in a political party 

"::::,;,;::the channel of popular sector political participation. Third, the 
-ti of offering these benefits and fOrging this coalition led to the 

O~ll()sition of large sectors of the upper and middle classes, to the isolation 
state-popular sector alliance, and to conservatizing pressures. This 

,Ó¡¡serv"ti',e reaction may have enhanced the argument favoring the tactic 
support for the party, for such collaboration was seen in sorne labor 
as necessary to oppose the counterreform movement in the case of 

",,,e,o",,," and as necessary to retain influence on government in an effort to 
even more severe reverses in the ease of Mexico. 
the point of view of the politiealleadership, the state-Iabor alliance 

'¡s"r"mai·, tedvaluable as a source of both political support and political con
the labor movement. However, the form of the allianee and the 

of power within it was no longer considered appropriate. Thus, 
the state-labor alliance was preserved, it was eonsiderably trans· 
as a result of the reaction of politicalleaders to the conservative re
In this context, the narrower populíst alliance was replaeed by a 
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broader ane mo~¡;. nearly approaching a coaHtion oi the whole. 
vative reaction showed the limits of radical popuHsm and the 
of pursuing such reform within the context of a capitalist 
the necessity, within this context Di a capitaHst state, of 
larizatioll, of including the bourgeoisie and middle sectors 
political coalitioll, and thus o.f forging a new multiclass co,elit:lono'i 
displaced toward the right. 

In these tWQ countries, the effort oi politicalleaders to 
vative reaction in order to, either retain (Mexico) al fust 
maintain (Venezuela) power included all faU! components 
troduction to this chapter. The first was programmatic. The 
alienated dominant classes would he won with the adoption of 
policy prescriptions, in short, with the substantial easing up 
a policy tum to the rlght. The second was the exclusion oí the 
allianee. The third was the retention oí the allianee with the 
(urban and rural) and the continued incorporation of labor as 
The fourth was institutional: the establishment of eo¡rrfliet-lilnil:ih 
nisms that would help avoid the polarization that had 
pling of the AD regime in 1948 and that threatened 
In Mexico, the mechanism employed was the 
dominant system. In Venezuela, the meehanism was the 
lent, the party pacto Daniel Levine's (1978:94) description of 
elite negotiation and compromise tbat was institutionalized in 
lan regime is equally apt far the Mexican case; it was a patterrro. 
resalution in which "privacy, centralizatian, and 
words." 

These changes occurred in Mexico during the next 

Avila Caroaeho 11940-46) and Alemán 11946-52). In V~';~~~:::;:~ 
after t...he interim oí authoritarian rule, when civilia...'l 
stored and AD retumed to pawer in 1958. 

the only case of party incorparation in which the conservative 
not ultimately culminate in a eoup. Nevertheless, similar dy

cl""eeterized the aftermath perlod in Metico, since the political 
¡étailünegpower in that country was very similar to the politicallogic 

retuming to power on a more secure and durable basis. Aceord
the party remained in power, it underwent the saine process oí 

as the other incorporating parties that had been ousted from 
a similar eonsequence of the polarization in Mex

pT"e~,hE"ewas the introduction of eonflict-limiting meehanisms. In 
in:01ml:ri,,,, these took the forro either of the eontinued exclusion oí 
,ip,,,atin,g party fram power (Argentina and Peru) or of a party pact by 

jneorporating parties agreed to bmit palitical conflict upon their 
of power. In Metico, perhaps because there alone the party re-

power, the strnetural response to prevent a recurrence oí polari
distinctive: it took the forro of institutionalizing a one-party 

in Mexico the PRM remained in power, it is not relevant to ad
,,,,:rate!y the period oí conservative reaction when the incorporating 

power. Instead the analysis will depart slightly from the out
in the other cases of party incorporation and proceed immedi-

formatian of a new gaverning coalitian and the four components 
outlined aboye. 

nnlatiic Shift toward the Right 

the prograrnmatic shift to the right to recapture the loyalty of the 
ee,oneJmde sectors began irnmediately in the post~Cárdenas years 

already be detected in sorne- of the policies adopted toward 
Cárdenas presidency itself. After 1938 and the economic 

that resulted in part from the expropriation of oil (as well as the 
political opposition to the social refonns and to the state allianee 

sectorst Cárdenas's relations with me popular sectors be-
. He began to call for industrial peace, struck notes of class 
sent in the anny to put down strikes. At the same time the 

distribution to campesinos began to fall off. Furthermore, Cár
ác'quleseed in the choice of, if he did not actually choose, Avila Ca-

successor over more refonnist altematives. Nevertheless, the 
of Avila Camacho beginning in 1940 constitutes a decisive break 

.tn''''lOrereforrnist Cárdenas periodo 
most generallevel, the change in policy represented a shift in em

social reform to industrial modernization. Industrialization be-
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URUGUAY ANIfcOLOMBIA: REINFORCING TRADITIONAL 

TWO-PARTY SYSTEMS 

Whereas in three other cases of party incorporation (Venezuela, 
Argentina) the incorporation period ended dramatically with a coup 
perlad of military rule, Uruguay and Colombia experienced a more 
transition to the full conservative reaction. In both countries 
ended under a less progressive president of the same party that 
incorporation project: in Uruguay in 1916 under President Viera of 
orado Party, and in Colombia in 1945 with the presidency of Lleras 

of the Liberal Party. 
Subsequent1y in Colombia, the growing strength of the populist 

faction of the Liherals split the Liberal Party in the 1946 presidential 
and gave the Conservatives the opportunity to win the presiclency. 
three years under the new Conservative President Ospina saw an 
sustain bipartisan cooperation, which basically m'aintained a situation 
tisan impasse. It was not until 1949, the year after the explosion of 
that followed the assassination of Gaitán, that this cooperation 
period of vigorously anti-Liberal policies emerged, later followed by 

of Rojas Pinilla in 1953. 
Uruguay, following its incorporation period, experienced a far 

passe between the Batlle forces and their conservative 
lasted from the second haH oí the 1910s to the late 1920s. At that 
unsuccessful attempt to renew the Batlle reíorm program deepened 
servative reactian, ultimately culminating in the coup of 1933. 

The polarization and conservative reaction in the twa countries 
greatly in their degree oí partisanship. In Colombia this reaction had a 
ideological and programmatic compOlient, but also reflected the 
tisan response oí the Conservatives to the Liberals' attempt to esta"U',sh 
party dominance during the incorporation periodo In this sense the 
bian experience paralleled that of Mexico and Venezuela, where the 
monopolization oí power by the incorporating party"likewise played 
role in stimulating the conservative reaction. Thus, in Colombia, 
collapse of bipartisan cooperation in 1949, the Conservatives sought to 
inate any role of the Liberal Party within the state. 

In Uruguay, by contrast, the reaction to incorporation was not so 
along partisan lines as along ideological and prograrnmatic lines, 
bipartisan response that cut across the Colorados and the Nationals. 
the forces that brought an end to the incorporation period in 1916 
coalition that took power with the coup oí 1933 included e1ements trom 
parties, and after 1933 the apposition to the more conservative 
of Terra included the progressive wing of both parties. 

The level of violence during the aftermath period a1so differed greatIy. 
guay experienced virtually no violence, whereas Colombia experienced 
than any other country, consisting of the extraordinary outbreak of 
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as' La Violencia. Tms outcome might seem surprising, because Co
traditioon,ally had a weak labor movement and the scope of labor mo

incorporation period had been modesto The extreme vi
with the aftennath in Colombia had roots that extended 

perlod, and it must be understood in light of a 
trait of Colombian politics: power shifts between the par

elite level tended to resonate at the mass level, particularIy in rural 
the form of intense eruptions of partisan strife. At the same time 

viol"m;e had deep roots, issues oí labor politics played an important 
indirect role in triggering this specific episode. The partisan con-
1940s grew out of the incorporation and reform period that began 

which in turn had been launched in important measure over the 

~j;~::~~~~~'d Further, the assassination in 1948 of Gaitán-who was 
~í with labor reforrn-played a role in triggering the strife of 

as did the volatile relationship between the progressive wing 
movement and the Liberal Party in that periodo Thus, both this 

gOl' trad:iü"n of conflict and labor issues are essential to understanding the 
that began in the late 19405. 

",msitioD at the point of the restoration oí a more competitive regime, 
in Uruguay and in 1958 in Colombia, also differed marked1y between 
countries, given this contrast between ongoing bipartisan coopera-

UI''':U'', versus the collapse of bipartisan cooperation in Colombia, 
the contrast in the level of violence. In Colombia, following the 
partisan civilian dictatorship oí the Conservative president Lau~ 

and the military dictatorship of Rajas Pinilla, both accompa-
extraor,dillalY leve1s of rural violence, the challenge of ending parti

was particularly great. Correspondingly, an elaborate and highly 
political compromise was engineered in the late 1950s, to the 

that a specific pattem of future alternation of partisan control oí the 
was literally written into the constitution. In tbis compromise 

,rn,",,"," committed themselves to a type of bipartisan cooperation that 
room far the party's earlier refonn agenda or mobilization policies. 

oÍs,ca,m:pnlrn,ise al50 served to strongly reinforce the dominance of the two 
parties. 

:

¡!~t~E~~did not face an equivalent challenge of dealing with partisan an
or widespread violence, and the adjustments and compromises ac

the restoration of a democratic regime in 1942 were far more 
The progressive wing of the Colorado Party did not have to give up 

i5! eárli,,, refonn agenda, and a new period of reform began soon after. The 
in Uruguay was parallel to that in Colombia, however, in 

I~~t:it ",inJ'on;ed the traditional party system. 

;;\,~~:~,~~:~~ of tbis reinforcement oí the established two-party pattem in 
/~ important similarities also existed between the Colombian Lib-

Uruguayan Colorados in their ongoing electoral and organiza
~}?n;al:relat:io:nsIGiIJS with urban polítical constituencies. Both parties retained 

courted durlng the incorporation perlod, and both had 
,~:"org'tnizatic'nal ties with the labor movement. 
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vanized the Liberals'",effort to push the Communist unions out, 
ment support, at the 1960 congress.47 

-Nonetheless, . the clase relationship between the eTC and 
during the earlier incorporation period was never fully restored. 
CTC's leadersrup, especially after 1960, was mainly Liberal, 
sorne unian memhers appeared, as individuals, Oll Liberal 
two were not formaIly linked and the eTC occasiona11y acted 
wishes of the Frant governments. One reason faI tms loosening 
party relationship was that the labor moveroent became less . 
electoral a11y during the Frout periodo More importantly, HU'W"V'" 

eral Party, by participating in a coalition government, could 
associate too closely with the eTC, for fear of alienating CC)fis,en,at 
Relations between the UTC and the Conservative Party 
and the type Di relation that had earlier existed between 
Conservative governments of Ospina and Gómez was not re'vh'ed.> 
beginning of the Nadanal Flant, the Church became inc:reasinglyJ 
san, and the UTC followed suit. As a result, in comparison with 
countries, the eolambian trade unian movement deve10ped a 
degree of autonomy from political parties (Dix 1967:333-34, 

47 F. González 1975:52-54¡ Caicedo 1971:129-33¡ Martz 1964:323¡ Dix 

ARGENTINA: "DIFFICULT" AND "IMPOSSIBLE" 

witb other cases Di party incorporatioD, the conflict-limiting 
the aftermath periad in Peru and Argentina took a distinc

¡¡tJ'D'"!poa more competitive, civilian regime was restored follow
government that led the conservative reaction to inc.orpora-' 

civilian regime severe restrictions were placed Oil the 
", 01 tt,eparties that had led the incorporation project-APRA and 

~,trictic,ns were less harsh in Peru than in Argentina. In Peru, some 
to ron on an independent list and were elected to the 

in 1956, and after 1956 APRA had a significant presence 
The party was legalized after the 1956 presidential election 
full electoral participation in the 1960s, except that there 

veto oi the assumption of the presidency by APRA, and par
de la Torre, the party's founder and leader. Though partially 
electoral sphere, APRA was permitted to play an active role 

In Argentina, Peronism was subjected to more severe 
,menu"" although it was likewise permitted to function in the 

of ongoing electoral exclusion created distinctive dy-

;;~f~~~;~l~~Ar~g~:entina what O'Donnelll1973:chap.4) suggestively 
:~ of politics, which revolved around the dilemma 

that had previously held a majority position within the elec
-allowed to win elections. By contrast, the situation .in Pero 
be labeled a "difficult" game, which allowed more scope for 

functic>Ding of politics, but within limits that likewise produced 
crises. Along with these erises, for present purposes sorne 

,!ropo","",t consequences of these impossible 'and difficult games 
implications fOI the internal dynarnics oI Peronism and 
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7 
Heritage: Between Hegemony and Crisis 

THE INCORPORATION PERIOD and its. aftermath helped shape the 
ical coalitions that crystallized in the eight countries and the 
alitions were institutionalized in difierent party systems. These 
turn influenced the forms of regimes that would emerge, their . 
namics, and the evolution of national politics in the following 
chapter analyzes these outcomes as the heritage of incorplJraúm. 

The analysis proceeds in two parts. The fust presents an 
ment of the party system, and the second sets this party system 
by exploring its dynamics when confronted by the perlod of new 
movements and politica! crisís faced by countries throughout Latin 
from the late 1950s to the 1970s. We argue that the varying 
opposition and crisis in each country can be explaíned in part by 
istics of the party system and its political or hegemonic re"01m,es. 
countries experienced severe polarlzation, whereas in others the 
was more mild and to one degree or another was effectively 
estabÚshed polítical actors. In this part of the analysis we explore 
economic challenges reflected in the politics of stabilization policy 
political challenges that derived from the emergence of new 

movements in the party arena and in labor and peasant o¿;:~l~,:~;':~ii~ 
In sorne countries the polarization and crisis culmínated in 

foll¿wed by extended periods oÍ military rule, whereas elsewhere the 
regimes had a greater capacity to deal with these conflicts. We 

each country's prior experience in the incorporation ,a::n~;d~~~~::~~::,~~ 
played an important role in shaping these altemative ( 
explanatory power of this earlier experience must be looked at in a 
in which many other causal factors also had an impacto 

It is important to recognize the considerable overIap between 
math and heritage periods. Some traits we identify as features of the 
were direct outcomes of the incorporation experience and hence can 
served during the aftennath perlod as soon as the incorporation 
was over. By contra.st, other features of the heritage emerged 
the course of the afterrnath. Given this dual genesis of heritage 
sections that follow we will at various points have occasion to COl"ide,'", 
of the same chronological periods we analyzed in the last ch,'pter, 
from a somewhat different point of view. For most of the CO'untri,,,, 
the emphasis will be on the post-aftermath period, when all the 

heritage were in place. 
The interval discussed in this chapter therefore begins with the 

regimes of the aftennath periodo That is, for the cases of party 
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the heri~age perlod as beginning immediately following the restora
rule, where it had been suspended.l For the cases of state 

, it begins with the restoration of a competitive regime within 
of the incorporation periodo 
the end of the heritage period, we view the problem of iden

or tennination as a complex issue, which we address in an 
,,"~mannt' in the final chapter. For five of the countries, within the 
''''"'''c'' we extend the discussion up to the date of the military coup 

or 1970s that b~ought an abrupt end to the civilian regime and 
party system. The earliest of these coups occurred in Brazil in 

in Chile in 1973. These coups are seen not only as the end-
study, but also as an outcome of the political dynamics that we 

ultimate1y to the type of incorporation. In other countries, where 
,;'; ;""pcrumted the political pattems we describe as the heritage of in

analysis is carried to the conclusion of the presidential term 
•• onu','varound 1980. 

focus on the following intervals (see Figure 7.1): in Brazil, from 
coup of 1964; in Chile, from 1932 to the coup of 1973; in Mexico, 

1982 (the end of the López Portillo presidency)¡ in Venezuela, 
1978 (the errd of the fust Carlos Andrés Pérez presidency); in 

1942 to the coup of 1973; in Colombia, from 1958 to 1986 
Betancur presidency); in Pero, from 1956 to the coup of 1968; 

(Alrgeintina,from 19572 to the coup of 1966. 

01 the Party System 

analyzed in this chapter is by and large one of civilian, electoral 
al1 eight countries. The only exceptions are the brief military in
that occurred in Argentina, Peru, and Brazil, interventions of the 

ide'tati'n," type that were limited both in duration and in that they did 
futrnlh"ce rnilitary rule, but rather oversaw the transfer of power among 
". o'"VPO [Stepan 1971:63). 
',aJ"lys'·, of each country begins with an overview of the party system, 

e'llecü' ,Uy on three dímensions. The first is the degree to which the 
was characterized by cohesion or fragmentation· that is the 

which one or two parties dominated the electoral a~ena or 'con
degree to which electoral competition dispersed political ~ower. 
is the presence of centrifugal or centrípetal política! dynamics. 

were characterized by a strong polarizing dynamic whereas 
characterized by a strong, stable centrist coalition expressed or 

'~,Un,gu,y. w?ere the authoritarian coup of 1933 was civilian rather than military, the 
w1th the restoration not of civilian rule, but of a more competitive regime 
. there was no discontinuity in civilian rule or in the dominance of the 

and the heritage period is treated as beginning in 1940. 
semicompetitive election under Aramburu, involving the vote for 

,"sti""nt A'''"mblyof that year. 
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Figure 7.1 Chronologieal Overvi~w of Heritage Periods 

1940 1960 

BRA ~ - AFr' COUP 

~AFT~~COUP 
MEX Cm 

IIAFTJ. 

CHI 

VEN 

URU ~---- AFT ----) COUP 

COL 

PER 

ARG 

1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 

Notes: The complex question of when the heritage ends as ~n an~ytical 
dressed in Chapter 8. The analysis in this chapter brings the discusslQn ~p 
coups of the 1960s and 1970s far Brazil, Chile, Uruguay, Peru, an~ Argentma¡ 
other three countries to cutoff dates around 1980-1982 for Mexlco, 1986 for 

and 1978 lar Venezuela. , , 
• AFT in parentheses rders to the portion of the aftermath penod covered m 

chapter, which is also treated here as the first part oI the heritage periodo See 
in footnote 1 in the accompanying texto 

embodied in dominant parties or pa,rty alignments that inhibited 
polarization. The third aspect of the party system 'is the na~ure of 
between otganized labor and political parties. Of parucular 
whether the union roovement was linked to a leftist or labor party 
multiclass/centrist party, and whether the party to which labor 
tional ties was usually in the governing coalition, or rather exc1uded 

We view the contrasting outcomes on these three dimensions as 
in part from the types of incorporation and aftermat:p. periods . ., 
each country. Speeifically, they were shaped by tbe nature of lmks 
jor not forged) with the labor roovement during the incorporation 
which presented a unique opportunity for establishing union-party 
the consequent formation (or lack thereof) of a multiclass centrist 
labor support¡ and by the types of conflict-limiting mechanisms 
(or, as in the cases of state incorporation, not worked out) in the 

periodo 

Opposition and Crisis 

In addition to providing an overview of different types of party 
goal of this chapter is to explore the reaction of each type to the 
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of new opPS!?ition movements and politieal and economie crises 
1950s through the 1970s.3 During this period, the eight countries 

different patterns of ehange, sorne undergoing severe erises . 
roiin"te,a in military coups and others experiencing mueh greater re
,ntinlJity. While many factors contributed to these contrasting out

pri.ncip''¡ concem is to explore the argument that the different 
il."U1lc'oures that were a legacy of incorporation played a central role. 
;cc,nomic and political factors that shaped this periad of crisis may be 

With regard to e~onomic factors, this was a period of im-', 
in the Latin American economies and their links with the 

economie system. It is widely argued that this period saw a 
reorientation, beginning in the 1950s, toward the "intemation-

of Latin American eeonornie development that brought major 
the ownership and financing of key sectors of the economy. The 

in foreign dhect investment, especially following the Korean 
perceived as a loss of national control of economic devel

within the framework explored in Chapter ,2, posed important 
for the legitimation of the state. This was also a period of growing 

with balance of payments and inflation in a number of countries, 
stabilization programs and the politics of stabilization became 

. In the context of the denationalization and problems of legiti
noted, the enforcement of conventional approaches to economic 
beeame considerably more difficult . 

to political faetors, the period of the late 1950s to the 1970s 

e;~~;~I~:~C~ of new international models of opposition politics that 
~:' the spectrum of plausible political altematives within 

.1""""""" In this sense these years had much in common with the pe-
1910s analyzed in Chapter 3. Beginning in the late 1950s, the 

ñ l~e'm!.utioJl dramatically posed the possibility that a socialist expe.."i- . 
,ouJasu,-v,ve in the Westem Hemisphere, producing an immediate im

political goals of the left in many Latin American countries. Per
Cuba a1so had a strong impact ,on the right and the military 
country, as well as on the U.S. govemment and its support of 

in';U1:gency and of a spectrum of nonrevolutionary political alterna
th'''''gion .. Although the U.S. role receives Httle direct attention 

fc::~:;:ab:::e~l~o'w, it is an important feature of the larger context. 
:,,:.( of new political hopes on the left and new political fears 

of the political spectrum set the stage for a majar polarization 
region. Amid these hopes and fears, political dynamics revolved 

,<uu~"u the "objective" potential for radicalization in each country, 
~!".ruroumd the "perception of threat" (O'Donnell 1975) on the part of 

and other more conservative sectors within each country. 
1960s wore on, other developments in the intemational arena fur~ 

U" wl""", in the previous chapters we were concemed with analytical1y compara
dllono]ogi"lly often quite distinct-periods, the second section of this chapter 

the diflerent party systems tbat were the heritage of incoIporation reacted to 
OJ"h,Jj,ng,,, experienced more-or-less simultaneously in all eight countries. 
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ther contributed to tbis climate of-radic..."Üization and polarizatian: 
sification Di the Vietnam War¡ the antiwar movement in the 
the worldwide wave of urban social movements and social 
19605 that encompassed the First World, the Second World [Cze"hc>slo 
and the Third World¡ the Chinese Cultural Revolutían¡ and later the 
imminence Di the United States' defeat in Vietnam. 

It may be argued that tbis perlad of new opposition movements 
can be divided at a paint somewhat befare the end oi the late 
this further set oi deyelopments greatly intensifie9. both the sense 
tunity, from the paint of view Di the left, and the sense Di crisis, 
paint Di view of established political sectors within Latín Arnericaj 
and Peru had erises and coups before or around the time of this 
Chile and Uruguay had erises and coups after the shift. A~gentina 
in both phases, though the coup on which we focus was in the fust 
in 1966. Hence, in a sense we are looking at the experienee of these 
in two somewhat different phases of a larger period of crisis. In 
these cases, the eharacteristically greater severity of the erises in 

period must be kept in mind. 

Party Heritage, A Typology 

This analysis of opposition and crisis and the dimensions that 
comparison of party systems can be synthesized on the basis of 
that provides an overall summary of the party heritage. The 
cussion elabora tes on the three dimensions on which the 'YIJolo,y 
and suggests the specific types of outcomes that emerge from 

among the dimensions. 

1. Presence 01 a ma;ority bloc in the electoral arena located near 
cal center.4 Such a bloc might involve either the electoral 
gle party, as in Mexico¡ of two parties linked through stable ~ies of 
as in Venezuela and Colombia in the initial phase of the hentage 
parties that compete actively in the electoral arena, but in a con~ext 
etal competition, as in Venezuela and Colombia later in the ~e~lta~e 
of two parties that compete in a setting in whieh the competltlon lS 

both by intermittent cooperation and by special electoral rules, as 
The other countries lacked such a bloc (in Peru and Argentina, due . 
an electoral ban), despite repeated efforts to form one. It is a crucial 
of these countries that wherever such a majority bloc existed, the 
support of workers played an important role in sustaining it. 
bloc emerged depended on the early history of the party system 

4 The term "center" ís intended to be quite relative (see glossary) and also 
Rere we have in mind polítical altematives that reflect neither the extreme 
reactíon to incorporation found in several countries nor a Marxist or leftist 
native. The teim would encompass both the more refonnist post-1958 periad in 
and the considerably more conservative post-1956 govemment in Pero. 
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Uruguay and Colo~.bia), the scope of popular mobilization in the 
olPo,",üc,n perlod, and the nature of the compromises and party transfor

occurred in sorne cases, foIlowing the conservative reaction to 

'b:~;:~;::,~onallinks between the unían movement and a party OI partíes 
we have seen, the organizational ties of unions to political 

a different issue from the electoral orientation of workers. 
the countries into two broad groups, in Mexico, Venezuela, 

the union movement was linked to parties located 
at the center. By contrast) in Uruguay and Chile it was linked 

on the left, and in Colombia and Brazil the unions' 
,e'" ",cayeuan increasingly important role. The character of these 

ties derived in part from the politicallinks between parties and 
(OI not established) during the incorporation period and in 

processes of compromise and conservatization (following 
or opening and radicalizatian (foHowing state incorpora

periodo 
p, .. ",",;e 01 the union movement in the governing coalition. Though this 

seem to overlap with No. 2, it produces a contrasting differentia
Only in MeTIco and Venezuela was the union movement consis
to the governing coalition through the heritage periodo In a11 other 

it was in an oppositional role for much if not a11 of this periodo These 
again derive fram the pattems earlier forged in the incorporation snd 
periods. 

presents the cube defined by these three dimensions. The figure 
comers of the cube the four overalI regime types that are the 

of the iricorporation experience and its aftermath: 

'¡"".,<Iati,'eParty System (Mexico and Venezuela). These cases had a stable 

r~;~~~;~,¡!~':~ bloc in the electoral arena, and the labor movement was or
:; tied to the political center and thus linked to the governing co-

regimes generally preempted or defeated leftist and opposition 
contained social conflict and polarization, and were stable and 

1t1'11tI'pa'ty Polarizing System (Brazil and Chile). Here, no centrist majority 
and the labor movement was tied to the center either ineffectively 

marginally (Chile) and was generally in a role of opposition. The 
polar~zation, though this process went much further in Chile, and 
expenenced a coup that ushered in a long period of military rule. 

Stability and Social Canflict (Uruguay and Colombia). These re-
a stable centrist majority bloc in the electoral arena but unions 
.. linked to Ít. In Uruguay the unions were' consistentIy 

of the left and henee generally played an oppositional role, 
in.·C"lo'm;bia they were increasingly oriented in a similar way. The result 

countries analyzed here, to the extent that such a majority bloc was formed, 
located roughly in the middle of the political spectrum, for reasons ex. 

previous chapter. In other historical or geographic cOntexts, it is obviously 
such a majority bloc might be located at a different place in the polítical 
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Figure 7.2 Dimensions of tbe Party Heritage: 
Links, and Coalitional Role of Unions 

Electoral Stability ~~~~l~¡:;is! 
and Social Conflict ---- ~ 
(COL a and URU) 

I 
I Slalemaled /' 

~:""'_--------i---- Partr, System ¡ (PERa and ARGe) 

/ 
/ 

Integrative 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

I 
I 
I 
}----

Party Syslem _________ --'..Y 
(MEX and VEN) 

Yes No 

Stable centrist majority bloc in electoral areni 

Center 

Note: Party heritage refe;s to time periods indicated in Figure 7.1. 
• Though unions maintained significam ties with the two traditional 

bia, they were increasingly affiliated with the left ar were politically ir" ,d',>ena," 
b Briefly at the end of the heritage period, the Brazilian labor movement was 

tively linked to the governing coalition under Goruart from 1961 to 1964. 
cBriefly at the end of the heritage'period, the Chilean labor movement was 

tively linked to tbe goveming coalitíon under Allende from-1970 to 1973. 
d The Peruvian union movement was in the opposition for much of the 

not under the Prado administration from 1956 to 1962. Although a major 
within the labor movement was beginning just at the end of the heritage . 
ol this period the bulk of tbe union movement was at the center. 

o Though there was a "Peronist left" within the Argentine labor movement, 
clear in tbe analysis below this was hardly equivalent to the left orientation of 
movement in several otber countries. 

f Maintained eitber by ane party or by two parties linked tbrough ongoing 

eration. 
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continuity in the electpral sphere, combined with rising social 
"í~,;¡uaITI'" major episodes of labor protest and a gradual militarization 

to confront a growing insurgency. This ultimately led to 
Uruguay but stopped 8hort oí it in Colombia. 
party System (Peru and Argentina). Here the han Oil APRA and 
irustrated the formation of a centrist majority electoral bloc. 

;iIllo,vem¡,ntwas largely at the center rather than on the left, yet the 
tbat the labor movement was not linked to the govemmg 

major part of (Peru) 01 throughout (Argentina) the heritage 
the consequence of undermiulug the formation of a stable 

.n:,aj<mty bloc in both countries and of producing instead political 
,e"wlüch ultimately culminated in military rule. 

Strength of the Labor Movement 

tll,e ¡,,,'C," argument focuses on the impact of parties and of party~ 
Oil the intensity of polarization and crisis, other factors are 

welL For the moment, we will underscore one additional expla
strength of the labor movement. We earlier noted that the con~ 

movement strength is complex, and overIy facile comparisons 
should be avoided. Nonetheless, certain contrasts within 

cases. are so great that they can be presented with reasonable 

the eight countries in terms of the scope of worker organiza
in the Brst decades of the 20th century was presented in 

noted there, important shifts in factors that influence levels of 
took place in the following decades, calling for a reassessment 

lldn.íLit is to be applied to a later periodo For instance, the onset of 
nual"urban migration in Brazil and Mexico in the intervening years 

the literature on those two countries as weakening their labor 
and the ernergence of export enclaves in Venezuela altered its 

pClSíloíon in the fust two decades of the century as one of the countries 
I>:,,:tículaI:ly weak labor movement. 

I,"It ""11e rankings for the earlier perlod and these subsequent changes, 
comparisons within the pairs of countries seem plausible. The 

labor rnovernent had at least caught up with that in Mexico, so 
a major contrast between them as of this later periodo For the 

by contrast, the differences were greater: Chile had a stronger 
~r::!ll',vemenl than Brazit Argentina a stronger labor rnovement than 

Uruguaya stronger labor movement than Colombia. These con
movement development played an important part in explain

'e''c:doffen,n,;es between the countries in each pairo For example, they 
for the higher level of polarization and social conflict in Chile 
Brazil, and in Uruguay compared to Colombia. Also, with re-
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speet to this latter pair, this contrast in la~pr strength 
occurrence of a CQUP in Uruguay and the absence of aue in 
the vast difference in the scope of unían organizing and prOI,,,,) 
gentina and Pero was central to the contrasting leve! and 
perception of threat in the two countries in the 1960s. 

CHILE: MULTIPART'Y POLARIZING POLITICS 

state incorporation in Brazil and Chile was a multiparty, po
Within the framework of important contrasts between them, 

""ndie" em,,,¡~ed affiong the eight considered here as having the 
systems, the least cohesive political centers, sharp 

d(pQl.aíiz .. tion, and substantial paliey immobilism in the heritage 

previous chapter, the mechanisms of confliet regulatian 
stabli"heod in different degrees and forms in the aftermath of party 

not emerge in these two cases of state incorporation. Fur
sectors and the labor movement díd not come to be tíed 

lv"m,ingparties or to parties of the polítical center. In these con
continued to be tightly controlled and severely con

corporative labor laws, the labor movement underwent a 

~
~~:i~~~~~~~ and radicalizatíon, which began in the aftermath pe-

after the failure of the attempted populist coalitions. As 
these processes and the growth of a leít opposition 

late 1950s and 1960s. In Brazil and Chile, however, labor 
calP",,'" In trus development. 
sf~hap'ter we saw a frequent pattem in the cases of party incor

aftermath periodo The parties that led the incorporation 
leít within the party and moved toward the center at the 
retained broad popular sector support. These parties pro
a centrist majority bloc in the electoral arena. Further-

","ih,~dtil the goal of retaining power and/or preventing a future 
the presidency, party leaders took the initiative to create 
through pacts or other conflict-limitirig mechanisms. By 

cases of state incorporatíon, the attempt to create a similar 
the aftermath perlod failed, and no comparable structures of 

were established. The populíst parties that were formed 
or just after the incorporatíon periods---the PTB in Brazil 

in Chile-did not have the capacity to form the basis 
; Illajor:ily bloc, take similar initiatives, or play an equivalent role. 
'~",.'Nn,cn reflects a shared attribute of Brazil and Chile, proved 
t~':em,,,g',n(;e of a polarizing dynamic and the pull to the left of 

formed populist parties. As a consequence, these two coun
pattems of conflict and polarization and an important de-

2;~q. innn,oe,ilism distinct from those found in the other six cases. 
increasingly polarized multiparty system with a weak cen

p"riltag;e of incorporation in Brazil and Chile. 
om,erna;m differences, wruch will he emphasized below, it there-
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fore becomes clear that Brazil and Chile were similar 
Particularly when one looks comparatively, oue Sees 
that made thero quite distinct hom the other caSes 
It is the present argument that these traits derive froro 
these two countries experienced the critical transition 
lighted-the pattern oi state incorporation, as opposed 
!ion, and the consequent unfolding of a dillerent tr'Lje'tto,y, 

The analysis of the heritage of incorporation in Brazil 
to the fol1owing similarities. 

1. The two countries shared a highly constrained 
tem, in which unions were particularly weak and de¡p",d"ni 

2. Both experienced a consequent dü;plac"ment 01 
the poHtical arena. 

3. At the same time, a legaey of state incorporation 
that was not tied to governing parties of the pohtical 
saying that the political independence from the 
trait should be narrowly understood and should be 
the faet that the state, through labor law, constrained 
aetivities in the sphere of industrial relations. In other 
distinction being made between relative ¡'·od'ep"n,¡",ce 
party-political sphere and independence (or lack of it) 
ized industrial relations. Further, this political in,le¡,,,,den2 
c!ear-cut feature in the postaftermath periodo During 
would-be populist parties were founded in an attempt to 
integrative political structure that could hold power. 
ever, these experiments were not successful, and the 
By the end of the aftermath period (1960 in Brazil and 
of organized labor's participation in the political 
was associated with radicalizit;Lg oppositi"" parti,,;-eithe,C;c 
or formerly populist parties that were moving to me left, 
an important role in this process of radicalization. 

4. The absence of a populist or multiclass integrative 
labor movement tú the govemment, then, led to a 
namic, specifieally a fragmented and polarizing party 

bor movement played an important part.,~~~:.:::;::~:,~~ were left tendencies in the labor movement, 
Cuban Revolution, whieh had a powerful 
Chile (and also in Uruguay) these tendencies became 
bor organizations, at least on the level of nationallabor 
not to say that at the grassroots radicaHzation was wi.desp,'" 
is evidence that it may not have been in either Brazil or 
went further in Chile. Nevertheless, nationallabor 
countries played a key role in a larger process of 
process was the radicalization of the labor 
not the majority, of the mass base, and the labor 
central part in the development of the left in national 
Chilean politics ean only be understúod in terms oí the 
namie oí poHtieal polarization and the rMe of the organized 
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pattem is very differept from that which occurred in 
the contrast with the hegemonic parties in Mexico 

paIticularly striking. 
of the populist attempts in the aftermath period, new 

viable politica! center occurred. Such experimentation 
Chile and took place over nearly two decades, from 

C~;:~~;::~~in Brazil it was extraordinarily brief and can be an
~' presidency of Quadros in 1961. In both cases the 

prevented success. The difference in the durati;n of 
an important one, which has led analysts to see the poli
"typical" of Chile and to diseount it in the case oi BraziL 
be instruetive in understanding the polítical dynamics of 

to make explicit the similiarities here, without understat-

in Brazil and Chile, the polítical center failed, to retain 
,ie,;idency and, with the election of Allende and the assump

by Goulart, the govemment initiated or was seen as 
a major llove to the left. Such an event did not oc-cur in 

during this analytic period, and this development 
rising polarization in both cases. The accelerating 

in a military eoup in 1964 in Brazil and 1973 in Chile. 
sorne "objective" sense the "leít" as represented by 

,quivL,lent to that represented by Allende, what is crucial is 
as far as it did, given the weak, nonideological na

and a labor movement so highly constrained by eor
lS also the case that relative to the política! center of 

substantially to the rigbt of the reformist center in Chile) 
left that did occur was significant to the point that Gou-

threat who would establísh a syndiealist state 
existing property relations. 

us back to the issue of the differences between these 
was a much more urhan, socially mohilized society. In 
had strong, "European-style" parties, sorne of which 
century and evolved in a way that also followed a "Eu-

id,eologi.cally based parties of a liberal right, a Marxist left 
including a party based on the European-founded 

rnovernent. Chile's labor movement was based in ex
as in urban centers and did not have to face a labor 

same extent as Brazil. Througb SOrne comhination of 
C~lean society was much more highly politicized, 
hemg fundamental, runlling deep, and orienting po-

;Lit, P,,",; they counted for httle, even among politicians. 
,U)tJ''';e difíerences were contrasts in the des hetween par

as a result oi the hanning oi the Communist Party in 
to the ahove sociopolitical differences, the Chileau 

-- longer-standing aud more deeply raoted hes to the 
. to Marxist parties. Given the differences in the after

greater duration of the postafterrnath periad COn-
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sidered here, the Chilean labor movement and the l~ft parties 
it was associated had much more experience with participation 
ical arena. These political and economíc factors made the 
movement stronger than its Brazilian counterpart. The weaker 
Br3zilian labor was a150 due to that country's much langer and 
ough-going incorporatian perlad, which imposed a greater 
penetration, many aspects of wmch, as will be discussed 
movement was able to overcome onIy more gradually and parti.alIv 
as a culmination of all these differences, the political 
stronger and much more radical, polarizatian there went much 
the " t hreat" to the right represented by Allende was much greater 
represented by Goulart. 

Without denying these differences, a few caveats are in order. 
not underestimate the degree to which class antagonisms and 
to characterize Brazilian politics. It will-be argued that in 
straints were relaxed, the labor movement was more politicized 
recognized. These cleavages were also expressed in the party 
greater degree than is comrnonly realized. It is certainly true that 
parties were weak, and even in the electoral arena, an ad hoc, 
pattern of electoral alliances came to predominate. Yet, as we 
ward the end of the period considered here, intraparty cIeavages 
in programmatic differences came to characterize an three of 
ties, and the resulting factions tef!-ded to regroup in interparty 
fronts that were ideologically more coherent. On the other hand, 
(1978:11) has argued that one should not overestimate the role of 
tics based in ideologically self-conscious parties as the unique 
litical cleavage in Chile. These ideologically oriented parties 
rather heterogeneous in terms of ~he interests and cIasses they 
addition, the parties of similar ideological tendencies were 
compete with one another rather than cooperate and to back 
join forces with parties across ideologicallines. 

Also, the Chilean labor movement was weaker than one might . 
from the facts that working-class parties did well in the electoral 
that workers played such a major role in the politics of the 
Indeed, the heavy hand of the state continued to limit se,'e",ly 
union freedom and activity through both a highly constraining 
repression, and the CUT prior to 1970 was quite weak. Falabella 
has emphasized the dependence of unions on the state in barga.iniLD 
economic and political issues and the way in which the resulting 
state-centered bargaining both increased state control of unions 
aged unions to focus their attention on the government and on 
advancing their economic and social goals. Arguing that the CUT 
achieve some influence and strength only at the end of the Frei period, 
(1972:220) has declared, "for most of its life its weaknesses were 
dent than its strengths." Similarly, in an analysis published in 
(1969:237ff) described a working-c1ass rnovement in almost total 
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with govemment opposition. Until,,.the victory of Allende, a pro

't;V:::::~e:n,~e:ver carne to power-not even prolabor to the extent of 
j-; elsewhere-no less a more clear-cut ideologically ori

govemment with a working-c1ass base. 
other hand, in the early 1960s the Brazilian labor movement man

out an area of much greater political independence from state 
one might expect, in light of the imposition of the most elabo
corporative labor relations introduced in Latin America and in 

substantial continuity in the legal frameworkafter the end of th~ 
Though the Brazihan union movement was enormously weak

labor law, as was the Chilean labor movement, Brazilian labor in 
managed to escape from pelego control and pursue an important 

on the national scene that was quite independent of the govern
goveming política1 parties-----in a way that was not possible for the 

<Íli.ovenlerltS of, for instance, Mexico or Venezuela. 
of Brazil and Chile must reflect this interplay of similarities 

lerences .. Though these caveats against an overdrawn, simplified char
of Brazil and Chile are important, it is certainly the case that the 

are different in the ways mentioned aboye. Yet, they also share 
tÍ1"n"li'y "h", has not been recognized in most accounts of Latin Amer

and which is being emphasized here. Despite important difier
countries, stemming from a distinctive pattem of state incorpo

,,'ubseCluc,ntly developed polarizing, multiparty systems that lacked 
of confuct-limiting mechanisms found elsewhere. With a labor 

that was highly constrained in the sphere oI industrial relations 
. . i~ the political arena, and with a strong political right, 

became lllcrea.smgly ~oIarizedJ and the center lost its hold on power, 
after a ~enod of mtensified crisis and deadlock, a military coup 
countI1es the most extended periods of military rule in Latin 

,,-------0 the last two decades. 
a fe.w po~nts ~r~ worth emphasizing in introducing this analysis of 
Chik FlIst, lt lS necessary to be precise in specifying the similar

.,,_.-,-- the two countries-the claim is not that in some more general 
two countries are "similar." Second, we assume a model of mul

c~~:::~·~~,s'in which we trace out the consequences of only one set of 
~~ . Therefore, we are in a position to account for sorne similar

we do not expect identical outcomes in the two Cases as other 
come ¡nto play in shaping these Outcomes. That is, s~ilar in
periods are not expected to produce identical regimes but rather 

. are more similar than one might otherwise expect, gÍven an the 
that mark these two countries. Third, there is sorne risk of 

pack On traditional images and underestimating the degree of mobili, 
polarization in Br~l and perhaps also in SOrne ways overstating 
clear and marked dlfferences certainly exist, but it ls important 

ta'deis"ort the comparison so that these differences nullify the similar-
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ities-similarities that beeome more apparent in the latger 
framework of the eight eountries. 

Overview 01 the Party System 

As mentioned, in many ways the Brazilian and Chilean party 
fered greatly. In deseribing the Chilean parties and party system, 
have typically presented a "European aceount." To a substantial 
Chilean party system was based on parties that were deeplyra<Jted in se 
that were we11-institutionalized, and that endured over time. 
the right and some of those in the center traced their origins to 
tury, while the major parties on the left were founded in the 
of the present century. Of a11 the major parties, only the Chmstian 
cratie Party was a relative newcomer, with origins in the Falange 
of 1936 and emerging as the PDC in 1957. Perhaps more impolrtaJltly 
parties were strong-party identification was a pervasive and 
aspect of both individuals and groups throughout Chilean society, 
dynamics were an absolutely central part of Chilean politics 
1983:23-31). Finally, Chilean parties were notably ideological, 
center, and right tendencies all well represented. 

The Brazilian party system seemed to be just the opposi te. 
European account, a typieally Latin .An;Lerican account of the 
system has predominated. Brazilian parties were of recent, po,stv,", c 
they did not predate by more than ayear the 1946 . . 
aftermath of incorporation, and infact the Republic and the 
born of the same democratization process. Though the Brazilian 
Party dates back to the 1920s, as doe," the Chilean Communist 
Brazilian party played a much more minor role than its Chilean 
due in large part to its longer peridd of proscription. In other ways 
Brazilian parties have not been considered well-institutionalized. 
parties were notoriously weak: party identification accounted for 
in Brazil and the parties themselves exercised no discipline over 
bers, who in fact tended to switch party affiliation·with . 
partieularly on the locallevel. The parties were loose . 
tally devoid of ideologieal eommitment and identmeation. 
these weaknesses of the Brazilian parties, Peterson (1970:142) has 
ized them as "empty vessels to be filled anew before eaeh election." 

Despite the importanee of these differences, there are a number of 
which the party systems of the two countries shared certain traits 
tioned in a similar marmer. Significantly, two prominent analysts 
zilian and Chilean party systems, Santos (1974) and A. 
1985) respectively, have borrowed from Sartori's analysis to 
central importanee of a shared characteristie, one which is 
from the party systems of the other six countries in this study. 
Brazil and Chile were described as cases of "polarized pluralisro" 
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Valenzuela 1978:8). Both countries h2-d highly fractionalized 
,,.·,,eIDS displaying a pattern of fragile alliances and shifting coalitions 

wmch made consistent paliey formation difficult. In addi
the end oí the incorporation periad, both undelWent a process of 

polarization. P,erhaps most importantly for present purposes, what 
be added to thlS analysis is that these party systems laclced certain 

.ct-JIrnI1:mg mecbanisms and hegemonic resources in the fann of polit-
between centrist pardes and the popular sectors that could function 

political support to the_government. In contrast to the hegemonic 
of Mexico and Venezuela, the Brazilian and Chilean party sys

incapable of checking polarization and providing a consensual 
".IS'"V-- for poliey iormation. These features oi the party system can 

measure be traced back to the pattern of state incorporation and its 
mobilize the labor movement politically or estabhsh an integrative 

party. Within this commonality, a difference between the two coun
that ~n ~hile p~larizat~on was expressed largely through strong 
partles¡ m Brazll polanzation was expressed despite the nonideo
weak parties. 

party systems had con~pieuously high levels of fractionalization. 

l'k;~;;,~~~~~~I,eVel of fraetionalization in Chile is perhaps a better 
~ and has been analyzed in sorne detail by A. Valenzuela 

1965, in the 33 years following the end of the incorporation 
party won more than 24 pereent of the votes in parliamentary elec

thePDC won an unprecedented 42 pereent, but in the remain
t,!.p",·liam',nl:ary elec:ticlUS before the 1973 coup, its pereentages slipped 

30 pereent. Except for the 1965 and 1969 eleetions, the two 
were not able to account for haH of the parliamentary seats. 
to these low pereentages is the large nurrtber of parties that 

r"'p¡·esenta1:ion in parliament. 

measure of this same phenomenon is the party fractionalization 
Valenz.uela (1985:table 3) presents two sueh indexes that, employ

dlfferent measures, indicate the higb degree of dispersion of 
nl';ritary. seats. among many parties. On average, the level of party frac

m Chlle was found te be the third highest among 27 democra-
of such well-known cases as the Fourth Republie of Franee and 

1976:313, cited in A. Valenzuela 1985:8). The Chilean case 
an extreme example of multipartyism. ' 

ma~o~ Chilean parties are in many important respeets highly 
¡ti',n"lize,l, .lt lS worth no.ting certain aspeets of instability in the party 

lS the ehange III the array of parties. A chart of party splits, 
;asior,alllymerg~rs, would make a map of the most eomplicated high

~terctlan.ge 100k SImple. The seeond is the coalition behavior of parties. 
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On top of these demands, the various forms DI prote§t 
partisan politics and ideological differences. The Socialists 
MIR were committed to the elimination of the agrarian bo'ur' ge'JisÍ< 
by contrast, felt dependent Oil the rural bourgeoisie fa! its 
agricultural production. Accompanying these differences were 
political tacties. Allende was committed to work within the 
and adopted a consolidation Hne of trying to cooperate with 
Ieft rejected both of these and supported land occupations, 
confrontations involving attempts by ludian groups tore'wvelr t11eir 
lands (Roxborough et al. 1977:143; Loveman 1976b:254). 

"From the start, the govemment lost the initiative to its leftist 
was forced to reaet to militant campesino movements" 
1976b:264). Furthennore, the mobilizations often'involved not 
demands, but also a redistribution of power and assumption 
control over important areas of decision-making (Spence 
then, was another face of dissensus politics, which was part of 
tion process. 

Thus, in the sphere of peasant politics as in other domains, 
Chile experienced polarization and failures of contlict-regulatiOll. 
throughout, the character and strength of social forces that Ul1cderl,c)i!, 
larization differed great1y between the two countries. At tbe same 
shared an important commonality at the macro-politicallevel that 
acy of state incorporation: the absence of a majoritarian or near 
party, that grew out of a populist coalition, and that served as a 
mechanism of political mediation. This commonality is crucial 
standing tbeir experience in the heritage periodo Contrasting 
which such parties were established as a legacy of party in"Ol:pc<r.tíc 
the focus of the following sections. 

AND VENEZUELA: INTEGRATlVE PARTY SYSTEMS 

legacy of party incorporation in Mexico and Venezuela pre-
C·o,,¡ki;M contrast to the legacy of state incorporation in Brazil and 

characterized by a party-political system that was integative, 
that was one-party dominant or two-party with centripetal 
multiparty with centrifugal tendencies¡ that institutional

~T.~~~~l~,~ap~p~rOaCbing a "coalition of tbe whole," not "fractionalized, 
;}I and that embodied important conflict-limiting mecha-

g\¡innicttilogthe formation of consistent policy with some gradual, pen
accelera.ting zero-sum conflict that led to policy vacillation 

nD:cot"llSlIl. lt was characterized as well by the predominance of cen
;'ulti"l",s parties that politically incorporated the working class elec-

th,e govuniJlg coalition, rather than by the relegation of parties 
sutlS"mti.l working-class support to a position of nearly pennanent op

by relatively greater reliance on hegemonic rather than coercive 
the activities of the labor movement¡ and by a labor movement 
an important base of support for the regime, rather than by the 

autonomy of the working class from centrist, governing parties. The 
of regimes had different political resources with which to confIont 

¡,it:aran.a economic challenges. Likewise, the popular sectors had differ
¡fe,~ollrces, opportunities, and constraints in their political struggle. The 

Mexico and Venezuela was a stable hegemonic regime that 
the economic crises and political challenges that confronted Latin 
countries from the late 1950s through the 19705. 
Mexico and Venezuela, radical populism accomplished the incor

of the popular sectors as a support group for the state. The result oI 
in the aftermath of incorporation was a new goveming coalition, 

inch,d"d the dominant economic sectors, at least in a programmatic 
not in terms of functional or formal representation within the party¡ 
excluded the left¡ and which continued to inc1ude the popular sectors. 

the mechanisms used were quite difIerent in the two countries. 
'nl\lex1<'o, the mechanism was the one-party dominant regime. The PRI 

to prevent its own ouster from power in the wake of the in

;e~;~~:~~;t~::of the incorporation periodo As a result it was able to mus
si state and political resources to m;rintain its hegemonic po

and the broad coalition it embraced. AD, having been ousted froro 
was in a much weaker position. Unable to establish a stable civilian 
through its extensive mobilization of support in the incorporation 
AD carne to rely on the interparty pacto This formula of an interparty 

ip,ct . pro,~ded the means of forming a broad, inclusive coalition-not so 
the party, as in Mexieo, but among the major parties. 

while the PRI in Mexico moved to establish a semicompetitive one
;C¡'.art:y ,Iornil""l" party system, AD in Venezuela oversaw the reestablishment 
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of a competitive multiparty regime, but ane in wruch poiitical 
Hmited through interparty pacts and coalitions. Both 
emerged ham the aftermath of incorporationwith integrative 
that embraced a braad coalitioll, with only marginal groups 
major parties. This was the party heritage of incorporatioll, 
tems, especially the Venezue1an, evolved somewhat through 

Far froro being a vehicle through which polarization occurred, 
systems of Mexico and Venezuela functioned as integrative 
avoided or miniroized future P9larization, afforded the state 
gitimacy, and provided the basis for consistent policy fo:rmatio~ 
system enhanced the hegemony of the regime in at least three 
bodied a progressive ideology, it held the partisan loyalties of 
sectors, and it bound the functional organizations of the popular 
centrist state. Whereas labor unions in Brazil and Chile were tied 
ingly radical and class-oriented parties or party fractions that, 
ernments of Goulart and Allende, were in a position of permanent 
(or at most, a very suborrunate partner in a formal, electoral 
Mexico and Venezuela unions were closely tied to the ge,v"min,! pO] 
have seen that in the aftermath of incorporation, the party 
sis on retaining its close ties to unions, and this mlrt'Hmi:on 
an important part of the political heritage. In both countri,,, 
party ties afforded the state significant influence in union 
tion and aetivities and henee in the management of lalbo>[·capital 

Just as these regimes, with their formallinks to both urban 
organizations, were able to eontain the impact of emerging 
groups, they similarly provided the political resourees to deal 
dent peasant groups. Both the PRI and AD continued to reeeive 
ing support among rural voters. However,. the rapid Ul:bacnization 
curred in both countries meant that both parties faced a potential 
in attempting to maintain their overalllevel of mass support, since 
ties did relatively less well in major urban areas and among the 
urban informal sector. 

In Mexico and Venezuela, then, the heritage of party incoIp"ra,ticm 
mobilization of the working class as a support group was the 
inc1usionary centrist coalition that afforded those two countries 
fiod of hegemonic politics. Unlike Brazil and Chile, they enjoyed 
stability and escaped the extended and harsh repression of miilitarv 
tarianisID. Yet these advantages were not without costs in terms of 
ieal autonomy of popular sector groups, the pace of reform, and the 
to pursue more redistrlbutive policies. 

Unlike the other countries analyzed in tms book, with the 

Colombia, in Mexieo and Venezuela no military eoup d~:~::~~:l~;, 
to a close the perlod discussed in this chapter. For present 
follow the analysis from the end of the aftermath tmough the 
more precisely, to the end of the López Portillo presidency in 1982 
and to the end of the Carlos Andrés Pérez presidency in 1978 in 
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Mexican. ~d V~nezuela~ regimes did not exgerience the sharp 
. of IDlhtary mterventlOn that abruptly overtumed regimes 

question neve.rtheless arises of whether the political pattems 
. that wdl be described below were changing incremen-

;',ticuhl1b whatmight be the impact of the debt crisis and eco
:rlent,.ti"ns of the 19808. This issue will be brtefly addressed in the 
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muníst Vanguard formed in 1974 apd the New Altemative formed in--- ' 
a left-center coalition. Othe! groups included the Socialist League 
Venezuelan Revolutionary Party, which had their origins in the 
movement, the Revolutiona:ry Action Group, and the EPA lThe 
vancellBlank 1984:82-841· 

As is evident fram this description, the proliferation of left 
sents not so much vitality on the left as a process of factionalism 
tering. Efforts were made tD achieve unity, but they failed. At the 
the left vote grfiw somewhat after 1973. Neverthe1ess, i'l :r<=rnairled ver 
at around 12 to 13 percent in congressional elections in the 
Michelena and Sonntag 1979:73). Its greatest success was achieved 
callevel. In the municipal election of 1979, the combined vote far 
reached 18 percent of the total (O'Connor 1980:82-83). 

This limited suceess of the left did more to enhanee the le~:~~:~~:u; 
democratic regime than to ehallenge it. It reflected the broad 
was created around AD and COPEI, a consensus that cannot be 
apart from the political dynamics that have their origin in the 
and aftermath episodes. It was a consensus that produced a hegelmc'¡' 
gime with certain advantages, but also with costs. 

At first glance, the Venezuela story seems to have a happy ending. 
are legitimized and "everyone" is united behind the new 
rules .... [However] in policy terms, this kind of . 
cial costs: those groups which reject the incorporation of 
and their conservative impact on policy formation,- are defeated. 
oppositions are incorporated as the dominant party moves to the 
center is strengthened. Who used to be left out? The traditional . 
excluded froll the new revised spectrum ... ? The Left (Levine 

,i¡r"UA,Y AND COLOMBIA: ELECTORAL STABILlTY AND 

CONFLlCT 

the traditional parties in both Uruguay and Colombia faced a sig-
challenge during the 1970's, they largely dominated the 

during the period ana!yzed in this chapter, which extends 
to 1973 in Uruguay and fr9m 1958 to 1986 in Colombia. In one 
outcome was not a distinctive legacy of incorporation, in that it 

a much oIder tradition of two-party dominance. Yet this tradition 
~¡,q"e"ti()n"b]ly renewed and reinforced by the experienees of the ineor

and aftermath periods. Indeed, any account of the successful "repro
of these long-standing two-party systems would have to foeus 
the dynamies of these two periods. A central issue of the subse-

helrica'ge period was whether this ongoing electoral stability in fact 
i,tiLtul:ed a form of electoral stasis that inhibited badly needed political 

his. el.ecto,,'¡ stability was accompanied by relatively high levels of social 
In contrast to other cases of party incorporation-and this was a 

.'c,·· .,' .. , legacy of how these party systems functioned during the incor
period-in Uruguay and Colombia the parties that led the incorpo-

project had been relatively ineffective in building enduring ties with 
Tberefore, the union-party ties that in sorne countries provided a 

for establishing long-term polítical accommodation with labor 
or nonexistent. Correspondingly, worker protest became an iru

in Colombian politics, notwithstanding the weakness of the 
labor movement. In Uruguay worker protest reached such a mag
it was a central factor in the regime crisis oi the late 1960s and 
and in the coup of 1973. 

sector, the type of reorganization of políticaJ relationships 
incorporation perlad in Mexico and Venezuela had not occurred 

ltl:aditional partisan ties had remained relatively untouched in rural ar~ 
.1'Ih,,,,,, in Uruguay these relationships continued to be relatively sta~ 

~~:~:~::::,~t~h~e interaction of old partisan antagonisms with new mod-
struggIe produced nearIy continuous rural insurgency. 

of an unusual degree-indeed, arguably an excessive de
electoral stability and severe social conflict contributed to política! 
in both countries. States of siege became a principal mechanism of 

and the militarization of the.state was an important feature of 
In Uruguay this process culminated in the military coup of 
interestingIy the new military government initially retained 

~~J,je'''edcivilian president. Colombia, by contrast, although it experienced 
~bstarlti<llmilitarization, retained an elected, civilian executive throughout 
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PERU AND ARGENTINA: POLlTIClU STALEMATE 

In Pero and Argentina, the perlad analyzed in this chapter is 
in comparison with the other countries. The initial cc'nserva1tive 
incorporation did not end until the second haH of the 
ing the heritage periodo Yet Peru and Argentina saw the i" oaugu""i,,, 
itary.authoritarian regimes in the second haH of the 19608, a 
ended the experience of party palities analyzed heTeo The 
elises on the interval from 1956 to 1968 in Peru and from 1958 

Argentina. : 
A central fact of Peruvian and Argentine politics in this perlad 

prohibition, imposed by the military, oí full electoral parti"ipation e 
and Peronism. This prohibi !ion was the comerstone of the 
garue" in Argentina and the "difficult garne" in Pero, introduced 
vious chapter. In the context oí this prohibition, these two 
spicuously failed to establish integrative party systems. Unlike 
Venezuela, Pero and Argentina experienced ongoing stalemate, 
sis, and a failure to address basic policy issues of the day. On 
in contrast to Brazil and Chile-which also experienced cri"ises----t11e 
crisis in Pero and Argentina prior to their respective coups in 
did not invol ve the. same dynamic of radicalization, polarlzation, 
stantial move to the left within the political system. This was due .' 
tant measure to the degree to wmch a major segment of the 
had been won away from the left during the incorporation periodo 

Because the evolving ban in Peru and Argentina played such an 
role in tms perlod,jt receives central attention. The analysis 
comparison with the ban on APRA in Peru, the dynamics oi the 
ronism in Argentina were more complex, Jor two principal reaSlm:;" 
gentina had more elections during this perlod than Peru, 
elected govemors and had no municipal elections until 1963. 
Argentina the issue of the ban carne into play at all electoral 
hence arose in a11 of Argentina's numerous elections. In Peru, 
1956, the ban on APRA operated only at the level of p""i,Jerrti:'¡ 
Second, in a curious way the ban in Argentina actually helped 
control over his movement, in that it aided him in preventing 
within the movement from cha1lenging ms power. 

The impact of the ban on the two parties was also distinct. 
saw the further conservatization of a relatively cohesive APRA 
accommodated itseH to partial access to power. By contrast, durlng 
riod Peronism, wmch was exc1uded hom power, was ideologically 
and fragmented. In part a3 a result of APRA's conservatism, by the 
1960s the party was losing its dominant positian in the labor 
whereas the Argentine labor movement, at the same time that it 
logically heterogenous, remained largely Peronist. 
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larger palitical implica¡ions of the ban were in important respects 
the two cases, far in both countries the ban played a central role 

;n'J!i1:i,,1l stalemate and regime crisis that led to the democratic break-
the second haH of the 1960s. In addition, important steps in the 
of this perlod oi stalemate and crisis were parallel. As shown in 

chapter, in both cases the president elected in the second haH of 
(prado and Frondizi) carne to power by making an electoral accord 

party. In Peru this accord produced a relatively stable gov
{,;!,'¡i.tio,n that lasted to the end of Prado's presideney in 1962. In Ar-' 

by contrast, such an ongoing accord was not permitted, and Frondi-
,ermI«":' was far less stable. Yet neither of these govemments was 

in tackling many of the most urgent poliey issues of the day, a 
of growing concem to various sectors, including the military. In AI
this failure was .in some respects directly attributable to the ban and 

,P(Jli1'ic,'¡ erises it produced. In Peru the failure was not as directly due 
although the enforced conservatization oi APRA, Prado's eoali

in conjunction with the ban was certainly an important part of 
in which the Prado government failed to address a broader policy 

pr<osicienci,,,of Prado and Frondizi were both ended by a coup in 1962, 
to block the electoral success of the banned party. Both coun

¡n:temo govemments that assumed only a caretaker, transitional 
Il:ew elections in 1963,71 which in both countries were won by 

(Belaúnde and Illia) who had a middle-class base and lacked a 
constituency. The authority of both these weak middle-c1ass 

was dramatically undennined by the intense opposition of the 
and/or the labor movement. 

;eq!uently, confranted with the failure oi these governments and the 
further electians in which the banned party seemed likely to 
gains, the military intervened once again, in Peru in 1968 and 

in 1966. This time, instead of brief transitionaI govemments, the 
',"","0 estabhshed long-term mihtary rule intendéd to supersede the 

electoral system. 

"he P'li")J'ose oI our study, it is crucial tbat Argentina ¡¡nd Peru passed through these 
in this analytic perlod, but simply a coincidence tbat these steps occurred in 

same years-i.e., 1962 and 1963. 
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Shaping the Political Arena 

aBSERVER even casually acquainted with 20th-century Latin American 
will not be surptised by the suggestion that the labor movement and 

:a",-j,'b'JI relations have played an important role in the region's develop-
. Likewise, it is a familiar observation that the evolution of state-Iahor 

has seen hoth major episodes of state domination of the labor move
and also dramarle instances of labor mobilization by aetoIs within the 
and that these experiences have had important ramifications for the 
evolution of national politics. It is more novel to construct a model of 

,p"lltlC"" change and regime dynamics in Latin America that builds upan an 
of the dialectical interplay between labor control and labor mcibih

This book has developed such a modeL Obviously, the argument is 
labor politics and state-Iabor relations can, by themselves, explain 

pattems of change. Rather, the focus on these issues provides an op
'tic,tlIroug:h which a larger panorama of change can be assessed and, in part, 

book has examined a crucial historical transition, referred to as the 
incorporation period, which brought the fust sustained and at least 

n~~~:~l:~~~successful attempt by the state to legitimate. and shape an institu
;,:; labor movement. These initiatives were accompanied by a broader 

oi social and econ.omic reforms and an important perlod of state-building. 
policy du..-ing thls period placed varying degrees of emphasis on the 

of the labor movement and the mobilization of labor support, and 
variations had a profound impact on the subsequent evolution of poli

playing a central role in shaping the national political arena in later de-

incorporation periods and their impact have been analyzed witbin 
was called the critical juncture framework, which suggests that politi

cannot be seen only as an incremental process. Rather, it also 
periods of dramatic reorientation-such as the incorporation peri

commonly occur in distinct ways in different countries, Ieaving 
"CorrtI'astiILg historicallegacies. 

The book explores a series of analytically comparable, but chronologically 
periods that emerged sequentially in each country: the period of 

"oligarchic state," the incorporation period, and the aftermath and heri-
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746 SHAPING THE POLITICAt 

tage of incorporatian. The centerpiece of the historical argp.ment is 
parison of incorporatian periods. We fust distinguish between cases 
incorporation and party incorporation. -In state incorporatioll, which 

terized Brazil and Chile, the principal agency of t~~ ~:~~~~~lr~:~~~o:~~.~~ 
the legal and bureaucratic apparatus of the sta te, and 
was with depoliticizing the working class and exercising control 
toral organizations. In the authoritarian context within which 
poration occurred, few channels of labor expression or political 
existed. Sorne benefits to labor were .patemalistically extended 
new state-controlled unían structure, which, particularly in 
an agency for the distribution of state social welfare programs. At 
time, (pre)existing independent and leftist unions were repressed. 
incorporation, by contrast, along with the state's role, a political 
political movernent which later became a party was also crucial. 
cessions were extended to labor in the atternpt to win its political 
and typically, though not always, the left within the labor m')v"m,~ 
tolerated or co-opted, rather than repressed. Three subtypes of 
poration were distinguished, based on the distinct forros of P'",~,-¡"d 
hzation, thus yielding four types of incorporation periods (see 

In Uruguay and Colombia, party incorporation entailed the 
bilization of workers in the framework of two~party competition 
traditional parties that dated from the 19th century. With !he conc',mi', 
incorporating party to attract electoral support of the working class, 
tial policy concessions were made. However, in contrast to other 
party incorporation, the construction of union-party links was 
ginal aspect of the incorporation project (Colombia) or did not 
(Uruguay). The labor populism of Pero and Argentina saw extensive 
mobilization of labor by a newer, pop.ulist party that also constructed 
party links as a central feature of the incorporation project. Majar 
sions were granted to labor in exchange for its more extensive elE'c""", 
port and organizational affiliation. Finally, the radical populism of 
and Venezuela was similar, except that the electoral and orl;a,liz,abio~, 
corporation of the working class in the modern sector was acco.m]larlied 
parallel incorporation of the peasantry. Therefore, in addition to 
sions granted to labor, the incorporating government also made 
to the peasantry, particularly a commitment to agrarian reforffi, 
the possibility of a more comprehensive restructuring of property 
Explaining Different Types of Incorporation. The earlier part of 
sis sought to show how, after !he tum of the century, different 
corporation emerged out of the perlod of the oligarchic state. The 
labor incorporation arose froro two goals on the part of elites acting 
the state. The fust, which responded to rising worker protest, was to 
ize and institutionalize channels for the resolution of labor~capital 
and to control the radicalization of the working class. Labor issues 
rnands had become too disruptive and the inefficiency and uDw,,,¡,.abili! 
the coercive approach of repression was increasingly recognized by 
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748 SHAPING THE pe'LITIe" 

witrun both the oligarchy and the middle sectors. The second goal 
transform the laissez-faire oligarchic state, in which the middle 
politically subordina te, and to create a more activist state tbat 
new social responsibilities. The character of the accommodation 
tation between the refonn project and the oligarchic state 
politics of incorporation. In cases of confrontation, reformers 
mote labor mobilization as a political resource in the conflicto 

The scope of labor mobilization and herree the type of in,:orporatié 
ect that emerged can therefore be understood in part in terms of 
relation between the political strength DI the oligarchy toward the 
prior period and the degree to wmch this apdan of mobilization 
in the incorporation periodo This relationship captures the dynamics 
of the cases and brings into sharp focus the factors that led the 
countries, Peru and Argentina, to deviate from the pattem. 

The inverse relationship is most evident in the contrast between 
Chile, on the one hand, and Mexico and Venezuela, on the 
and Chile, the strong political position of the oligarchy provided 
work for accommodationist relations between it and the rising 
tors and hence for a control-oriented incorporation periodo In 

Venezuela, a disruption of clientelistic relations in the c~:~:~;~~:~.:~: 
relative erosion of oligarchic strength, which created an 
wide-ranging urban and rural mobilization that accompanied b' Oc"rIlor. 

Colombia and Uruguay may in .certain respects be seen as 
cases within this inverse relationship, to be understood in light 
character of their well-institutionalized, two-party systems. In 
tries the oligarchy was not united in a single political bloc. 
split between the two parties, which in many periods ce'nfrolo",d 
not only in intense electoral coropetition, but in armed cconilict, 
namic of deeply ingrained two-party competition created a major 
for the electoral mobilization of workeis, thus disposing these 
ward more mobilizational incorporation periods. At the same time, 
tradition of interparty alliances created the potential for building a 
bipartisan, antireformist coalition that could reunite elements of the 

chy and limit the scope of incorporation. Thus, although an i~:~:);r:~~~ 
toral mobilization occurred in the incorporation periods, this 
lianee blocked more elabora~e efforts at support mobilization such 
creation of strong organizationallinks between unions and the party. 
the political split in the elite-which represented a greater degree 
chic weakness than was found in Brazil and Chile-made rn,ot,ilizatic,n~ 
likely, yet the tradition of interparty alliances provided a basis for 
this roobilization. 

Peru and Argentina deviate from this inverse relationship. In both 
the oligarchy was in many spheres powerful on the eve of the reform 
yet its power suffered from a crucial "flaw./I In Argentina, the 
lack of a major electoral base in a peasantry placed it in a difficult 
in periods of free electoral competition. In Peru, an interaction betweell' 
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within the elite1 and a level of labor.·protest that was unusually in
·ven Peru's relatively low level of development, resulted in two epi
~ dramatic 10ss of control of the politieal system by the oligarchy, in 
o and 1918-20. Both episodes were followed by the repression of labor 

and control of the political system was restored. 
context of flawed political strength of the oligarchy, reform move

emerged in the 1910s in both Argentina (the Radicals) and Pero (Le
that undertook important policy initiatives, but that also suffered from 
was ultimately a decisive subordination to oligarchie interests. As a 
in both cases a labor ineorporation project was contemplated, but due 
to oligarchic opposition, it was aborted and postponed. The refonn 
ultimately failed, and overt oligarchic domination was reestablished 

1930" 
the incorporation perlod finally did occur in Peru and Argentina in 

me "'"''', it took a highly mobilizational form, due in part to the ongoing 
frustrations resulting from the long deJay and to an intemational 
c1imate in the 1940s supportive of popular mobilization. Yet as of 

these two countries were still characterized by the persistenee 
oligarchy that remained a powerful political, economic, and social 

. The political "collision/l between this oligarchy and the goals of the 
project would have important consequences for the subse

of incorporation. 
no",,,ortt,y that this account of the emergence of different types of 

¡~\:~~Ji~:~:;: seems to go further toward explaining the degree and form of 
:r~ initiated from aboye during the incorporation project than an

obvious factor: the prior scope of worker organization and protest, 
we will again refer to for the sake of convenienee as the "strength" of 

labor movement.2 A relevant hypothesis might be that strong labor 
lií,reLoe."" would "push" the leaders of the incorporation pr·ojeet to initiate 

extensive mobilization. 
arraying the cases in terms of the scope of mobilization initiated from 
during the incorporation period-from Brazil and Chile with little or 

m"bi.li2:atiOI'" to Uruguay and Colombia, to Peru and Argentina, to Mex
Venezuela3 (see Table 5.1}---one finds no clear pattem. Of the two 

with the lowest levels of mobilization by the state, Chile had a strong 
movement, whereas the strength of the Brazilian labor movement was 

''1:~:~:~b~u~t~much more limited. Of the two cases with the highest levels 
i,c by the state, Mexico had one of the strongest labor move-

contrast to Uruguay and Colombia, where the divislons were more predominantly 
".",,"ilotl, these mvislons in Peru involved deep social and economic cleavages. 

See discussion in Chapter 3. 
It could be pointed out tbat the final two pairS-:-Peru and Argentina, and Mexico and 

','V""""¡',-,,e similar in the scope of mobilization in the modem sector fsee TabIe 5.1) 
therefore be viewed as "tied" on this variable for the purpose of the present 

",,,,,~,;.on,. However, in this case as well there seems to be no consistent patteming in 
'""0''''" early labor movement strength. 
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750 SHAPING THE POLITICAL 

ments, whereas Venezuela had arre of the weakest as of the star-t of . 
ration. With regard to the third pair, Argentina had the strongest 
ment in the regioll, whereas the scope of early labor movement de',eloPl'" 
in Peru was far more modesto Orre interesting regularity that does 
is the early'emergence of the incorporatian periods in Uruguay and 
in relation to the deve10pment of their labor movements. Yet we 
Chapter 4 that this was not due to the characteristics of th,eLab'JTm')y"mi 
so much as to the way the dynamics of irrtra-elite and interparty en~"~,,l 
pushed party leaders at an earlier point to rnake a political overture 
Hence, no systematic relationship between labor rnovement 
type of incorporatian perlad emerges, although at many points the 
of the labor movement was an important issue in the analysis. 
The Legacy of Incorporation. Against the backdrop of the 
different types of incorporation projects, the central concern of the 
been with tracing their consequences through subsequent periods (see 
8.2). To understand the heritage of state incorporation, it is useful to 
the generalization that in Latin America, labor movements tend to 
politicized, and ll, as under state incorporation, this politicization is 
moted by the state duríng the incorporation perlod, it tends to 
from within society in a way that may readily escape state control. 
curred dramatically ín the 1930s in Chile and began to occur in 
1945. This radicalization was a principallegacy of the failure to fi11 
space that was a basic characteristic of state .incorporation. 

In the cases of party incorporation, the heritage derived in i· rnl'OI·'a.n,'" 
sure from the playing out, during the aftermath period, of the OPI)osi'il,,} 
polarization generated by incorporation. The events of the aftermath 
tuted, in the language of Chapter 1, the "mechanisms of production" 
legacy. One can summarize these events it;l terms of a "modal" 
change followed by most of the countries. The conservative I""ellOlO 
corporation genera11y culminated in a COUp4 which instituted an 
ian period that brought a more intense form of the conservative 
Later, when a more competitive regime was eventual1y restored, 
cases5 the party that had led the incorporation perlod underwent a 
conservatization in its program and policy goals. This eonser,.',ba'ion' 
flected the terms under which it was believed that the party could 
retain power (MexicoJ, maintain a newly constructed civilian regime 
zuela and Colombia), or be readmitted to the political game (Peru, and 
much lesser extent AIgentina).6 

This conservatization had several components. One involved the 

4 MeXÍco had a strong conservative reaction but avoided a coup. 
5 In Uruguay this transition was carried out in a way intended to channel the 

into the two traditional parties and away from the Ieft, but a conservatization of the 
rado Party did not occur at this time. 

6 In Argentina, conservatization under these terms might be said to have occurred 
period of Vandor's leadership in the mid-1960s, but it was not an overall chl",c""",i, 
the aftennath or heritage periodo 
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of a substantial limitation on working-class d~emand-making/ though 
party made a systematic eHort to retain its political ties with the working 

and/or the labor movement. Another was the introduction of mecha
to limit political conflict and ensure that the polarization earlier trig

by incorporation would not be repeated. In Mexico, this mechanism 
the form of strengthening the one-party dominant system¡ in Venezuela 
Colombia, it took the form of the party pacto In Peru and Argentina, 

the oligarchy remained strong and labor mobilization had been so ex
the residue of antagoni~ms from the incorporation perlod was in~ 

itihilJiling the regulation of conflict tlrrough the cooperation of the 
parties. Under these conditions the military attempted to limit con

through the veto of the fu11 participation of the populist party-enforced 
coups if necessary. Among me cases of party incorporation, only in Uru

did no conservatization take place at this point. 
party heritage of incorporation was summarized in terms of three di-

·(tt"us,ions:: whether there was a majority bloc in the electoral arena located 
at the center of the political spectrum, whether the union movement 

organizationally linked to parties of the center, and whether the union 
me,vernc:nt was usually in the goveming coalition. These three outcomes 

impoItam' measure a result of the dynamics of the incorporation and 
ájterrna,h periods. The incorporation period was the critical juncture in 

working class was or was not electorally mobilized by and orga
Ítú:atJion,allly linked to a reformis~ party, wruch thereby gained the potential 

to form a majority bloc. Where neither of these occurred (the cases 
incorporation), attempts to form a majority bloc based on labor mo

j!bili2:a'ion during the aftermath period failed. Where one or both of these ac
.C"""'" 'Iw.ccases of partyincorporation), the important question was whether 

aftermath period the pol~rization and opposition that resulted from 
labor mobilization was worked out in a way that me potential to form 

effective centrist majority bloc was realized. Different combinations of 
three dirnensions led to distinct regime dynamics, with Brazil and 
en,el"ging as what we characterized as multiparty, polarizing systems¡ 

.·Nle,oe,o and Venezuela as hegemonic, integrative party systems¡ Uruguayand 
'C:oh,tnlbia as cases of electoral stability and social conflict¡ and Peru and AI

."gentmaas instances of political stalemate. 
I in Brazil and Chile, in the context of state incorporation, the absence 
mobilization through a multiclass, populíst party during the incor

;poIa'ion period contributed to a legacy of a highly fractionalized party sys-
and the affiliation of labor to parties that were either out of power or 
formally "in," but were junior partners in governing coalitions: With 

government having few or no poli tic al ties to the labor movement, and 
lacking means of hegemonic control, the labor movement, assigned to 

a 100sIi'ion of virtuaIly permanent opposition, underwent a process of radical
.,'."'M', as did the non-communist parties with which it was affiliated. In 

Again, Uruguay is an exception. 
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Figure 8.2 Incorporation and Its Legacy 

Chile and Brmil Uruguay and Colombia Perll and Argentina Mexico and Venezuela 

Incorporatian 

Aftermath" 

Regime Outcome 
in 1960s 
and 1970s 

State Incorporation 

1920-31 1930-45 
I I 

Depolíticization 
aad Control 

Depoliticization. Paternalis
tic beneRrs. Left repressed. 

1931-52 1945-60 
I I 

Aborted Poplllism 

Failure of "belated" populist 
attempt to create a multi
class center. Labor affiliated 
with radical or radicalizing 
opposition parties. 

PoliticaI polarizatíon and 
policy immobilism. Na
tianal executive maves to 
the left. 

1973 1964 
Coup Coup 
I I 
Broad coup coalition, mili" 
tary intervention. 

1903-16 1930-45 
I I 

Electoral Mobilization 
by Traditional Party 

Electoral mobilization only. 
Substantial or major conces
sions to labor. Left tolerated. 

1916-45 1945-60 
I I 

Reinforcing traditioaal 
Two-Party Systems 

Pacts amang traditional par
tieso Growth of left in syndi
cal arena and in Uruguay in 
electoral arena. 

1973 
Caup 
I~-----
Inpeasing militarizatíon oí 
state in context where tradi
tional parties retain power. 
Coup in Uruguay, not in 
Colombia 

a As noted in Chapter 7, the herítage period averIaps with the aftermath periodo 

Party Incorporation 

1939-48 1943-55 
I I 

Labor Populism 

Electoral and organizational 
mobilization. Major conces
sioos to labor. Left co-opted 
or repressed. 

1948-60 1955-60 
I I 

"Difficlllt" and 
"Impossíble" Games 

Populist party banned. Labor 
either in opposition or 
forced into subordinate role 
in coalitions. 

Military interventions block 
electoral victories of popu
list partíes. 

1968 1966 
Coup Coup 

I I 
Military coup. 

1917-40 1935-48 
I I 

Radical Populism 

Electoral and organizational 
mobilization. Encompasses 
rural sector. Major conces
sions to labor. Left cooper-
ates. 

1 
1940-52 1948-63 
I I 

Transformatíon of 
Maiority Coalition 

Populist party retaios or re
gains power and moves to
ward center, reconstituting ~ 
conservative "caalition oi . 

',i 

Mexico: one-party system¡ 
Venezuela: electoral compe
tition among two cooperat
ing parties. 

I~~~~~

Regime continuity. 
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addition to these p~rties, the labor movement also had clase 
munist parties. During the 19605 and 19705, when new OP'PO,¡¡ti,,~ 
ments, polarizatioll, and political crisis were expe.rienced thl:ou,ghQi) 
America, this legacy played a central role in the process of m,"",.ILZa,tii 
occurred in both countries, though the radicalization in 
a more limited scale. The growing strength of the Ieft culrncin,ate<ii 
tual aI apparent victory: in Chile, an electoral front of ""m"st 
the presidential e1ection in 1970; and in a different way the 
Brazil also moved the presidency to the left after 1961. As 
decisiOI~al paralysis proceeded in both countries; a broad 
forrned and the military intervened, establishing an extended 
tary rule and attempting to eliminate the polítical system that 

tage of incorporation. 
If Brazil and Chile were "negativeJl on a11 three dimensions, 

Venezuela were just the opposite, "positive" on all three. In 
the party that led the incorporation perlad roobilized both labor 
support and was able to establish electoral dominance. By the 
tennath, a conservatization of !he populist party allowed for 
of broad coalitions based on the incorporating party, either alone 
in cooperation with other parties (Venezuela). Maintaining close 
the labor movement, !bis party provided the state with Ie¡¡[ti.mac) 
fered the government important political resources with which 
the opposition movements and crises of the 1960s and 1970s. 

Colombia and Uruguay were intermediate cases, differing 
and Venezuela largely due to the absence of strong or¡;ardz,ati,oD,a1 
tween the labor movement and the incorporating party. In the 
ods in both countries, the vote of the working c1ass in iIllp,,,tant',¡ 
remained tied to the traditional parties, but labor confederations 
less closely linked to these parties, and both coUlitries experienced 
cant increase in labor militancy. In the face of worker and gu,errill¡¡; 
lenges during the period of polarization and crisis in the 1960s. 
Uruguay and Colombia experienced social conflict and substantlal 
zation of the state, even though the traditional parties did not lose 
the electoral arena, although the ldt did grow significant1y in 
Uruguay this militarization of the state went further, to the . 
culminated in the coup of 1973. Factors that help account for this 
between the two countries, within the framework of many comro'Jruu 
inelude the greater labor radicalization in Uruguay¡ the more 
pact of the guerrilla insurgency on national institutions¡ the.uDsel:t1ing 

of the left's growing electoral strength¡ the long-term declme of the 
sector which undermined the economic base for the Uruguayan 
heavy' commitment to welfare spending¡ and the much greater . 
the Uruguayan govemment in shifting economic models to address 

nomic decline. 
Finally, Peru and Argentina were similar to Mexica and Venezuela 

three dimensions with one exception: the labor roovement was not 
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coilition. A central feature of the heritage of il1corporation was 
an electorally strong populist party that was thereby relegated 

il'e'Pp,osition role for much (Peru) or a11 (Argentina) of the later 1950s 
This ban reflected a legacy,of antipathy between populist and 

Pj;';~;:Slf:o~rces that had no counterpart in the other six countries. 
l' and anti-Aprismo were fundamental points of reference in 

life, and populist/antipopulist antagonisms encompassed not only a 
dimension, but also reflected profound cultural antagonisms. These 

and this ban played a centr.al role in the distinctive pattem ¿f 
stalemate in the 1950s and 1960s. This stalemate was one of the 
conditions that led to the coups of 1968 (Pero) and 1966 (Argentina), 

that--lilllil,.e the "veto" coups oí the early 1960s in these two coun

c-i:~::::;:::;eIOng-tenn military rule through which the military 
it the stalemated party system. 

DciJn<oIwie, if one considers the implications of the failure to:fill political 
state incorporation experiences of Chile and Brazil, the scope of 

,ilization in the different types of party incorporation, and the contrasting 
which the conservative reaction to party incorporation was accom

one can arder a large body oí information concerning the political 

'áI"I'ysi:s has traced out the heritage of incarporation to one of two end 
of the countries (Brazil, Chile, Uruguay, Peru, and Argentina), 

dyna-?ric that derived from incorporation inhibited the estab· 
of stable pattems and ultimately resulted in a military coup that 
to bring this political dynamic to an abrupt end. In the other coun· 

,I~~exi<:o, Venezuela, and Colombia), the legacy was a more stable pat
endured, with no dramatic end point. For the fust five cases the 

extended to this coup, whereas for the other tbree it extended to 
[o>:irrLately 1980. The question of what happened beyond these periods 

arises; how long did !he heritage of incorporation persist? Though no 
answer could be given as of the late 1980s, a few comments can be 

the five countries where coups overtumed the civilian regimes and 
:errupted established pattems of party politics, Brazil and Chile experi

longest periods of military rule and elaborate attempts by the mil
impose new political structures. In both countries, the political proj-

the military was to purge the left, rid the country of the prior political 
and establish new institutions that would prevent the recurrence of 
polítical dynamics of ridicalization, polarization, and decisional pa
In both cases, the military oversaw a long and complex period of con

tution-m,m:gelcing and electoral engineering in an attempt to create a new 
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civilian political arena restrlcted to actors it eonsidered ac·ce]Jta,b 
cases, too, this effort failed. 

In Brazil, by the end of the 1980s the transition troro a milit,lrV 
ocratic regime was eompleted, wíth the new eonstitution 
dentia! elections at the end of 1989 capping a long proeess 
earlier introduction of elections at other leve!s and, in 
of civilian rule with the inauguration of President Samey. 
itary had gone through contortions of institutional expe,rinJ:"" 
tempting to find a solution first in a two-party system 
party system. Yet what immediately emerged, as the ~.~~t.~" 
and a strong bandwagon effect produced treroendous 
tion, was on the surface a one-party dominant system 
which won about 70 pereent of the presidential vote in the 
in late 1984, eorobined with splintering and . 
the party system. However, just as in the 1946-64 
condude little about regime dynamics froro the formal 
party system, so in the past-military perlod after 1985 the 
large party was deeeiving. Indeed, after the long interruption 
and the great effort of the military government to design and 
political regime, what was strildng was the apparent re"p],e'tranc"c,i 
the oId dynamics. 

Hidden under the daminant-party facade was an emerging 
tionalization that hecame more roarked as the S.arney govemlm"Ii, 
Intemally, the PMDB could not hold its diverse faetions 
nessed for example by the defection from the party af 
PSDB. Even more striking was the level of fraetionalization 
plicit in the 1989 elections: no fewer than 24 presidential caIldi·dat, 
threw their hats into the ring and the two wh? made it to 
election represented parties that jointly he1d less than 5 pew,n'"o 
gressional seats.8 . --

As this pattem indica tes, parties in Brazil cantinued to he 
weak. Indeed, unlike the case of Chile, the post-military 

were largely new. Nevertheless, the potential for a r:;;~~:::::,~!:¡ 
dynamic seemed evident. Interparty (ar interfactional) 
ideological or programmatic lines reappeared. Tbis pattern 
ident in the bloes that formed in the Constituent Assembly oí 
neau 1989). In addition, an the right the private sector resumed 
in political and electoral affairs through its organization, FIESP. 
time the labor movement seemed to be in a similar eoalitional 
that in the pre-1964 perlod, that is to say, in a position 

autonomy. As in the pre-1964 period, umons had some cOlon"ctlo"} 
PMDB and other center-left parties, but these links did not p"Jvidetl 
of mechanisms for labor eoneiliation and class eompromise 
such as Mexico and Venezuela. A new element, however, was the 

8 New YOIk Times, Nov. 20, 1989. 
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which was founded on the basis of the workers' movement that 
the late 19708. The PT achieved unanticipated el~ctoral success 

elections at the end of 1988, and it emerged as the second*place 
the initial round of the 1989 presidential contest.9 The potential 

polarization could be seen in the callapse of the PMDB as a broad 
tc,oalition representing a viable electoral force and its replacement by 

clearly identified with the right and Ieft. Indeed, the nmoff elec
a free market candidate Fernando Collar de Mello, the ultimatfi 

Luis Inácio da Silva (Lula), .1eader of the strike movement of 
and faunder of the PT. 

the,rv'Ol:dmight be added abaut the reactivation of the Brazilian labor 
which began with the Sao PauIo strikes of the late 19708 and 

thwogh the civilian regime with the formation of two new labor 
CUT and the CGT, and with protest against economic stabili

i¡',Jü"ies. To many analysts-who focused on the high leve! of state 
the union movement introduced during the Vargas govemment 
and early 1940s and on the subsequent retention of that legal 

through the military period-labor reactivation in the 1970s 
:¡iovelme,nt came as a surprise. The socioeconomic change Brazil had 

during the military periad was typically invoked as an explana
with the economie flmiracle" and sustained high rates of 

military regime oversaw a process of industrial expansian and 
of a larger, more skilled labor force, working and living in con

of industrial productian. This "new" working class was aften 
lm,vi,din,g the basis for the labor activation that began in the late 

these .socioeeanomic changes were undeniably part of the expla
labor aetivism of the 1970s and 1980s was no surprise from the 
of the present analysis, which plaees more emphasis on the dy
in rnotion by the incorporation experience, particularly on two 

evolving legacy: the relative political autonomy of the labor 
, from goveming eentrist parties and the consequent polarizing dy

was most apparent whenever eontroIs were relaxed~that is, 
Ílll,H94()s and in the last years before the 1964 eoup. The reemergence 
<t'en,iel,ciles with the return to an open regime is an outeome that 
íf,,,,,jci.pated from the perspective of the present analysis. 

Il§ci.~~~:l~~lii~~ in important areas of poliey seemed to be reemerging, 
~ in sharp vaeillations of eeonomie poliey, suggesting yet 

of eontinuity with the heritage of incorporation in Brazil. 
:,nmLtary regime, as it was preparing its exit, was unable to imple~ 
'taloilbctilJn poliey over any sustained period, in part beeause of the 
ipre"mre that accompanied the regime opening. The vacillation of 

runner-up, with nearly the same level of electoral support as Lula, was a fa
the popuhst left, Leonel Brizola. 
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the 2ivilian govemment beginning in 1985 in confronting the 
and debt issues was reminiscent oí post-1950 Brazil. 

In Chile, the transition to a democratic regime was just occuning iV, 
December 1989 elections, the first sínce the CQUP of 1973. 
terful in bis capacity to dominate the political arena during 15 
itary rule, General Pinochet miscalculated on the last step of 
laid out plans and, at the end of 1988, lost the plebiscite """ 'WUUl( 

paved the way faI introducing a civilian regime under his 
tute1age. With .this defeat, suppart faI the proregime forces 
rhage. The ability of opposition groups to work together lar 
paign in the plebiscite provided the basis faI ongoing co'op"ratic'n 
fonnation oí a single opposition list for the 1989 elections. Thus, 
a strong electoral pole of opposition was created. The Christian 
Party was the anchor of the new 17-party Concertation of Parties 
racy (CPD) and provided its presidential candidate, Patricio Aylwiri( 
cisively won the election. 

Yet, despite the emergence oi a majority electoral bloc, thee :~:;:p~~; 
a polarizing dynaruic could certainly not be ruled out. The u 
CPD could well be iragile. As Pinochet's power dissipated, 
aruendments, ratified in a July 1989 plebiscite, were forced 
these included a provision backing off from the ban on """x,", 
cause oi the short interval to the December elections, thiS~':i~~~!~~ 
have much of an impact on those elections, but it had clear . 
the future. Also, on the right, some consolidation had heen 
the cooperation of forces representing the political (RN) and ec<on,oITLic,(~ 
right, though a host of pro-Pinochet parties were not included "' Qtnr" ,m 
challenge to the CPD. In short, by the end of 1989 a great ffil11tiplic:i 
parties continued ta exist in Chile-and aften the sarue pre-1973 
the moment, they had solidified around two majar electoral 
was impossible to predict that these political blocs would endure, 
fractionalize, as occurred in Brazil. In addition, the prospect of 
litical polarization could certainIy not be discounted. The CPD was 
ted to an economic policy that would not represent a majar depar"rre ," 
that of the final years of the Pinochet perlod, raising the possibility 
petuation of economic hardships that could produce a strong res', ir¡¡"rL' 
new foons of opposition politics. 

MeXÍco and Venezuela did not undergo the sharp regime di"eo.ntin"i 
introduced in Brazil and Chile by military coup. Yet bemnd the relanve< 
tinuity of regimes in Mexico and Venezuela, one must inquire about 
lying changes. Rapid urbanization and social change had important 
quences far both of the parties that earlier led the incorporation 
the context of urbanization, the dec1ining demographic and .. 
tance of peasants cut into a majar pillar of support for bath the 
at the same time that these parties, traditionally dependent on mobUi","B 
through sectoral organizations, were unable to win much support 
swelling urban infoonal sector. With the eeonomie crisis of the 
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iir,mentwas eonstrained in its ability to oHer material payoffs to sustain 
co.,uitomo.lndeed, the austerity and stabilization policies prompted by the 

as well as a more general turn to ee.onomic restructuring, took a 
on growth, employment, and real wages. In both countries, land 

vÍlctually ground to a halt, and there was some evidence of the emer-
a new, incipient, more combative unionism, though this remained 
to assess. 

seemed in a better position than Mexico to absarb these pres
change, since during the postincorporation period Venezuela made' 

iaIlSition to an electoral basis of legitimacy and moved to a competitive . 
thereby opening a channel fer expressing opposition and discontent 

the bums out." Somewhat paradoxically, however, in the 
the regular altemation of the two parties in the presidency was inter
In 1984 AD's Carlos Andrés Pérez was succeeded in the presidency 

party member Jaime Lusinchi, and five years later Pérez retumed 
Nevertheless, cooperation between AD and COPEI re

a significant feature of the Venezuelan regime, and the ongoing need 
cooperation was evident in the failure of AD to win a majority in 

of Congress in the 1988 election. 
l1'11",ic'" the PRI's capacity to cope initially seemed impressive. Follow-

of the debt crisis in 1982, the govemment instituted an ortho

ei~~;'~;:t:s~h:~o,~c:'kJ;t:r:eatment and began to reorient the economy along lib;1 with some variations, it sustained these policies and 
the economic restructuring during the entire presidency of de la 

1982 to 1988. The result was the fust presidential term since 
'evohltion showing no economic growth, a general drop in the standard 

and a dramatic decline in real wages. Moreover, ibis occurred with 
little protest or mobilization of popular sector opposition; and 

the conservative PAN was able to present a greater challenge in the 
elections of 1985, the parties of the left were not very successful in 

on this situation. As 1988 opened, the government engineered a 
pact between labor and capital that once again seemed to confirm the 

of the PRI to negotiate and bargain with majar social groups. 
July 1988 elections, however, discontent burst forth in the dramatic 
oi Cuauhtémoc Cárdenas, son of the former president, who broke 
PRI to stand as an opposition candidate on a reformist platform of 

d~~;~~;:~i~:: nationalism, and a policy reorientatian that would address 
~'f issues of social justice and equitable development. Even if ane 

the affieial results, rather than Cárdenas's claim of victory in the 
race with the PRI and the PAN, the PRI was reduced to just half 

votes, an outcome that seemed to mark the initiation of a new era. 
a time when past pattems of negotiation and conciliation in Mexico 
limited by the constraints of economic policy and when symbolic as-

were wearing thin as pblicy moved to the right, a potential opposi
appeared to undermine the hegemonic regime in a way that did 

to be the case for Venezuela. Strong pressures emerged within 
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Mexico to hold genuinely competitive elections. Social 
tion gr'-;ups Oil both the right and the lett, which had 

cluded in the PRI's system of negotiations, demandde~d~~;~~~.~~;l;1 
and democratizatian with increasing vehemence . .El 

the PRI had earlier wanted to democratize the party i', ",'maUy. 
represented only the most recent, though certainly 
these. Even the PRI faction associated with President 
tari sensed that a transition from negotiation and clilerltelism 
suppart would be more consonant with a liberalization oí 
which the market was left free to impose hardsrup. Yet . 

difficult, being opposed by groups that benefited from,t~hi;e't~:~;'i:lii¡ 
was not clear to what extent the Salinas forces could p 

go of the traditional pattems of suppa!t, particularly with the 
tality oí the Cardenist opposition. 

Though the future was unpredictable, at the end of 1989 it 
contemplate perhaps three scenarios, which differed with re,;p"ctt~ 
cess of Cárdenas's PRD. The first focused on the capacity of 
variety of political and coercive resources including blatant 
along with repressive measures that targeted PRD activists, 
Cárdenas challenge and remain a majority party, if no 10lIg"ra.' 
party in the same sense. In tbis scenario, the PAN would 
limited opposition force, substantially cooperating with the 
shared economic policy. This strategy seemed to be that of 
government inaugurated at the end of 1988 (R. Collier fOIth"OLQinlg 
second, the PRI would not be successful in tbis strategy 
long runo Instead, the newly formed PRD of the Cárdenas 
mam a viable and more institutionalized challenger, and the 
would compete openly as two more evenly matched parties, 
in a more secondary role. In this case, broader cooperation oet,,'eell! 

and the PAN to meet the PRD challenge seemed a s:;,~!l:;~:~~:::';~~.~ 
such cooperation was evident in the politics of the new 
two-and-a-half party system, a dynamic of convergence would 
into play. It would seem probable that the PRI, in order to cOlm"et" iI 
PRD, would have no choice but to moderate its economic 
attract the support of its traditional rnass constituencies. For . 
PRD in many ways, aside from its cornmitment to competitive 
represented the same nationalist, reformist rhetoricalJideological 
torically occupied by the PRI, though abandoned by it in the 
from its rhetoric, its pIogram was moderate and pragmatic, explilcitlyí 

nizing economic constraints and the new economic r:a~,:~";',:~i~!'~ 
PRI program was responding. However, fOI the PRD, the new 
that a simple retum to old formulae was not possible. In the third 
likely scenario for Metico, a massive defection from the PRI would 
the PRD. The Iesult, in sorne sense, would be the replacement of 
with the PRD as a kind of resurrected and renamed PRM (the popullist 
of the 1930s incorporation period), a dominant, progressive party, 
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the same kind of formallinkages to the labor movement, t:.,hough 

four pairs of countries, Uruguay and Colombia constituted the 
which one country had a coup and the other did noto In Uruguay, 

efforts of the military during more than a decade of harsh author
to eliminate or subdue actors they deemed responsible for the 

with the transition to democIacy in the mid-1980s the earlier 
,terist;es of the party system were quickly restored: the strong electoral 

the Colorados and the Nationals, a significant role fOI the elec-' 
and a pluralistic labor movement affiliated with the left. 
as of the 1980s, the electoralleft in Uruguay became more impor
left coalition, the Frente Amplio, increased its vote between the 

1984 elections from 18 to 21 percent. Subsequently in 1989, despite 
¡e¡"eti.on oí a cluster of small parties from the Frente, it gained roughly 

of the seats in both chambers of the legislature, and, togetheI with 
that had split from the coalition, won around 30 percent oí the 
lower chamber. The Frente also won the municipal election in 

"".,,;o •. ,n with 34 percent of the vote. This was a significant outcome, 
Montevideo contained roughly half the country's population and be

victory gave the Frente the post oí mayor in the capital city. 
rls ,sh()willlg might be taken to suggest a potential process of polarization, 

assessment should be evaluated with caution. It could be argued 
in the polarized context of the early 1970s, the Uruguayan electoral 

been more moderate than that, for instance, in Chile. Relatedly, witb 
the electoral outcome of 1984, it is notewortby that the title of 

""" 0'''1 analysis of the 1984 election refened to it as a "Triurnph of the 
These considerations, plus tbe deflation of developmental expecta-

tbe profouridly changed political climate O! the 1980s, made the im
potential for polarization Hmited. Further, given Uruguay's reason

performance, sorne of the gravest aspects of the earlier 
crisis seemed to have been superseded. Nonetheless, with an im-

left in the electoral arena and a labor movement strongly linked to 
the possibility of a renewed political crisis could be substantial in a 

presented an opportunity for polarization. 
the late 1980s, Colombia bad experienced four decades of regime con
The two traditional parties continued to perpetuate their strong elec-

domilll'lll(:e, though with a modest change in interparty relations in the 
after 1986, President Virgiho Barco of the Liberal Party ended the 
of coparticipation with the Conservatives, opening the possibility 

vigorous two-party competition. 
:-rOl~e,rer, notwithstanding this step, which could potentially lead to 

competitiveness, a central issue remained unaddressed: the stability 
two-party system ~as so extreme as to produce a strong delegitimation 
regime, with low voting rates, extensive violence on the right, the 

)~;~~~,_guerrilla insurgency on the ldt, and widespread frustration with 
"~ order. In tbe earIy to mid-1980s President Betancur had launched 
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a demacrarle ppening, introducing the election oi mayors at 
level faI the fust time and providing a channel through 
donal left could enter the electoral arena. As of the end of 
consequences of this new sphere of electoral competition 
assess. Yet it was clear that the initiative had not created 
space for political opposition. The electoral incorporation of 
successful, due both to the failure to sustain a cease-fire m''''IDlp 
surgent groups and to the systematic assassination of 
right-wing death squads . .These assassinations were part oi a 
harassment and killing of leaders of virtually any pI,og¡:essi·.ve pcilitl¡ 
that sought to maunt serious opposition to the government, 
that the political space for a legitimate opposition was very 
This harassment and killing seriausly debilitated the 
whase weakness at this paint was dramatieally refleeted in the 
strike of late 1988. 

The drug trade, though it may have given the eeonomy a 
boost, posed an enormous politica! problem, as the government 
cessfully to dea! with the drug lords, who fought baek with . 
sources. The already-high level of violence and killing that U"'""aIro¡ 
trafficking escalated into a sustained assault on the system 
the assassination of judges, poliee officers, and a minister of J', ""'C",a.~ 
through attacks on joumalists and newspapers that reparted 
issues or supported the government's carnpaign against the drug 
1989, the crisis further escalated with the spectacular . 
the government and the narcoties cartel, following the cartel's 
of the leading presidential candidate, Luis Carlos Galán. This 
threatened the authority of the state and raised questions about the 
the government to maintain basic policies, such as effectively 
criminals, that were essentia! to dealing with the narcoties trade. 

Thus, although the established two-party system did not seem 
ately threatened, Colombia faeed multiple erises, including eSI,eCl31.lY lne 
litical and legal crisis posed by the drug trade and the crisis of le¡~Clm"cy 
to the relentless assaults on the normal funetioning of virtually any 
political opposition. Yet, despite the depth of these crises, it was 
that drastie change was imminent. Hart1yn (1988:235) argues that 
lombian political proeess has eonfounded pessimists and disappointed 
mists. If the recent past is the best indicator of the irnmediate future, 
the proeess of ... political re-accommodation will be drawn-out, . 
and uneven." 

In Peru and Argentina the obvious point to make was that the 
pieee" of the ana1ysis of the heritage period~the ban on APRA and 
ism-no longer existed. In Argentina, the post-1966 military gO'veITII1Ierr 
which had self~confident1y launched its project to eliminate the pre-1966 
litieal system, collapsed in the face of massive social protest, and in 
after a decisive electoral vietory, Perón was allowed to assume the 
dency. An evaluation of the experirnent in Peronist rule from 1973 to 
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¡rJ,o¡entü,lly be used as a comparison case to explore the " counterfac
',""e"ti,on of what a Peronist government would have been Hke, had it ~. 

in the 19505 or 1960s. Yet three complications during the 1973 
period made the situation so distinetive that such an exercise is du

Perón's death in 1974; the political incompetence of rus wife Is
de Perón, who succeeded him in the presidencYi and the ex-

;pohlJi,"l:ionof Argentine poHtics at that time, including a majar urban 
and exceptionally high levels of violence and killing on both tbe 
right. This insurgency and violence occurred in the seeond phase' 
radiealization discussed in Chapter 7. It therefore posed a far 

tel:ellal""""" than in most of the other countries or in Argentina in the 

01lU"""'5 this failed experiment in reintegrating Peronism into the politi
the military government, which ousted the Peronists in 1976, 

its infamous "dirty war" against the "subversives" and initiated a 
economic project that-in conjunction with the heavily 

exchange rate and the ernerging debt crisis-produced an eeo
"",",,,el. Discredited by the scope oi repression and by the economic 

, the armed forces made things worse through military adventur
the debacle of the Falklands/Malvinas war with Great Britain, which 

dramatieally. 
1983 election that followed the precipitous collapse of the military 

the Radieals lO won with the help of various factors, including their 
close identification with the human rights m'ovement that had 

out of the military repression and also a poor choice oi candidates 
Peronists. However, the Peronists became well estabHshed as the sec-

in a competitive two-party system, and in 1989 they won the pres
the election oI Carlos Saúl Menem. As noted aboye, following 

of the ban on Peronism, the Peronists had prev{ously assumed the 
in 1973. However, at that point their assumption of power was 

as a desperate attempt to find a solution to the extraordinary crisis 
Átge:ntine politics. In 1989, the Peronists' succession to the presidency 

-eomparisofi, a routine transfer of power. In faet, remarkably, 1989 
fust time in Argentine history that a president who carne to office 
a fully free election was replaced by a president oi a different party 
carne to office through a fulIy free election. 

f~¡otwilthst,mdiI,g these important steps toward institutionalizing a com
regime, among the four countries with newly established civilian 
in place by 1989, Argentina was the most actively threatened by mil-

rebellions, with repeated crises revolving around the prosecution of of
in connection with their role in the earHer military repression. Later 
term, President Alfonsín sought to mitigate these erises by lirniting 

:,c' ----- of prosecutions, and shortly after coming to office in 1989, Presi
Menem granted a broader amnesty that played an important role in al-

"'"'"",,the decline of the UeR! in the 19605, the UCRP adopted the old party name. 
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leviating military E.ensian. The severe economic crisis and 
new forms of social protest over toad pnces posed ongoin:g thn,.ts 
standard of 20th-century Argentine history the country 
of at least sorne stability at the leve! of regime and of g~;;~i~;;~ 
tions, having achieved a competitive two-party system. 

In Peru, the post-1968 military govemment had assumed 
ambitious agenda faI restructuring the political system. To 
than in the other cases of rnilitary rule, the military's eff'orts.tio'; 
.but backfired. Seeking to undermine APRA, the military 
supported the Communist Party witbin the labor ID(lvem<mt 
ated its own labor comederation and a150 an organization 
zation called SINAMOS, which decisively raised, and then 
trated, expectations in the popular sector. These initiati,'es 
pushing much further the process of labor radicalization 
the late 1960s. By the end of the 1970s, APRA largely lost its 
nized labor, which came to be affiliated primarily with the 
deve10ped an important electoralleft, which, as in Uruguay, 
force aboye all in the national capital, where a leftist mayor was 
In comparing APRA's 10ss oI the labor movement and oI 
port with Peronism's ongoing strength in that sector, one 
acy of APRA's conservatization in the 1950s and 1960s. 

During the transition in Peru to a civilian regime in the hite 
on APRA was superseded and the party was allowed to playa 
Constituent Assembly of 1979 and in the general elections of 
la Torre died in 1979, exactly 60 years after he launched his 
in the worker-student protests oI the late 191Os, yet witbout 
his dream of becoming president of Peru. Belaúnde regained 

·in 1980, in part due to a poor choice oI candidates by"'"lV'." 
the next presidential election APRA finally won under the Ie"dersIIip 
Gilrcía. Trus might seem to be a major step toward establisrung a 
two-party system, as in Argentina. Yet Belaúnde and bis party, 
discredited in 1985 after his presidential term that the party's 
meted in the election of that year. What seemed instead to be 
a multiparty system with a substantialleft¡ APRA, whose nolieies .'id 
ical posture mnge from the center-Ieft to the center-right¡ and a 
smaller center-right to conservative parties. 

Qne of the major questions about Alan García's presidency 

11 This represents again a partial parallel with the Argentine election of 1983 
in both cases involving candidates fram the more "unsavory" wing of these 
gone through so many years of underground struggle and that had de"el"p"d 
ented toward thuggery and political violence. In Argentina this involved 
the second most impartant public office in the country, the govemor of 
Buenos Aires, who was a leader lrom the trade-union wing oI Peronism and 
be a major liability to the party in an apen electoral contest. In Peru, the p",,"len.'; 
didate ol 1980 had a background in the búfalo wing af the party Iwhich had 
moted the use of thugs in APRA's "security" operations). 
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wIle1:h,,,he would use APRA's renewed access to state resources in 
win back party control of the labor movement. Interestingly, he 

,c,Vhe","sAPRA's historie appeal to the working class had been to the 
j10velnent in the formal sector, Garda deemphasized this traditional 

a broader appeal oriented more eentrally toward Peru's 

",i:~::~~s,ector. j; of his presidential term, Carda was perceived by many 
his administration off to a good start. Yet throughout his years 

was bede.viled by grave problems: Peru's severe eco~omic diffi-' 
Sendero Luminoso insurgency, which departed from the tradition 

¡'¡.Aro.oneruo guerrilla movements in its extreme use of terror and 
1989, was proving to be increasingly powerful¡ the distortion of 

economie relations through the growing prevalence of drug traf
growing corruption of the police and tbe ineffectiveness of the 
and the prison systemj and drarnatically rising levels of social 

Carcía a1so conunitted a series of policy blunders including a 
y."",etlted nationalization of Peruvian banks, whieh produced a con

with the banking sector that the president dramatically lost. At 
his term, García was fully as discredited as Belaúnde had been in 

changes in Pero had three crucial components. First, as in Argen
on the populist party was no longer a fact of polities. Second, as 
a substantial new electoralleft had emerged. Third, in contrast 

ongoing dominant role in the Argentine labor "movement, 
j.,·.elvlost its position in the Peruvian labor movement, and in a new 

,eC(mOlIÚC context, in whieh the formal sector was declining and the 
appeared to be of rising importance, APRA did not seek to 

old constituency. Finally, among the eight countries, Peru-along 
•. C:oI<,rn,bia~~w'as experiencing the most grave social and economic crisis, 
~pam.ea by severe delegitimation of the state and deterioration of the 

of state institutions. With these transformations, Peruvian poli-
probably the most changed in relation to earlier periods oI all the 

pattems of continuity and change among the full set of coun
summa.rized in Figure 8.3. This figure replicates Figure 7.2 from the 
chapter, locating the countries in terms of three dimensions: 
there was a centrist majority bloc in the electoral arena, whether 
movement was organizationally Hnked to a party or parties of the 

and whether the union movement wa.s usually in the governing CQ

In Figure 8.3, the eomers of the cube, which represent altemative 
in tenns of difierent combinations of the three variables, are num
facilitate identifieation of different trajectories of change. 
1980s closed, it seemed possible that both Brazil and Chile would 

at (or return to) Pole 7. fu both, the antigovernment forces at the end 
military regime initially carne together in impressive unity. In Brazil, 

'''unitv feU apart and a fraetionalized and potentially polarizing regime 
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Figure 8.3 Framework fOI Analyzing Trajectories of Change 

@ C~L and UR~U[:=;-

1/ 
@ t<=---------'-- PER and ARG CID 

(j) MEX and VEN _______ -Y @ 
Center 

Ves No 
Stable centrist majority bloc in electoral arena 

seemed' to be reemerging. Chile was, in a sense, a step behind 
gime evolution. Elections in the final days of the deeade would 
the retum to civilian rule. In connectlon with that transition, as 
substantial consolidation of opposition forces oecurred, forming the 
a new government. The stability of this electoral front would be 

tant issue of the next period. A further element affecting thh,e:o~':~:~1~ii 
renewed polarization in both countries was the internátional n 
Communist movements and the crisis of Marxism in Eastern 
the Soviet Union. Accompanying these deve10pments was a greater 
sus favoring market mechanisms, reinforced by the constraints of the _. 
crisis and IMF conditionality. .. 

Venezuela seemed likely to remain near Pole 1, showing Httle 

on any of the dimensions. With the left un~:b~le;::t.~o,~c:a~p~i~t;al~:i~z~e:~:::;~,~::iir~ discontent over economic poliey, a change 
likely. A potential source of change was the discontent over 
bilization policy, which dealt harshly with those who could least 
President Pérez quickly followed his inauguration in 1989 with a 
program of economic adjustment and stabilization. This was im'medi.t, 
greeted, in February 1989, with widespread rioting in which 300 to 500 
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In add:j.tion, relations between labor and the government grew in
tense, as wages dropped about 50 percent during 1989, according 

calculations. 12 Nevertheless, despite a potential tendeney toward a 
corobative labor movement, one could find no clear indieation of a 

of AD-labor tieso In the case of such a change in the labor sector, 
would be toward Pole 8, with greater social eonflict and perhaps 

reI1g!henü:¡g of AD-COPEI cooperation. 
direction of change in Mexico was harder to discern. The growing im

of PAN and the dramatie appearance of the Cárdemst movement 
to the end of the one-party hegemonic systern, a fundam:ental 

the significance of which should not be underestimated. Yet, none of 
seenarios sketched aboye represented a movement away from Pole 

way or another, it seemed likely that if a greater degree of competi
was introduced into the regirne, rnovement would be toward a 

more similar to that in Venezuela. That is, to the extent one-party 
rnlnancewas undermined, what might emerge was a "one-and-a-half" or 
,o-an,d-,a-Ilalf" party system with centripetal dynamics, a more open re

electoral competition among parties that tended toward 
pg,:anrmlaloic convergence. 

uluguay, the regime transition of 1985 largely restored the prior politi. 
. the two traditional parties still in a strong role and, as of 

of the presidency. The left sustained, and even strengthened 
"t,mtially, its position in relation to the ear1y 1970s in a pattern that 

be approaching that of a three·party system. Uruguay thus showed po
for rnovement toward Pole 7, though as noted aboye, in the political 

of the late 1980s, and given the politieal moderation of the Uru
electoralldt, even before the 1973 coup, polarization hardly seemed 

unment_ In Colombia the overwhelming dominance of the two tradhional 
persisted without interruption since 1958, and the electoral arena 

. largely closed to the left. Thus Colombia seemed more likely to 
at Pole 8, although as of the end of the 1980s the severity of the confron

the drug lords raised many questions about the future of the Co
political system. 

major innovation in the post-military regimes of Peru and Argentina 
end of the ban on the populist party.13 In the first eleetion in" the 

in both countries, the populist party (APRA and Peronism) lost, so 
parti~s did not immediately assume power. Nevertheless, the populist 
remallled a strong electoral contender, as witnessed by its subsequent 

in both countries. In the framework of this commonality, the two 
,uunene" were changing in different directions. In Peru, APRA lost its close 

,to the labor movement. Subsequent1y, a strong e1ectoralleft emerged in 
1970s, drawing major support from labor. The possibility thus emerged 

,"l,""'n ,',""n'wn Weekly Report, Nov. 16, 1989. 

ban had been briefly removed in 1973 in Argentina but then reimposed by the 
coup. 
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that Peru might be rnoving tQward Pole 7. In Argentina, on the 
Peronism maintained its close ties to the labor movement and 
toral force emerged on the left. Argentina therefore had the 
movement toward Pole 1 and sorne form of integrative two-party 
was this possibility that gave efforts at concertation and social 
tion in Argentina a special analytic importance from the st,m,dp'oir.t 
study. It is noteworthy that Peru and Argentina were the only 
both countries were rnoving in new directions. In this sense, the 
incorporation was least stable in these two cases. Indeed, this 
since a principal feature of the herltage was the ban in APRA and 
With this ban elirninated, politics changed. 

The Role of Social and Economic Explanations 

This book has presented an argument centered on the long-term 
political contrasts among the incorporation periods. It has expl(lIed 
litical dynamics through which this legacy was perpetuated, and, 
vious section, the political dynamics that would be entailed in the 

erosion of the legacy. Despite this emphasis on polítical d:n:'~::i~'! 
our position tbat socioeconornic factors are unimportant as 
politics, but ratber that for outcomes of broad regirne type and 

namics, which are of interest here, their impact is not C~:~~~~:~~~i~~;~~ 
occurs in crucial episodes of reorientation and institutional 

Given tbis model, it is worth retuming to tbe question: what is 

of socioeconoroic change and wruch socioeconoroic changes ~~~;;~:d~ 
critical juncture of the incorporation periods on which we have ft 
literature' on Latm American deve10pment has presented Utlm.er,OUS¡ 
ments about the varied ways in which .socioeconomic change has 

polítical sphere, focusing on such transIormations as tbe e~:~l'~::::';;;~l) 
new export econoroies beginning in the latter haH of the 19th 
economic disruption that occurred in the context both of the world 
sion and the two world wars, the intemationalization of these 

beginning in the 1950s, and the distinct Phases,:O::f:~~'~~:,t::~~,:~1~~1~~1 trialization that have accompanied these other 
ars have pointed to tbe links between the phases of import 
monly seen as linked with the depression, on the one hand, 
emergence of such political phenomena as the incorporation 
populism, on tbe other. 14 

A basic conclusion of the analysis is that tbe connection between 
tbese economic changes and the specific political transitions and 
comes we analyze is not as direct as sorne oI the literature would 

suggest. With reference to the re1ative timing of tbe initial ~l~~Z~~;::;~:~ 
riod and the phases of import substitution that began with the 

14 For an overview of sorne of this literature, see D. Collier 11979:chap. 11. 
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that the incorporation perlod sometimes came earlier sometimes 
with thes~ economic transitions, and sometimes came' latero There 

regular pattern. These major economic changes were a significant 
the context in which such political transformations occurred and at 
points played a conjunctural role in influencing the incorporation pe-

their causal importance has at times been overstated. 
wished to single out a majar economic and social transformation 
appear crucial in setting into motion the processes of political 

that are the focus of thi.s book, it would be the earlier period of export 
which began in the latter part of the 19th century and extended 

decades of the 20th century. As we saw, this perlod of growth 
not only massive urban and commercial development, but also 
expansion in manufacturing that occurred well before the indus
often identified in the literature with the period during and after 

"d"pre",ic,n,15 This earlier era of growth brought into being the actors and 
of change that were central to the political transformations ana-

, here. These included the export oligarchies themselves and the middle 
which, at times in alliance with dissident elements of the oligarchy, 

the major reform efforts of the fust decades of the century. This 
period of growth also created the economic and demographic base in 

U"(,m,me,,ci,l, manufacturing, enclave, and transportation sectors for the 
"",""llC" of new labor movements, whose increasing capacity for collective 
i~,11i:'"tion and intense social protest was a principal stimulus for the re

, periods and the incorporation projects that began to emerge in country 

is not to say that an event such as the depression was not extremely 
.portant .. Indeed,our analysis revealed that it did have a significant impacto 

(he crlsj's of the depression contributed to the fall of Ibáñez in Chile and .cut 
state incorporation project, with the result that the opportunity to 

his policies was far more limited than that enjoyed by Vargas in 
The crisis of the depression contributed to discrediting the Conser

government in Colombia and facilitated the Liberals' rise to power in 
which launched the incorporation periodo In Uruguay, the shock of the 

C'.C""."~ helped stimulate the polarization that led to the coup of 1933. In 
and Argentina, the econoroic crisis contributed to the fall of the Leguía 

govemments in 1930----both of wruch had earlier made an un
;siJ,ce(,ssful atternpt to launch an incorporation project. Thus, the depression 
.'i'~ r'a\'< an impacto Yet it appears to have been a marginal factor rather than 
).~,cerlt"aJ factor in explaining the key outcome in this analysis: why difIerent 

were set onto distinct trajectories of change during the incorpora-

observations about tbe depression may be applied more generally to 
. impact of a series oI other externa! events, politica! as well as economic, 

reference to the earIy employment effects oi this manufacturing growth, see Ta-

Usuario
Resaltado
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that successive1y influenced thes~. cases. In the Overview, 
these events, such as World War 1, the Russian Revolution, 
World War III the auset of the cold war, economic i"nt,m,atiollal~i, 
the Cuban Revolutioll, as a kind of transnational historical 
which these countries passed and which was the source of 
cro5s~sectional influences that cut across the longitudinal 
each case encompassing the incorporatioll, afterrnath, and 
As with the depressioll, these ather influences aIso had an i": m¡lm:\al~" 
at times reinforcing the pattems associated with interna! dynamics~ 
and at times producing variations but not, within the de.cades,:e 
here, superseding these interna! pattems. 

We have just argued, however, that the transnation"a~l:o~:::~:~~~;~ 
have a fundamental, founding influence was the e 
world trade beginning in the second haH of the 19th century, 
the export growth that in tum set in motion the processes 
have been the focus of this book. In addition to this highly vi", ;íblee¡ 
econonllc change, the other area in wmch we found a clear 
tween socioeconomic and political change was in the emergence 
movements analyzed in Chapter 3. We observed a close conr,ecti'llll 
the political outcome-the scope of worker organization and 
social and econornic change, WIDch had created the economic 
graphic base for labor moveroents. However, as noted earlier in 
chapter, the scope of organization and protest did not, in turn, 

a systematic impact Oil the type of incorporation periOO~d,:t;,h~a~:tl;~;i~~:'i~J 
country. Once again, to explain the different types of il 
more fruitful to go back to the broader transformations in social 
structure that derived from the perlod oí expon-Ied growth-as 
political institutions with roots further back in the 19th century: 

Thus, the impact oi- socioeconomic change on politics is . 
ambiguous, direct, and relative1y unmediated¡ sometimes 
indirect and roediated through other variables¡ and sometimes 
and at most indirecto The task is to distinguish wruch of these 
pertains for the particular political outcomes one wishes to exp"'''''" 

The pattem of links between socioeconomic change and ~c,l,,";",o" 
summarizes our analysis is one in which a major economic and 
formation (such as this earlier perlod of export-Ied growth) sets 
processes of polítical change (such as the incorporation peil(,a ,ana 
which later acbieve a certain margin of autonomy in re1ation to 
nornic contexto Thus, though the emergence of distinct types of . 
tion reflected prior socioeconomic and political differences among 
the subsequent dynamics derived to a significant extent froro the 
logic of incorporation itself. 

Figure 8.4, adapted from Figure 1.1 in the fust chapter, d¡'lgranllIl~l 
highlights the socioeconomic context of the critica! juncture of 
ration perlod, which in tum produced the partially autonomous 
has been the focus of tbis book. Against this base line, we may 
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to the question Di the erosion of the legacy and ask whether 
context of changes such as the intemationalization of produc'ie)!:l, ¡ 
crisis, and economic liberalization, the period of the late .o·o,"w,,, 
producing a new critical juncture. 

A New Critical Juncture? 

In .discussing the possibility that the heritage .of incorporation 
noted elements of political continuity and change. However, 
tion must be posed. The critical juncture of the i""cc1rpO"ltio1iC¡ 
emerged under specific historical conditions of economic 
and these conditions made certain political coalitions pClSsiibl<,_ 
1980s, when many of these conditions seemed to be changing, 
whether these changes would trigger a new critical juncture, 
founding of quite different coalitional patterns and regime dynaJ01icos_ 

Evidence of economic transfonnations that might constitute thé 
a new criticaI juncture was not hard to find. It could be observed . 
areas, both intemational and domestico Indeed, the intemational 
themselves seemed important enough to suggest the possibility 
mental change. At the most generallevel, the period of the 1970s 
was one oi a majar reorganization of capital on a global scale. 
ments were involved, and these suggested the emergence oi a 
order. Central among these were the decline óf U.S. hegemony and 
reconstruction of Japan and Europe as economic competitors¡ the 
importance of world trade and the closer integration of national 
with the global economYi the rise of the NICs as low-cost producers 
pliers of industrial goods; and the adoptíon of new kinds of global 

and marketing strategies by multinational corporatio~~si-: ~~i:;:::;;::::~ 
new internationalization of production and economic 
strong downward pressure on wages throughout the world 
Keynesian economics and class compromise between 
Keynesianism was replaced by a new hegemony of economic oIl:he,dclxy, 
eralism, and free market ideologies, the effects of which'were seen 
tries as diverse as the laissez-faire United States, the welfare state oi 
Britain, and, most dramaticaHy, the command economies of the comm\¡@ 
worId, as well as Latin America. 

In addition to these global trends, other, often related factors 

affected Latin American countries. Most obvious waa~sl;t::h:;e:q:,::;~c~~.~~ 
burden that erupted into a full-fledged crisis in 1982. S 
to confront the debt crisis, influenced by IMF conditionality, pr,od,oc"dlo 
or at times even negative economic growth, net capital outflows, UIleDopllg 
ment, and plummeting real wages. Equally familiar were changing 
of industrialization and the introduction of new models of accumul,"il" 
specifically the shift from inward-oriented growth to new industrial 
tion for exporto In addition, within Latin American countries over the 
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since the incorporation period, social struc~'\.lre had been trans
The mast obvious changes were the growth ?f ~e ffi.iddle ~lass, the 

of the private sector,. and rapid urbarnzatlOn, mvolvmg a de-

oe,"1111" and a growing urban informal sector. . 
sorne of these same socioeconomic factors were advanced as pnn-

~l ,,,q:Il,,,,tiolos of the CQUPS of the 19608 and )9705 and of the more subtle 
cb.aJOge, in countries that did not have eoups. Specifically, O'Donnell 

sought an explanation for those coups and the new forros 
\;¡je,uc:eatk-atl1blori",,¡'," regim.es they instituted in factors ~uch as the 

of the Latín American economies, changing pattems of 
ri"l!ic)mlli'''tiOaDnd the impact of a newly emerging technocratic class. 

it has been Suggested (McCoy 1985) that in vene~uela, a country 
coup, a similar change in the model of acc~mulat1?n ledthto ffid obre 

in state-labor relations. The 1989 riots In reactlOll to e e t
terity package were illustrative of the potential acceleration of 

auS With reference to Mexico, even befare the draroatic results of 
election, many of the changes listed aboye were evo.ked in explain

PRI's declining hegemony and the possible unravehng of the one-

In Peru APRA's efforts at support mobilization under Alan 
system. J • d k 

that focused more Oil the informal sector and unorgaruze WOT ers 
the organized labor movement, suggested that the stagnation.of the 

sector and the dynamism of the informal sector could produce lmpor-
_L _______ in politicS.16 . . ' 

the end of the 1980s, it was not possible to estabhsh unan:-~lgu~usly 
the erosion oi the prior legacy or the presence of a new cntIcal Junc-

Nevertheless, sorne initial observations can be made. . . 
many oi the changes noted aboye seemed to ~ndermme po~ulist co
and put pressure on labo~ and wages-especlally the re~atIvely pro-

wages of unionized workers-in a way that could contnbute to the 
of past pattems. Furthermore, in the conjuncture of the late 1980s, 
seerned so widespread and thorough-going on a global scale and so 

i];~~:~~;~e~:~ within Latin Arnerica that it appeared like1y that a new critical 
\~ might be imminent. Nevertheless, as mentioned, the causal impact 

of convulsive changes such as the world depression of me 1~30s ~ay 
been less important than is sometimes supposed for the speclfic k~ds 

political alignments or regime outcornes considered ~e~e. ~hus, cautlOn 
necessary in proclairning the ernergence of a new cntIcal JUllcture that 

produce a majar regime reorientation. . . . 
even if a new critical juncture was emergmg, the tlmmg of the 

reorientation would not necessarily be concurrent in aH countries. 
incorporation periods earlier in tros century were strung out over nearly 

16 As indicated in Chapter 6, in tbe 19405 and 19505 President Odria of Pero a150 marle a 
appeal to an important part of the informal sector-the 5quatter .settlements. How

he was at the time repressing APRA and the APRA-dommated labor move-
, was in a less good position to cultivate organized labor. In tbe 1980s, by contrast, 

might reasonably have aied to regain control of organized labor. 
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five decades, and the timing of a new critica! juncture miglit 
although increasing economic integration and the growing 
national factors as well as the acceleration of technological 

condense the timing. 
Tbird, even if a similar crisis or cleavage produced the ~:;~::~Jl~ 

each country, a similar political outcome could not be a 
ment about the earlier periods of initial incorporation is Cll'" "Utet, 
tries confronted the given cleavages in a variety of ways, 
on antecedent conditions. The neW conditions represented 
juncture in the 1980s and beyond could well produce a COlllJJ"')]" 
straints or parameters limiting the political structures that appeari!d 

ferent countries would confront the situation dillerently. 
Finally, it follows that if a new critical juncture was emerging; 

strUctures and dynamics described in the course of this book 
less continue to be important antecedent causal factors, cc,nclitiloirini' 

tinctive response of each country. 
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